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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines commonplaces in influential Anglo-American
women's activist rhetorics of the mid-nineteenth century. In contemporary rhetorical
theory commonplaces refer to "opim'ons or assumptions — that people generally
consider persuasive" (Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives 56). Because the persuasiveness of
evidence depends on the assumptions that audiences hold, Cicero defines conmionplaces
as "the very homes of all proofs" (2.39.162). Social-activist rhetorics by nineteenthcentury women h'terally relocated the homes of proofs to challenge previous assumptions.
Nineteenth-century audiences generally considered persuasive the assumption that
women should not speak or write on matters of public policy outside of the home. As a
resuh, most audiences found evidence that corroborated this assumption to be true rather
than simply more persuasive in a given set of historical circumstances. Women socialactivists undertook the arduous task of convincing audiences that this evidence could not
withstand every rhetorical situation, including social reform movements that extended
women's homes into society.
Homeplaces figure in how women could define social reform issues as well as
their own characters as rhetors in nineteenth-century America. Whether activist or
nonactivist, nineteenth-century rhetorics conunonly take character construction as an
integral part of women's spmtual province within the home (see Barbara Welter).
Female rhetors relocated homeplaces in effective ethos constructions, wherein character
resides in discourse rather than in preconceived notions about the character of all women
(Aristotle 13S6a2-13). In this case women's embodied presence made these
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preconceived notions unavoidable, however. Widely held social beliefs about women's
role in the home contested the ethos of women who engaged social issues in "the public
sphere." While m'neteenth-century conservatives posit a static conception of the public
sphere as an indeterminate location opposed to the private sphere of home, even their
arguments demonstrate the fluidity of the term public. Activists use this rhetoric to
constitute multiple publics for women, publics that reside both inside and outside the
home. The revised homeplaces of nineteenth-century female rhetors bequeath a
rhetorical legacy to social-activists.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE VALUE OF RHETORICAL TERMS FOR
SOCIAL-ACTIVIST RHETORICS BY ANGLO-AMERICAN WOMEN
As I moved from childhood to adolescence in the late 1970s, my mother began
her second career as a hospital lawyer while my father began his second career as a
houseparent of me, their only child. He drove me to school, fixed my meals, discussed
my day, and even attended one Girl Scout meeting. But it seemed more than our
audience, the mothers of my friends, could handle at the time. While my mother
provided me with a role model of a persuasive female rhetor in the workplace, my father
gave me plenty of practice with argument in many different rhetorical situations. I
remember arguing with my father during this period of my life more than any other single
detail I can recall about everything from who should take the credit for my learm'ng how
to drive a car to whether I should really be upset by the first boy who broke up with me.
My father taught me not only how to drive a car but also how to negotiate patriarchal
argumentative strategies. That is, he taught me when to challenge and when to simply
agree as well as how to negotiate with the "powers-that-be." One of his favorite lines
was; "I don't make the rules." At the time we both know that he did. Being the nurturer
that he is, however, it wasn't long before I started contributing to and even changing the
rules. My fiither taught me how to effectively argue from a subordinate rhetorical
position by carefully listening to my audience's expectations, fulfilling those that I could,
and disrupting those that could not be tolerated. By teaching me how to overturn
assumptions within a patriarchal system, he ultimately taught me how to ideologically
represent myself and my interests as a young woman in ways that others would later
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recognize. As a result of the dialectic between my father and myself unlike those
feminists who associate argument with violence (e.g., de Lauretis), I came to associate
argument with nurturing.
These personal associations have almost inevitably resulted in my decision to
become a feminist rhetorician who contests commonplaces about gender. As I
reconstruct such associations for a scholarly audience in the field of rhetoric and
composition, I see that my story may be taken as a rather naive reading, a child's reading
of discursive rites of passage that she could not understand at the time. Nevertheless it is
a reading that I carry with me through life, a reading that constitutes my commonplaces
and that may challenge those of others. Jim Corder similarly begins 'hunting for Ethos
Where They Say It Can't Be Found" with the stories that he and his children had
collectively used to characterize a rock, the paperweight on his desk, as an "ancient tool"
(299). When "a colleague from the Geology Department" offers "an alternative view,"
Corder no longer identifies as much with his rock; 'The alternative view enables the
viewer to see things differently, denies instrumentality, and deconstructs my rock. The
alternative words stop my words, and the reality of the rock changes. The geologist's
history appropriates my history. History is appropriation" (299). The geologist's words
suggest that Corder has rather naively read into the importance of his rock. Even though
the geologist causes Corder to question the rock's usefulness, Corder hangs onto the
meanings in his memory that his children had ascribed to this "ancient tool" in order to
construct his ethos for others in this article (299).
For Corder and myself, our stories construct an ethos that we hope others will
recognize. But these others may render the stories that comprise our selves as naive.
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even childish, perhaps as I have rendered a slice of my own story above. Principally
because of my relative youth both inside and outside the field, I have been tentative about
explicitly situating myself in this project by sharing such personal stories. Instead I have
sought other ways to construct an ethos through telling the untold stories of nineteenthcentury women social-activists. In the histories I have selected, however, the problem of
representing not only one's self but other selves also arises. Like Corder I have hunted
for ethos where they say it can't be found. I have found ethos constructions in the
histories of nineteenth-century Anglo-American women social-activists where some say
none existed.
In their own time and place, rhetors of both genders, even those with politically
activist orientations, contested whether nineteenth-century women social-activists could
construct an ethos at all. In my own time and place, I have almost nearly abandoned this
group time and again because these Anglo-American women claim authority where no
authority exists in their representations of Afncan-Americans and other marginalized
groups whose lived experiences they do not share. But I could not deny myself or this
group the opportunity to be heard for what they did contribute, their instrumentality in
getting the voices of oppressed classes heard.
I began this project by seeking sources that would tell me the story of how AngloAmerican women first effectively constructed ethos in the nineteenth century. Instead of
a coherent story, I found countless untold stories that kept taking me in increasingly
complicated and sometimes incoherent directions. I warned to understand how this
particular marginalized group gained the authority to represent themselves and their
interests in a public sphere that was at one time denied to them. I had hoped that
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uncovering the particulars about this site for social action would help to inform presentday marginalized groups regarding how best to rhetorically combat the prejudice and
structural inequities that persist in American society today. In retrospect I realize that I
also selected this group of Anglo-American women social-activists because I could
idemify with them as a resuh of their expressed commitmern to social justice as well as
shared class, gender, geographic, intellectual, moral, racial, and other community
affiliations.
In its culminating stages, I understand that this study informs other marginalized
groups less than it informs social activists like myself who can increasingly claim to
argue from a position of power in the academy. While women have entered the academic
ranks in more significant numbers, people of color have not. As a resuh Anglo-American
women and men who share socially activist orientations find themselves in the ethically
suspect position of speaking for marginalized groups whose lived expenences they do not
share. This study also raises the question of how Anglo-American women, who once
widely experienced discrimination inside and outside the academy, can ethically
represent the interests of others from emergent positions of power. At the same time, I do
not want to deny the lived experiences of either my mother who represents countless
others outside the academy or my foremothers inside the academy. While AngloAmerican women still face discrimination in the workplace, as a group we clearly have
gained a measure of economic and riietorical power that people of color have not. These
incongruities make a study of nineteenth-century Anglo-American women, even in the
present time, especially interesting for rhetoricians concerned with how those without
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power challenge the discourses that oppress them. This study begins to locate the
antecedents of such a transformation for Anglo-American women.
In nineteenth-century America women began to find rhetorical power in
discourses that had previously authorized the intellectual, moral, and social work of men.
The discourses of Christianity, Abolitionism, and Transcendentalism proved to be
particularly effective in establishing women's authority to publicly address issues
previously denied to them. Not surprisingly, these discourses follow the problematic
logic of liberalism, however, including both its revolutionary possibilities and its
tendency to abstraa from oppressive conditions in terms that efface differences.
From a contemporary perspective, Elizabeth Ellsworth summarizes the critical problems
with discourses relying on the premises of liberalism, which "assume rationalized,
individualized subjects capable of agreeing on universalizable 'fundamental moral
principles' and 'quality of human life' that become self-evident when subjects cease to be
self-interested and particularistic about group rights" (108). But "social agents are not
. capable of being fully rational and disinterested; and they are subjects split between the
conscious and the unconscious and among multiple social positionings (108). In a
revised pedagogy that addresses the problems of liberalism, Ellsworth's students meet in
affinity groups to discuss the collective idemifications and interests that bind them
together, "building coalition among the muhiple, shifting, intersecting, and sometimes
contradictory groups carrying unequal weights of legitimacy" (109). Students become
members of more than one afiRnity group when their multiple allegiances collide as
"women of color," "women and men of color,""feminists," etc. (109). These affinity
groups allow subjects to articulate the collective "home" interests of subjects and to
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become agents for change in both "the culture and the classroom" (109). The women
social-activists under consideration represent such an affinity group, bound together as a
result of certain community affiliations.
The rhetorics of nineteenth-century Anglo-American women social-activists also
address the problem of representation for marginalized others who cannot form affmity
groups; What occurs when subjects cannot rhetorically represent themselves, becoming
agents of social change on their own behalfs with their own terms? Without the
rhetorical ability to become agents, marginalized groups cannot form afifmity groups or
establish publics of their own. Without terms of their own, discourses that can represent
collective home interests, such subjects are subjected to the alien discourses of rhetors
with agency, no matter how well-meaning these rhetors may be. Jacqueline Jones
Royster discusses such intrusions upon the Other's homeplaces in "When the First Voice
You Hear Is Not Your Own":.. when you visit other people's 'home places,'
especially when you have not been invited, you simply can not go tramping around the
house like you own the place, no matter... how much authority and entitlement outside
that home you may be privileged to hold" (32). While nineteenth-century AngloAmerican women social-activists visited the homeplaces of Others, sometimes uninvited,
they sought to collaborate in the construction of new homeplaces (ethos and topoi) for
marginalized others rather than to dominate these homeplaces as they had been
dominated. As a result of their lived experience, these remarkable women sought to
create connections among affinity groups despite their own tenuous hold on authority and
their lack of entitlement outside the home.
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To discuss how Anglo-American women undertook such rhetorical work on
behalf of marginalized others, I conceive of the term principled discourse. While
discourses such as Christianity, Abolitionism, and Transcendentalism represent some of
the most important collective home interests of nineteenth-century Anglo-American
women social-activists, the same discourses appear alien if not oppressive to
marginalized groups. The term principled discourse further gets at this sense; principled
discourses represent established ideologies, including their dominating tendencies but
also opportunities for oppositional thinking about the values they codify. Topoi are sites
within these discourses that embody invemional possibilities, often in the recognition of
contradictions about how values have been collectively codified by particular groups and
can be challenged by other groups.
Anglo-American women social-activists first use topoi in the principled
discourses of Christianity, Abolitionism, and Transcendemalism to claim authority for
themselves, but later attempt by the same process to extend this authority to AfricanAmericans and other marginalized groups. Through this study I offer a model for
understanding how a select group effectively uses principled discourses to claim
authority and to overturn unjust commonplaces. On the other hand, claiming the
authority to speak for others and representing others in principled discourses presents
another kind of critical problem for social activists that cannot be easily reconciled. How
can social activists ethically represent others with less power than themselves? How can
an Anglo-American woman, for instance, relying on a principled discourse ethically
represent African-Americans? These questions pose problems for my ethos here and for
the ethos of social activists in general who historically claim the authority to (re)present
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Others with less power than themselves. But sometimes, as in the case of nineteenthcentury women social-activists, Anglo-American women must represent others because
marginalized others have not yet gained access to the conversations where decisions are
made about them. I do not pretend to offer a definitive solution to this problem. My
working answer for this study (in order to recognize the contributions of past AngloAmerican women social-activists and to see our shared commitments through to
completion) has been to follow the model offered by the nineteenth-century women
social activists under consideration. I have stayed as close as possible to their texts just
as these rhetors stayed as close as possible to the texts of their constituencies. In order to
ethically represent these others with some authority, I quote from the primary sources at
great length to coherently interweave the complexities of their (hi)stories without losing
their human resonance, a collective ethos constructed from various authorities, which
comes at the cost of not telling a simple, or even a straightforward story. Like the socialactivists under consideration, I realize that I cannot tell such (hi)stones without prejudice;
I can only acknowledge the prejudice that I identify, and hope that others will tolerantly
recognize and inform me of what I have missed in the perspectives I have assumed.
(Hi)stories here connotes the sense that history "is always a construction," an
"appropriation," as others have expressed before me (Connors, "Dreams and Play" 21;
Corder "Hunting" 299).
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Coming to Rhetorical Terms with Historical Scholanhip
on Nineteenth-Century Women
Public debate on the role of women in social activism predates widespread higher
education for women in America. Nevertheless female rhetors exist during this time
through petitions and rhetorics published by both social conservatives and activists. In
"Women's Reclamation of Rhetoric in Nineteenth-Century America," Robert J. Connors
claims that women enter 'the theretofore closed field of rhetoric" with "the opening of
higher education to women" in the mid-nineteenth century (67). In this sense Connors
defines rhetoric "as it would have been used by its practitioners through 1850—that is, as
the 2,S00-year-old discipline of persuasive public discourse" (67). In addition to
participation in a classical curriculum, in nineteenth-century America women also enter
the field of rhetoric through social-activist rhetorics. Angelina Grimke identifies the right
of petition as "the only political right that women have" (112). Grimke reminds that
women are in the same position as America's revolutionary forefathers; "Our fathers
waged a bloody conflict with England, because they were taxed without being
represented. This is just what unmarried women of property now are. They were not
willing to be governed by laws which they had no voice in making; but this is the way in
which women are governed in this Republic" (112). Women social-activists enter the
field of rhetoric in nineteenth-century America through discursive means.
Women's historians tend to examine dominant ideologies in nineteenth-century
America as if these ideologies exist outside of discourse.' My work contributes an

' Linda Ketber has coninbuied an undeisiandingof republicanism as an ideolog>- that both limited andenabled
women's poliu'cai paitidpation. Gerda Leiner traces the emeigence of feminist consciousness to religion and
spirituality. Blanche Classman Heish traces theemergence of feminism to abolitionism. NanQ-A. Hewitt traces
tte emergence of the woman's rights to Quakerism.
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understanding of how discourse constructs these ideologies and how social-activist
rhetoric, wherein divergent discourses collide, reconstructs such ideologies. In this
discursive collision programs for social reform became available for the masses not just
the elite or the mainstream (see hooks 96). Nineteenth-century America realized an
unprecedented need for the imellectual work of the American republic's "moral
custodians" as teachers in response to heightened immigration, burgeoning
industrialization and urbanization (see Nancy Hoffman). I contribute scholarship on the
discourses that authorized the intellectual work of women as both teachers of the mass
public and advocates for social change. Rhetoricians have begun to historicize
intersections between rhetoric and feminism (see Ede et al.). Cheryl Glenn's
Regendering the Tradition offers a historical analysis of individual proto-feministic
rhetorical practices through the nuddle ages in Europe. This study moves to an
understanding of collective rhetorical practices during first-wave feminism in America.
Scholars particularly depend on the terms True Womanhood and Republican
Motherhood to establish the most persuasive commonplaces about women in nineteenthcentury America. Barbara Welter finds that "the cult of True Womanhood" dominates
discussions about women in nineteenth-century America. Welter defines True
Womanhood according to functional properties, a woman's demonstration of "four
cardinal virtues--piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity," immediately
recognizable through her fiunily identities of "mother, daughter, sister, wife" ("Cult"
152). True women were true in the sense that they perform the q)propriate roles for
women. In historian Nancy C. Cott's words, "'Womanhood' itself summed up the
vocation" (99). But women also were presumed to be true in the sense that they were
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thought to be inherently more virtuous than men (Weher, "Cuk" 152-53). For Kerfoer
Repubiican Motherhood is an ideology that extends women's roles beyond True
Womanhood^ "a device which attempted to integrate domesticity and politics" {Towards
59). While women "did not vote... they took pride in their ability to mold citizens who
would" {Towards 60). RepublicanMotfurhoodhoHtk reproduced and undercut hegemony
in gender relations. Women's roles as mothers afforded an indirect means of
participation in the polis for women. Mothers instilled republican values in sons who
would later vote and therefore fully partake in public life. Both True Womanhood znd
Republican Motherhood rest on the premise that women's influence occurs in a domestic
or private sphere that exists independently from a civic or public sphere. Literary
historians Susan Phinney Conrad, Donna Dickenson, and most recently Nicole
Tonkovich find that nineteenth-century feminists "subvert" and even "transcend" these
dominant ideologies on women in nineteenth-century America. Rhetorician P. Joy Rouse
similarly refers to these ideologies as "ideals" rather than as discourses in her argument
for Fuller's inclusion in a canom'cal history of rhetoric (113).
In recovering the terms True Womanhood and Republican Motherhood from
nineteenth-century America, Welter and Kerber encounter the problem of how to define
the terms whose meam'ngs had already been assumed. These terms were so pervasive in
nineteenth-century America that early nineteenth-century rhetors did not ofifer precise
definitions of them; "Authors who addressed themselves to the subject of women in the
mid-nineteenth century used this phrase as frequently as writers on religion mentioned
God. Neither group felt it necessary to define their favorite terms; they simply

assumed—with some justification—that readers would intuitively understand exactly
what they meant" (Welter, Dimity 204). In her recent collection of essays Toward an
Intellectual History of Women, Kerber acknowledges the constitutive character of the
terms that feminist historians have used to represent the history of women.
But Kerber does not consider how politically oriented discourse as it was both
spoken and written by nineteenth-century women rhetors arbitrarily divided the public
and private spheres. In a reprinted 1988 essay titled "Separate Spheres, Female Worlds,
Woman's Place; A Rhetoric of Women's History," she claims that "historians have
undertaken a conscious criticism of their own rhetorical constructions" (170). The
rhetorical constructions to which she refers here are those of separate spheres for men
and women, which True Womanhood and Republican Motherhood reinforced. While
Kerber acknowledges that "language of separate spheres itself [is] a rhetorical
construction that responded to changing social and economic reality," she maintains that
the changes in how the public and private spheres were constituted by the American
workplace and legal system beginning in the late nineteenth century "occurred largely
without the assistance of a politically oriented discourse" {Towards 179).
Even as historians have begun to consciously consider how ideology has
constituted notions of womanhood in m'neteenth-century America, they have undermined
connections between rhetoric and ideology. Welter finds "that the so-called feminine
virtues may assume more than rhetorical significance... The family, popular culture,
and religion were the vehicles by which feminine virtues were translated into vahies"
{Dimity 102). In the phrase "more than rhetorical significance," Welter denigrates the
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constitutive function of rhetoric as a source of these values and clearly distinguishes
between rhetoric and values.
Despite the difficulties that historians have admitted with how definitions of
women have been rhetorically constructed, the few feminist rhetoricians who refer to this
scholarship replicate the historians' connotations of these terms as ideologies that exist
outside of discourse. When Karlyn Kohrs Campbell first imports True Womanhood into
rhetorical studies, for example, she problematically accepts the term at fiice value. She
uses True Womanhood to historicize the now commonly perceived divide in nineteenthcentury America between women and rhetoric: "Quite simply, in nineteenth-century
America, femininity and rhetorical action were seen as mutually exclusive. No 'true
woman' could be a public persuader" (9-10). Hence she recreates this divide between
nineteenth-century women and rhetoric.
The rhetoric that distinguishes the public sphere from the private sphere does not
account for the lived experiences of middle- and lower- class women and men in
nineteenth-century America. True Womanhood as a discourse entirely effaced the
situations of lower-class women, eliding their experiences by likening them to middleclass women (Cott 99, 123). Even though women's roles became more rigidly defmed
according to domestic funaions in nineteenth-century America, American women had
been and were continuously serving in vocations not limited by sexually defined roles
(see James; Benson). The majority of American women, who were of the lower class,
did not experience domestication, to which Ann Douglas refers as "feminine
dissestablishment": "For the countless girls who moved from a life of labor on a

to a

life of labor in a factory, for the feminine immigrants who came in increasing numbers
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Straight from a ship to a northern sweatshop or a midwestem frontier, for the thousands of
enslaved black women who served King Cotton, dissestablishment clearly had little or no
meaning" (49).
Instead of experiencing a dichotomous relationship between the public or private
sphere, such marginalized women inhabited multiple public spheres that always already
collided with their domestic lives. In "Rethinking the Public Sphere; A Contribution to
the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy," Nancy Fraser challenges previous
monolithic representations of the public sphere. She begins with Ju'rgen Habermas's
conception of "the bourgeois public sphere." Habermas defines this term as "the sphere
of private people [who] come together to form a public" (27). While he problematically
constitutes the public sphere against the private sphere of home, Habermas extends the
private sphere into the public sphere as a resuh of "the exertions and relations involved in
social labor" (28). With the emergence of the bourgeois public sphere, "private man"
always already has a propertied "status" (28). The "private man" combines "the role of
owner of commodities with that of the head of the family, that of property owner with
that of 'human being' per se" (28-9). Fraser further defines Habermas's bourgeois public
sphere as "the space in which citizens deliberate about their conmion affairs, hence, an
institutionalized arena of discursive interaction" (57).
Through effective ethos constructions, privileged Anglo-American women socialactivists sought to assume and to lend the role of'private man" to marginalized others
within a bourgeois social order. From this angle nineteenth-century women did not
simply seek to emer the public sphere from the distant remove of home, otherwise known
as the private or domestic sphere according to Habermas; "Women and dependents were
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factually and legally excluded from the political public sphere, whereas female readers as
well as apprentices and servants often took a more active part in the literary public sphere
than the owners of private property and family heads themselves" (56). Women, like
slaves, are considered to be commodities in Habermas's bourgeois public sphere.
Women and former slaves first had to hold property in order to be treated as human
beings with voices within a democracy. African-Americans and women, then, would only
be recognized as human beings after establishing their entitlement to property ownership
(see Habermas 56).
According to Fraser, Habermas idealizes his "bourgeois public sphere" because
"he fails to examine other, nonliberal, nonbourgeois, competing public spheres" (60-1).
Fraser uses Mary Ryan's work to substantiate the claim that Habermas might have
considered "a plurality of public spheres" in his formulation of the bourgeois public
sphere; 'In fact, the historiography of Ryan and others demonstrates that the bourgeois
public sphere was never the public. On the comrary, virtually contemporaneous with the
bourgeois public there arose a host of competing counterpublics" (61). Despite
nineteenth-century American women's "exclusion from the official public sphere," then,
"women of various classes and ethnicities constructed access routes to public political
life" (61). Fraser concludes, "Moreover, not only were there always a plurality of
competing publics but the relations between bourgeois publics and other pubUcs were
always conflictual" (61).
Consider, for example, how Child constructs her e^ms with the principled
discourse of abolitionism to constitute multiple publics in a September 6,
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1862 open letter to President Lincoln. This letter indicts Lincoln for an unjust Civil War
policy that sends liberated slaves back to oppression rather than enlists them in the
Northern army: "How much longer will pro-slavery officers be permitted to refuse
obedience to the laws of Congress, saying, 'We shall continue to send back fugitives to
their masters until we receive orders from OMX President to the contrary'" (2SS). Child
holds Lincoln morally responsible for not giving "such ordm" against a racist policy
(255). She urges Lincoln to rely on higher principles rather than this policy; "Look
upward instead of downward. Place your reliance on principles rather than on men. (jod
has placed you at the head of a great nation at a crisis when its free institutions are in
extreme peril from enemies within and without" (260). Child derives such principles of
'Him'versal freedom" from religious discourse (260). She compares Lincoln to Moses and
urges him to; "Lay your right arm on the buckler of the Almighty, and march fearlessly
forward to universal freedom in the name of the Lord!" (260). With religious authority.
Child also constitutes an ethos to publicly criticize Lincoln's policy; "God is not mocked.
Neither nations nor individuals sin against His laws with impunity" (255).
Child's argument recognizes that Anglo-American women possess a certain
amoum of power in the m'neteenth century, as long as Anglo-American women act within
their proper sphere. But she steps out of bounds in using rhetoric to address a social issue
in a public forum. Child acknowledges that audiences suspect any woman's rhetoric as it
violates convention; "It may seem a violation of propriety for a woman to address the
Chief Magistrate of the nations at a crisis so momentous as this"(254). She defends her
etims on the principled grounds that women can represent voiceless others; "surely an
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American woman of the nineteenth century need not apologize for pleading with the
rulers of her country in behalf of the poor, the wronged, the cruelly oppressed" (254).
Because Child's riietoric draws on religious assumptions, she can effectively
construct an ethos for both herself and freed slaves, constituting muhiple publics within
the same rhetoric. Faith becomes proof of the freed slaves' ethos: "We are told that
uncounted prayers go up from their bruised hearts, in the secrecy of their rude little
cabins, that 'God would bress Massa Lincoln"' (260). Child creates an ethos that appeals
to the principles of her audience; 'Is there nothing that touches your heart in the simple
trust of these poor, benighted suffering souls? In view of it, can you still allow the
ofBcers of the United States to lash them at their pleasure and send them back to their
masters, on the plea that the President has given no orders on the subject?" (260). Using
Fraser's terminology, Child represents the interests of "subaltern counterpublic^' in her
abolitionist rhetorics (67). Furthermore, Child gives her audience the rhetorical tools to
construa "strong pixbVics, publics whose discourse encompasses both opinion-formation
and decision-making" in Fraser's words (7S).
Public spheres in a democracy must exist in a plurality where rhetoric articulates
alternative visions of society. The plurality of public spheres that social activists
constitute in nineteenth-century America elucidate rhetorical places where civil society
could be imagined and reimagtned. The social-activist riietorics under consideration
attest to how rhetoric constitutes alternative public spheres for civic participation,
otherwise known as counterpublics or oppositional publics. Principled discourses
endorsed by particular publics such as Abolitionists or Transcendemalists,
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give women social-activists the tt^i to constitute the public character (ethos) of these
counterpublics.
A Nineteenth-Century Woman*! Character
With the publication of An Essay on Slavery and Abolitionism with Reference to
the Duty of American Females, Catherine E. Beecher sets the rhetorical stage for the
issues that concern midnineteenth-century American woman social-activists. Education
scholars generally regard Beecher as a leading nineteenth-century advocate for the
professionalization of women teachers (see Nancy Hoffman). Beecher buttresses her
argument for women teachers with the premise that "the character of women should be
highly differentiated from the character of men in order to allow women to exemplify
domestic virtues" (Sklar 135-36). In Beecher's view only women's domestic virtues can
serve as the ethical foundation for public school education; 'It is the immediate object of
this enterprise now presented, to engage American women to exert the great power and
influence put into their hands ... and by the same method, to secure a proper education to
the vast multitude of neglected American all over our land" (qtd. in Hoffman 51).
According to biographer Kathryn Sklar, Americans largely accepted Beecher's
"proposals for the creation of a national ethic of domestic virtue" (135). Sklar further
credits Beecher with conceiving of "character formation" as woman's province, which by
I860 "had effectively replaced religion as the primary basis for learned moral behavior in
both the home and the school" (129).
Many of Beecher's arguments still inhibit social action as a result of perceived,
static characterizations of particular groups within society. She ascribes a certain, fixed
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character to all women, regardless of class, race, or religion. Beecher limits women's
roles in society through establishing her own authority as credible rhetor with the
discourse of Christianity. Ostensibly, she grants abilities to women through religious
authority, but this authority takes away the collective and individual abilities of women to
define their characters. According to Beecher, Christianity allocates proper roles to
women in society; "It is Christianity that has given to woman her true place in society"
(100). She attributes women's true place in society to "the beneficent and inmiutable
law" of "Divine economy," which allocates "dilfferent stations of superiority and
subordination" (98). Finding that men are "superior" to women, Beecher does not fauh
"the character or conduct of either" as "Heaven has appointed" these arrangements (99).
For this reason, "It is therefore as much for the dignity as it is for the interest of females,
in all respects to conform to the duties of this relation" (99).
In Essay, Beecher purposefully conflates the character of women social-activists
with that of abolitionists in order to cast aspersion on women's social activism. Despite
Beecher's advocacy of women teachers in rhetorics such as The Evils Suffered by
American Women and American Children (1846), Beecher's Essay attests to her social
conservatism, a social conservatism that continues to rhetorically work audiences,
"interpreting and shaping the collective consciousness of American women" (Sklar 132).
Unfortunately, this legacy explicitly rejects social activism for American women. Sklar
suggests that Beecher's rhetorical strategies widely appealed to her contemporaries
"possibly because they prescribed less dramatic cultural changes" than activist rhetorics
by women (Sklar 137).
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Nineteenth-century women social-activists contest Beecher's characterization of
women. The widespread publication in 1838 of both Sarah Grimke's Letters on the
Equality of the Sexes and Angelina Grimke's Letters to Catherine E. Beecher, In Reply to
An Esse^ on Slavery and Abolitionism inaugurates a period of prolific writing by women
social-activists. As refugees from the pro-slavery south, Sarah and Angelina Grimke
sought religious asylum from slavery, first in the form of Quakerism and later in the form
of abolitionism. Mary Parker, the Presidem of the Boston Antislavery Society, invited the
Grimke sisters to write letters in support of women's social activism for publication in the
New England Spectator (Weld 428). The elder sister Sarah Grimke undertook this
rhetorical task because Angelina Grimke was previously engaged in writing a rebuttal to
Catherine Beecher's An Essay on Slavery and Abolitionism (Weld 428). Angelina
Grimke expressed a personal obligation to refute Beecher's Esxiy, as it was intended "to
counteract the effect of her testimony in the North" {A.E. Grimke's Letters 3).
la. Letters, Angelina Grimke directly challenges mainstream public opinion on
nineteenth-century women social-activists to which Beecher attests. Most importantly,
Grimke contests Beecher's stagnant characterizations of Christianity and woman's ethos.
Thou seemest to think... that Christianity is just such a weak, dependent,
puerile creature as thou has described woman to be. In my opinion, thou
has robbed both the one and the other of all their true dignity and glory.
Thy descriptions may suit the prevailing Christianity of this age, and the
general character of woman; and if so, we have great cause for shame and
confusion of face. (30-1)
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Grimke further disputes the distance Beecher imposes between women and "principles of
duty" as an avenue for not only women's expression but also social activism; "According
to what thou sayest, the women of this country are not to be governed by principles of
duty, but by the effect their petitions produce on the members of Congress, and by the
opinions of these men" (110). While Beecher distinguishes the characters of men and
women, Grimk^ argues that the characters of both men and women should be held to the
same ethical standards; "I rejoice that she does not stand on the same platform which man
now occupies in these respects; but I mourn, also, that he should thus prostitute his higher
nature, and vilely cast away his birthnght I prize the purity of his character as highly as I
do that of hers" (119). Herein Grimke echoes her sister's words in Letters on the
Equality of the Sexes: "As a moral being, whatever is morally wrongfor her to do, it is
morally wrong for him to do. The fallacious doctrine of male and female virtues has well
night ruined all that is morally great and lovely in his character; he has been quite as deep
a sufTerer by it as woman" (119-20). Then she explicitly refers the reader to her sister's
Letters: "As she has taken up this subject so fully, I have only glanced at it" (121).
Both sisters reclaim women's character from social conservatives. Sarah
Grimke's Letters also defend the rhetoric of female abolitionists before an audience of
interdenominational Protestants. Before being published altogether in pamphlet form,
Grimke's Letters first appeared singularly in the New England Spectator and William
Lloyd Garrison's abolitionist newspq)er The Liberator. Even male abolitionists advised
the Grimk6 sisters to remain silem on the subject of women's rights, however. A.
Grimke's future husband Theodore Weld argued that '*the best possible advocacy which
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you can make is just what you are making day-by-day" by continuing to speak in public
on behalf of slaves (qtd. in Bimey 206). Other abolitionists such as Jonathan Whittier
similarly found that the perceived change in subject matter to "the woman question"
represented a betrayal; "'Does it not look, dear sisters, like abandoning in some degree
the cause of the poor and miserable slave... whose cries and groans are forever
sounding in our ears, for the purpose of arguing against some trifling oppression, political
or social, which we may ourselves suffer" (qtd. in Bimey 204). Not surprisingly,
Grimke's Letters received strong condemnation from Protestant ministers; "'If the vine
whose strength and beauty is to lean upon the trellis-work, and half conceal its clusters,
thinks to assume the independence and the overshadowing of the elm, it will not only
cease to bear fruit, but will fall in shame and dishonor into dust"' (qtd. in Grimke, Letters
41). This well-known Pastoral Letter of the General Association of Congregational
Ministers of Massachusetts takes "'FEMALE CHARACTER"' as its subject (qtd. in
Grimke, Letters 37). The Pastoral Letter likens woman to a vine that depends on a trellis,
implying that without her reproductive function woman would be nothing more than dust.

Ethos as ToptH'. A Collective Character for Nineteeiith-Century Women
Rhetoricians study character or ethos as a means of both persuasion and
identification. In an Anstotelian scheme of rhetoric, riietors find one of "the available
means of persuasion" in ethos (13SSb25-28). Aristotle defines ethos as "the speaker's
personal character when the speech is so spoken as to make us think him credible"
(1356b2-6). In ancient terms ethos, then, depends on the rhetor's representation of good
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sense, good moral character, and goodwill in the actual words spoken (Aristotle 137869). As Lawrence W. Rosenfield finds,..

the origin of'ethos' is not 'credibility' or

'personal influence,' but the individual's dwelling place, the characteristic place or
disposition in which he exists in the world" (145).
New rhetorics revise ethos to account for the interplay of rhetors, audiences, and
(con)texts in the creation of meaning. Kenneth Burke changes the key defining term of
rhetoric fi'om persuasion to "identification" in "post-Christian" rhetorics {A Rhetoric 20,
38). Burke defines rhetoric as "the use of language as a symbolic means of inducing
cooperation in beings that by nature respond to symbol^'' (Burke, A Rhetoric 43).
Theresa Enos conceptualizes what this change in emphasis means for ethos: 'The shift in
rhetoric firom persuasion to identification elevates ethos. Furthermore, ethos cannot be
separated from audience consideration because part of the ethical appeal is one's stance, a
textual manifestation of an attitude" ("Voice" 188). In effective rhetorics ethos
designates a reciprocal relationship between the values of rhetors and audiences; "...
values living in the text unite writer and audience" (Enos, "An Eternal" 106). Effective
ethos constructions, then, depend on an audience's willingness to listen (Enos, "An
Eternal 108). In an identification with a rhetor's ethos, audiences choose to become
persuaded by the argument (Enos, "An Eternal" 106,108).
The audience's willingness to listen, to identify, and to empathize presents a
rhetorical problem for mneteenth-century female rhetors. Not surprisingly, socially
conservative rhetorics, like Beecher's Essay and the Pastoral Letter, rqect women's ethos
constructions. As suggested above, even abolitionist rhetorics contest the ability of
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women to create efiTective ethos constructions. In these estimations a women's character
ecists independently from the rhetoric that represents her. Women's character cannot be
simply rendered into words. Her character nuuiifests in domestic values that transcend
rhetorical situations.
In Anglo-American Feminist Challenges to the Rhetorical Tradition(s), Krista
RatclifTe suggests that women's "bodies" have "traditionally" prevented audiences's
acceptance of women's ethos outside the home (20). Susan C. Jarratt and Nedra
Reynolds also seek to return an embodied ethos to female rhetors where "ethos is the
admission of a standpoint, with the understanding that other standpoints exist and that
they change over time" (S3). Jarratt and Reynolds critique a "Platonic metaphysics [that]
splits the representation of *self in the speech away from a real self with access to a
source of Truth and Good beyond the poli^'' (40). Discourses on womanhood in
nineteenth-century America posit "a real self with access to a source of Truth and Good
beyond the/w//5" for middle-class women who subscribe to domestic values (Jarratt and
Reynolds 40). Catherine Beecher, for example, attributes the "public respect and
kindness" expressed toward women to "intellectual culture in the female mind" (108-09).
This "intellectual culture" avoids public persuasion; *^en are the proper persons to make
appeals to rulers whom they appoint" (104-05). And women "surely are out of their
place, in attempting to do it themselves" (105). fronically, in Beecher's view female
rhetors threaten "the right of free discussion, the freedom of speech, and liberty of the
press" with words by virtue of their existence in front of an audience (136). Hence her
argument purposefully invalidates the possible plurality of women's ethos constructions
in order to obstruct the civic participation of iiiture female riietors. As long as women
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maintain their proper sphere, they will have the respect they deserve. As long as the
"intellectual culture in the female mind so strongly enforces the appropriate duties of
woman's sphere," Amencan women will continue to "have so much public respect and
kindness accorded to them" (108-09).
Beecher, however, effectively participates in a public sphere that she dem'es to
women social-activists. According to Beecher, women social-activists cannot engage 'in
public debate" without considerable cost to American society (100). Woman should not
degrade her character by acting as man does: "[H]e may urge his measures by a sense of
shame, by fear and by personal interest; he may coerce by the combination of public
sentiment; he may drive by physical force, and he does not outstep the boundaries of his
sphere" (100). Beecher specifically objects to women's political participation in the form
of petitions. Women should avoid "petitions to congress, in reference to the official
duties of legislators, [which] seem, IN ALL CASES, to fall entirely without the sphere of
female duty" (104).
On the other hand, Beecher allows women to use "arguments and persuasions"
within the domestic sphere, which she extends to public schools and to her own argument
through religious discourse (105). She further claims to model the appropriate manner by
which women are to argue within her expanded domestic sphere. Women must "win
every thing by peace and love; by making herself so much respected, esteemed and loved,
that to yield to her opinions and to gratify her wishes, will be the free-will offering of the
heart. But this is to be all accomplished in the domestic and social circle" (101).
Beecher legitimizes her rhetoric through the discourse of Christianity that exalts the
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spiritual province of women; *lt is Christianity that has given to woman her true place in
society. And it is the peculiar trait of Christianity alone that can sustain her therein.
'Peace on earth and good will to men' is the character of all the rights and privileges, the
influence, and the power of woman'" (100).
Comemporary feminist rhetoricians would object to Beecher's attempt to fix the
character of woman with Christian discourse. In "The Splitting Image," for example,
Jarratt and Reynolds react against "[t]he move to split off and fix a 'character,' which is
presumed to be 'ethically' stable in contrast to a shifting social context (or 'audience')"
(48). Jarratt and Reynolds fiirther contest "the philosopher's gesture" on the grounds that
"abstraction, or even transcendence" denies that rhetoric creates ethos, the speaker having
been created at a particular site within the contingencies of history and geography" (47).
Nineteenth-century female rhetors, both nonactivists like Beecher and activists like the
Grimke sisters, problematically use abstract and even transcendemal, philosophical
discourses like Christianity and abolitionism to effect ethos constructions. Such
principled discourses serve as a bridge by which female rhetors could extend their
sanctioned roles as character molders beyond the home. The degree to which women's
ethos constructions depart from sanctioned homeplaces distinguish nonactivist fi'om
activist rhetorics. Nonactivist rhetorics use custom to edify a woman's character whereas
activist rhetorics challenge custom to create a range of characters for women.
Jarratt and Reynolds also remind that ethos denotes both "character" and "custom" (42).
In their view the sophists integrate both senses of the term eUnsr, "Rather than focusing
on the split between a genuine, fully formed character and its represemation, sophistic
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rhetoric explains the process of character formation through learning to speak to the
interests of the community" (44). Protagoras, for example, contends "that virtue can be
taught, an argumem that rhetoric can indeed must, articulate culturally specific ethical
codes" (45). Jarratt and Reynolds later refer to these "culturally specific ethical codes" as
t(q)oi (49). Kenneth Burke similarly suggests "values" as a modem translation for
Aristotle's

and Cicero's loci communes (A Rhetoric of Motives 56; Philosophy of

Literary Form ix). But ethos can also been defined as "that set of values that we can find
coming through the immediate text" (Enos, "Voice" 180).
Definitions of ethos and topoi understandably conflate as both terms designate
"values" in new rhetorics that emphasize identification. In new rhetorics both ethos and
topoi refer to aspects of the same process, an audience's identification with a rhetor. In
Kenneth Burke's explanation topoi are "the appropriate 'signs' of character needed to
earn the audience's good will" {A Rhetoric, 55-6). To establish ethos a rhetor must draw
on topoi. In this sense, then, topoi offer consensual terms for the detennination of right
and wrong. Commonplaces persuade audiences of a rhetor's credibility: "If, in the
opinion of a given audience, a certain kind of conduct is admirable, then a speaker might
persuade the audience by using ideas and images that identify his cause with that kind of
conduct" (Burke, A Rhetoric 55). It becomes more difficult for rhetors to persuade when
challenging cultural commonplaces; "When you are with Athem'ans, it's easy to praise
Athem'ans, but not when you are with Lacedaemonians" CBurke, A Rhetaic 55).
In contrast Aristotle clearly delineates topoi as a universal methodology for crafting
effective arguments that transcends culture: "It makes no difference whether the subject
is the Lacedaemom'ans or the Athenians, a man or a god; we must do the same thing"
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(l396b23-25). He delineates the topics into 28 lines of argument (2.23). Edward P.J.
Corbett organizes Aristotle's topics under five oftenly cited headings; definition,
comparison, relationship, circumstance, and testimony (97). The topics themselves are
"general heads or categories" (Corbett 96). Corbett offers the topoi as inventional
strategies for writers "who do not have, or think they do not have, something to say on a
given subject" (95). Drawing on **their experience, their education, or their reading" as
an "external aid," however, writers may not need to rely on the /c^i (Corbett 94,96).
Even in Aristotle's Rhetoric, how a rhetor delineates a topic to address "the facts about
the subject on which we are to speak and argue" depends on "accepted opinion" (1396aS6, 1395b32). Aristotle introduces topics as "lines of argument to be embodied in
[enthymemes]" (1395b20-23).
Cicero develops Aristotle's topoi into loci communes or commonplaces,
according to George Kennedy (71). Cicero's sense of the term underlines the role history
and values play in the creation of meaning. Rhetors experienced with "social intercourse,
precedent, tradition, and the manners and dispositions of his fellow countiy-men"
effectively use commonplaces (2.30.131). This experience comes in the from of
"practice, listening, reading and written composition" (2.30.131). biportantly, such
commonplaces are not static; rhetors 'Youse them into activity with every topic proposed
for discussion" (2.41.17S). Cicero's commonplaces do not distinguish "general
questions, not related to individuals or occasions" as Aristotle's topics do (2.31.133>13S).
Rather commonplaces relate "the abstract discussion of general conceptions" to
"members of the conmiunity" (2.131.135).
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Richard McKeon seeks to recover Ciceronian commonplaces as sites for "a
philosophy of discovery and creativity" from the sense that its meaning has become
'lixed and established conmiunicable clich^" (207). He finds that commonplaces 'liave
ceased to be commonplaces of invention and have become commonplaces of repetition"
(208). The Ch^ordEnglish Dictiwiary defines the term commor^laces as it is most often
used today as "a conmion or ordinary topic; an opinion or statement generally accepted or
taken for gnmted; a stock theme." McKeon importantly calls for "a rediscovery of the
commonplaces of invention... rather than the establishment of a doctrine for
proselytizing and conversion among marked-off heresies and dogma" (207). Female
rhetors contest 'Ihe commonplaces of repetition" about woman's character in nineteenthcentury America (208).
Female rhetors, who could not argue from a particular embodied location as
women, drew on conmion values from principled discourses, i.e. accepted ethical tenets
within a sanctioned community of Christians or Abolitionists. Beecher, for example,
seeks to distinguish between these principled discourses because she fears that
abolitionism will replace her conservative Christianity as a means for women to establish
an ethos on select matters of public policy such as primary school education. For this
reason, Beecher carefully differentiates between the discourses of Christianity and
abolitionism. She defines Christianity as "a system of persuasion, tending, by kind and
gentle influences, to make men willing to leave off their sins" (46). She defines
abolitionism as "a system of coercion by public opinion" (46). Instead of awakem'ng
individual consciences of their own sins, "Abolitionism, on the contrary, is; and in its
present operation, its influence is not to convince the erring, but to convince those who
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are not guilty, of the sins of those who are" (46-7). Through coercion, then, abolitionists
have jeopardized "the liberty of free discussion, the liberty of speech and of the press"
according to Beecher (IS). She holds abolitionists responsible for "[t]he violence of
mobs, the denunciations and unreasonable requirements of the South, the denial of the
right of petition, the restrictions attempted to be laid upon freedom of speech" (36).
Ironically, she finds that "many men" were convinced out of fear that they themselves
would lose "freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and civil liberty'* (36). In charging
abolitionism with coercion, Beecher attempts to prevent aboHtiom'sts from raising
important issues for public deliberation. She finds that abolitionists do not utilize "[t]he
peaceful and Christian method of encountering such opposition" (37). She wants
abolitionists to avoid antagonism, "to allow the opponents full credit for purity and
integrity of motive, to have avoided all harsh and censorious language, and to have
employed facts, arguments and persuasions, in a kind and respectfiil way with the hope of
modifying their views" (37-8). In her view abolitionists have practiced a rhetoric of
violence; "Instead of truth, and evidence and argument, personal depreciation, sneers,
insinuations, or open abuse, are the weapons employed" (114). She goes so far to claim
that abolitionism has resulted in censorship: "While Abolition Societies did not exist,
men could talk and write, at the South, against the evils of slavery, and northern men had
free access and liberty of speech, both at the South and at the North" (89).
Through principled discourses nineteemh-century female rhetors transcend their
embodiment as women to construct ethos. These ethos constructions draw on shared
values of principled discourses such as Christianity, Abolitionism, and
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Transcendentalism. Consequemially, female rhetors erode the home's conservative
foundation, creating new lines of argument for the home as a public site for social reform.
Instead of the Christian ethic thatBeecher posits, however, women social-activists realize
the discursive potential of ethics. When mainstream religious rhetoric met radical
discourses such as Abolitionism and Transcendentalism, women could rhetorically
extend their presupposed ethical centers into debates on public policy. As detailed below
the social-activist rhetorics of Lydia Maria Child and Margaret Fuller offer particularly
rich sites to further investigate the process by which female rhetors use common values
from principled discourses to effect widespread social action.
Lydia Maria Child and Margaret Fuller wrote two of the most radically reformist
manifestos in nineteenth century America; Child's An Appeal on Behalf of African
Americans (1833) and Fuller's Woman in the Nineteenth Century

In addition,

both Child and Fuller wrote weekly columns for national newspapers the National AntiSlavery Standard and the New York Tribune, respectively, in the 1840s. Both covered
such socially progressive topics as asylum, orphanage, and prison reform, prostitution,
the unjust effects of the class structure, attitudes toward African-Americans, women,
immigrants, and the urban poor. Child's rhetoric on abolition and African-American
education in An Appeal in Favor cfAmericans Called Africans (1836), her articles in The
National Anti-Slavery Standard

Right Way The Safe Way, Proved by

Emancipatim in the British West Indies, and Elsewhere (1862), and The Freeebnan's
Book(lS65) offers the most complete program for American social change and AfricanAmerican literacy before, during, and after the Civil War. Fuller's rhetoric on women's
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rights in Woman in the Nineteenth Century (1845) provides the inventional sources that
later women's rights activists engage during the women's rights conventions that
followed. The rhetorics under consideration are also remarkable as publications that
traverse distinctions between private and public spheres, between personal and political
subjectivities, and between materials believed to be fit for the popular press and those
deemed to be "scholarship." Even though (perhaps even because) both were denied
formal education to varying degrees, these writers created scholarship for mass
audiences.

An Abolition Woman's Ethos
With An Appeal in Favor of That Class of Americans Called Africans
Lydia Maria Child began her prolific career as a social activist. Much has been written
about the enormous influence of Child's

on abolitiom'st consciousness and

American consciences. Edward P. Crapol does not exaggerate the importance of this
rhetoric; "Not only was it the first book by an American, either male or female, to call for
immediate emancipation, but it also included the first systematic exposition of the slave
power thesis to appear in the United States" (2). As a rhetoric. Child's Appeal further
effectively persuades its original audience to participate in social action; "It probably
converted more women and men to the abolitionist cause than any other publication"
(Crapol 2). Biographer Carolyn L. Karcher gives a list of the various religious and
political leaders that Child's Appeal influenced in addition to the many women she
brought into the movement (193). These leaders include "Unitarian minister William
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Ellery Channing," 'Transcendentalist militant Thomas Wentworth Higginson, who went
on to lead the first black regiment in the civil war, publish the first collection of Afiican
American spirituals, write the first biography of Margaret Fuller," and 'the towering
leader of the Radical Republicans Charles Sumner, largely responsible for the legislative
victory of Reconstruction" (Karcher 194). Child's Appeal concurrently "outraged a
public that had just canonized her as a paragon of feminine virtue" for her domestic
literature The Frugal Housewife and The Juvenile Miscellany QCarcher 191).
Until the Civil War the majority of organized abolitionist groups advocated
rhetoric as the only ethical means for social reform. Organized abolitionist groups
practiced nonresistance, which meant circulating pamphlets, producing periodical
literature for mainstream audiences, and boycotting products of slave labor. During her
two year editorship of the Natioml Anti-Slavery Standard, Child put the position of
nonresistant abolitionists this way on May 20,1841; "The well-being of nations and of
races are at stake, and in constant peril; and the cure for all this lies in the exertion of
moral influence, in such ways as conscience points out to each individual — The same
efficient tools all around us, ready for the using. These tools are thy written and spoken
word, thy daily, hourly deeds" {Collected Correspondence 198). Child attributed her
conversion as an abolitionist to William Lloyd Garrison, who shared her understanding of
rhetoric as a means to slavery's end. In their shared conception of rhetoric for social
reform, rhetoric (**thy written and spoken word, thy daily, hourly deeds") serves as '*the
exertion of moral influence" wherein each individual realizes her conscience (198).
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Although her pedagogical rhetoric is not nearly as well known as An Appeal, The
Freedmen's Book (1865) is the culmination of Child's abolitiom'st rhetoric. She edited
and published the rhetoric at her own expense and reinvested profits in more "volumes"
{Collected Correspondence 459). She also wrote ten of the seventeen biographical
sketches. Before the "Contents," Child directly addresses her audience 'To the
Freedmen," making explicit her purpose; "I have prepared this book expressly for you,
with the hope that those of you who can read will read it aloud to others, and that all of
you will derive fresh strength and courage from this true record of what colored men
have accomplished, under great disadvantages." Child sets her rhetoric up as a source of
inspiration for collective ethos construction "from this true record of what colored men
have accomplished, under great disadvantages." She next shares with her audience the
revisions she has undertaken on their behalf "I have written all the biographies over
again, in order to give you as much information as possible in the fewest words."
Demonstrating efHcient economy in precisely chosen words. Child attempts to reach an
audience far removed from her experience. She seeks to engage this audience with "the
most interesting facts only, and those in a very clear and simple language" {Collected
Correspondence 459). In her open letter to the audience for The Freedmen's Book, Child
refers to her composition as a kind of service that will continue to give as readers invest
in its consumption:
1take nothing for my services; and the book is sold to you at the cost of
paper, printing, and binding. Whatever money you pay for any of the
volumes will be immediately invested in other volumes to be sent to
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freedmen in various parts of the country, on the same terms; and whatever
money remains in my hands, when the book ceases to sell, will be given to
the Freedmen's Aid Association, to be expended in schools for you and
your children. (Preface)
Defining her relationship to the audience in intimate terms and reminding them of her
prior abolition service, she closes with "Your old friend, L. Maria Child." Unfortunately,
no money remained in Child's "hands" when its competitor The Freedman's Third
Reader published by American Tract Society took over the market (Karcher 504). Unlike
Child's rhetoric. The Freedman's Third Reader aims to "inculcate evangelical piety" and
"promote unquestioning patriotism" (Karcher 502). In contrast to Child's collaborative
approach to literacy development within the African-American community. The
Freedman's Third Reader contains no selections by African-Americans and offers a
biased view of American history with "the goals of Christianization and
Americanization" (Karcher 502).
The discourses of Christianity and American republicanism, however, also limit
Child's conceptualization of civic agency for African-Americans (see chapter five).
Nevertheless, Child's pedagogical rhetoric conceives civic agency for African-Americans
who use literacy to invent ethos constructions. While Child's The Freedmen's Book
relies on some of the same mainstream bourgeois values as The Freedmcm's Third
Reader^ Child's rhetoric offers tools for critical analysis in historicizing "the experience
of oppression" (Karcher 504). In one of Child's biographical sketches, for example,
Ignatius Sancho uses history to redefine the relationship between Christianity and a

dominant political economy that has legitimated slavery. Working within Christian
commonplaces, he conceives of a free market for African-Amencan participation. While
Sancho relies on Christian commonplaces, he historicizes how Christianity as a discourse
has been put to different economic uses. He distinguishes between '"the navigators of
Christian nations'" who took "money, money, money" as "[t]he grand object" and
"[e]nlightened Christians" who "'diffuse the riches of the Gospel together with
commodities of their respective lands'" (8-9). Echoing Child, Sancho recognizes
material wealth as a means of civic participation for African-Americans once resources
are more evenly redistributed; "'Commerce was meant by the goodness of Deity to
difluse the various goods of the earth into every part; to unite mankind with the blessed
bonds of brotherly love and mutual dependence.'" (9). Using Christian commonplaces
such as "brotherly love," Sancho further exposes "Christian customers" who perpetuate
"'[t]he abominable traffic in slaves'" and exploit "'fertile and luxuriant soil,"' "'what
Providence meant for a blessing'" (9). Indeed native Afncans '"have been made much
worse by their Christian visitors'" (9).

A Transcendental Woman*! Ethos
Best known for Woman in the Nineteenth Century (184S), her conversations with
women, and her associations with Transcendemalism, Fuller's feminist rhetoric
influenced numerous contemporary and subsequent women social activists including
abolitionist Lydia Maria Child, public school and library advocate Elizabeth Peabody,
and sufifragette Caroline Healey Dall all of whom attended Fuller's conversation series
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(see Judith Strong Albert). After attending one of Fuller's conversation series, women's
rights leader Elizabeth Cady Stanton began her own conversation series for women in her
home of Seneca Falls, New York (Stanton 152). When the first woman's rights
convention was held at Seneca Falls, New York, July 19-20,1848, the participants
acknowledged Woman in the Nineteenth Century as a significant source to their
Declaration of Sentiments (Stanton et al., vol. 1:217,801). In the words of
transcendentalist Bronson Alcott, 'Woman in the Nineteenth Century anticipated most of
the questions now in the air, and the leaders in the movement for women's welfare might
take its counsels as the text for their actions. Her methods, too, suggest the better modes
of influence" (qtd. in Myerson 110).
Widely circulated to a mass audience, the publication of Fuller's Woman
confronts the issue of a true woman's character in the popular press. In an 1845 review
in The Broadway Journal, for example, Charles F. Briggs directly challenges Fuller's
authority on the grounds that she does not represent the "character" of a "true woman";
Woman is nothing but as a wife. How, then, can she truly represent the
female character who has never filled it? No woman can be a true woman,
who has not been a wife and a mother. These are not accidental characters
like those of mistress and servant, which may be thoroughly understood
without being acted; but they are the natural destiny of woman, and if she
is kept from them, her nature is distorted and unnatural; and she sees
things through a false medium. Haulier's] report, therefore, of a character
which she never filled, must be received with distrust, (qtd. in Myerson's
Critical Essays on Margaret Fuller 10)
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As Briggs suggests, all true women possessed the same character "as a wife and mother"
in the private sphere. The character of a true woman was not "accidental" but prescribed
"by the universal sentiment of mankind" (qtd. in Myerson 12). Those women with
"accidental characters like those of mistress and servant" were not considered to be true
women, and as a result their characters were considered less than middle-class women
who fulfilled their "destiny" as wives and mothers.
Another of Fuller's contemporary critics in the Ladies' National Magazine
anonymously faults Fuller's character on the grounds that she cannot represent "the
common woman" because she is neither a wife nor a mother (qtd. in Myerson 16). While
this reviewer ostensibly praises Fuller in his review of Woman as "earnest and highsouled," he clearly distinguishes between her character as "a scholar and thinker" and the
character of a true woman who concerns herself as wife and mother with "mould[ing] the
character of the rising generation" (qtd. in Myerson 17). In his view Fuller cannot
represent the ethos of a true woman: "As well might you destroy Christianity for the sins
of its professors" (qtd. in Myerson 17).
Critics commonly challenged the ethos of women rhetors with Christian authority.
In his review of Fuller's fFoman, Orestes A. Brownson uses this authority to undermine
the range of possible characters that Fuller attempts to open up for true women:
Their appropriate spheres are allotted to man and woman by their Creator,
and all they have to do is to submit, as quietly, and with as good a grace,
as they can... But God, and not man, has assigned her the appropriate
sphere; and, moreover, we must be ungallant enough to question Miss
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Fuller's leading doctrine of the perfect social and political equality of the
sexes. She says man is not the head of woman. We, on the authority of
the Holy Ghost, say he is. (qtd. in Myerson 22)
As rhetors relying on prejudice, Briggs and Brownson lack good sense and goodwill.
Unfortunately, these rhetors did not lack credibility in nineteenth-century America.
Fuller's ethos could be simply judged by "that tidiness we always look for in woman"
(Brownson, qtd. in Myerson S). Even Fuller's posthumous, transcendentalist biographers
Ralph Waldo Emerson, James Freeman Clarke, and William Henry Channing assessed
her character according to the standard of a true woman in the posthumous Memoirs of
Margaret Fuller Ossoli (see Urbanski 'Teminist Manifesto" 204).

Some Subject Positions for Nineteenth-Century Social-Activist Rhetorics
The above descriptions suggest why this project emphasizes particular rhetorical
works by Lydia Maria Child and Margaret Fuller. Clearly, I do not intend for this study
to definitively name and cite the rhetorical contributions of all Anglo-American women
social-activists during this historical period. That kind of project has abeady been
undertaken by Karolyn Kohrs Campbell in Mm Cannot Speak for Her, Instead I have
selected specific representatives of a collective riietorical process that Anglo-American
women undertook in revising the commonplaces of principled discourses to further social
justice. Implicitly, I argue that the riietors under consideration become more interesting
when considered as a collective. Their social-activist riwtorics complement one another
and intersect around particular discourses that reappear in different manifestations but
serve similar social-activist purposes. I have followed the discursive lives of these
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women social-activists, not simply the lives that they lived but the lives that their words
still live.
Biographers have powerfiilly recreated the lives of the female rhetors under
consideration (see especially Carolyn A. Karcher on Lydia Maria Child's life; Charles
Capper and Von Mehren on Margaret Fuller; Gerda Lemer on the Grimke sisters; Sklar
on Catherine Beecher). Thus some excellent contemporary scholarship has already been
written about the lives of these women; however, rhetoricians have not examined what
the points of intersection in their rhetorics tell us about activism as a collective discursive
process. For the purposes of this study, I have selected rhetorics that both challenge
nineteenth-century commonplaces on Anglo-American women's social activism and
build on one another's revolutionary conmionplaces. I set up the chapters that follow to
historically refute Catherine C. Beecher's premises in Essay along three principal lines;
(I) Principled discourses serve as rhetorical preparation for social action; (2) Socialactivists seek not to coerce public opinion but rather to democratically persuade;
(3) Rhetoric allows activists to negotiate widespread social reform among differently
embodied locations.
Chapter two surveys how three widely influential Anglo-American women socialactivists use principled discourses. Protestantism, Transcendentalism, and Abolitionism,
to reconstrua homeplaces for women. In addition to the definition of principled
discourses above, these discourses are also principled in the sense that religious beliefs
underwrite certain premises that audiences could accept as true and ethical, fostead of
considering social movements or religions as new sites for women's riietorical practices
as my predecessors have, I take my point of departure as the understanding that discourse
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constitutes social movements and religious beliefs. I demonstrate how female rhetors
effectively overturn commonplaces about women's character and their domiciles in
nineteenth-century America.
Chapter three explains the process by which Ralph Waldo Emerson and Lydia
Maria Child move from the same principled discourse to epideictic rhetorics against
slavery. This chapter considers TranscendentaUsm as an illustrative example of how an
influential discourse can rhetorically prepare both rhetors and audiences for social action.
Transcendental topoi affect the rhetorical strategies of disparate, yet widely influential
contemporary social activists. In the effacement of principles as discursively constituted,
historical constructs, scholars, however, have sometimes lost sight of the potential for
rhetorical topoi as social action.
Chapter four reintroduces Margaret Fuller's Woman in the Nineteenth Century as
an instance of how epideictic rhetoric prepares the way for future civic participation by
women sociaNactivists. Fuller generates topoi that both challenge stagnant
commonplaces about women and offer multiple possibilities for women's ethos
constructions. This rhetoric suggests that social action for women becomes possible
through rhetorical places that transcend originating epideictic rhetorics. Fuller's Woman
further revalues epidexis as a means of negotiating values against changing needs.
Chapter five considers the contribution and limitations of pedagogical rhetorics
such as Lydia Maria Child's rhetoric for the freed The Freedmen's Book in the
construction of civic agency. Di this rhetoric Child generates revolutionary topoi for
African-American ethos constructions. But her commonplaces both represent and contest
the bourgeois public sphere in which she was implicated but from which she was

so
excluded. Child problematically uses bourgeois values such as frugality, honesty, and
humility to extend civic agency to Afiican>Americans. Hence, Child's rhetoric belies
oppositional discourses that compete for both the rhetor's and her audience's
constructions of elhos and ethics.
Chapter six details the significance of my journey in recovering these socialactivist rhetorics. The rhetorics analyzed here provide evidence that ethos and topoi can
move social-activist arguments between divergent geographic and other social locations,
between communities, and between personal concerns and collective social action. I first
consider what my methodology contributes to current methodologies for recovering
women's rhetorics. I then tell the (hi)stories that have moved me to consider new
methodological positions as a historian working among the commonplaces of my own
stories and those of social-activists, of literature and of rhetoric and composition, and of
subject identifications such as class, gender, race, and religion. Implicitly, through
sharing these (hi)stories I offer methodology for recovering histories of women's rhetoric
that (re)integrates principled discourses with specific, embodied locations for social
action.

SI

CHAPTER TWO
RECONSTRUCTING '*HOM£** WITH PRINCIPLED DISCOURSES
IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICA
In Essc^ on Slavery and Abolitionism Catherine C. Beecher directs her attack
against abolitionist principles and women's social activism to her "dear friend," one of
the most persuasive women abolitionists at the time, Angelina Grimk^ (3).^ Beecher's
decision to personally address Grimke in a "public" venue suggests how this activist's
rhetoric persuasively traverses geographic regions: "The honored and beloved name
which that lady bears, so associated as it is at the South, North, and West, with all that is
elegant in a scholar, refined in a gentleman, and elevated in a Christian" (4). Beecher
defends her personal attack on two grounds; "This seems to be a sufficient apology for
presenting to the public some considerations in connexion with her name" (4). Firstly,
Beecher points out that Grimke has the public reputation to sustain this criticism: "the
respectable sect with which she is connected, -the interesting infusions of her pen, -and
her own intellectual and moral worth, must secure respect for her opinions and much
personal influence" (4). More importantly, Beecher takes issue with Grimke's character
on the basis of "the cause she advocates" (4). In holding up Grimkd's character as an
example of "duty," Beecher explicitly does not seek '*to bring before the public the
character or the motives of the individual advocates of opinions" (19). She finds that "the

^ Beecher and Grimk^ knew each other fiom the time that Grimk^ considered attending Beecher's Hartford Female
Seminary in 1831 (Sklar98). During her sta>'Beecher accompanied Grimk^ on visits to the "reformed" Mate prison,
the school for the deaf and dumb, and the Insane Retreat (Sklv 98). While Grimkd decided not to attend the
Hiutford Female Seminar}, she embraced Beecher's early impulses toward women's activism (Sidar 99).
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private character, feelings, and motives of the individual advocates of these doctrines, are
not proper subjects of investigation in any public discussion" (122). Rather Grimk^
represents abolitionists in general for Beecher; "It is classes of persons, or large
communities, embracing persons of all varieties of character and circumstances, that are
the only proper subjects of investigation for this object" (119). Individuals derive
"sentiments" from such communities; "We may inquire with propriety as to the character
of a community of Atheists, or of a community where such sentiments extensively
prevail, as compared with a community of opposite sentiments" (122). In the exchange
that follows, Beecher and A. Grimke contest the character of particular communities,
specifically the character of abolitionists. Christians, and women social-activists.
While both assume that principles defme certain community allegiances, Beecher
and A. Grimke dispute the relationship between principles and policy. Beecher
distinguishes Christian principles from abolitionist policy. She argues that Christians
already embrace "the principles held by the Abolitionists" but "oppose their measure^''
(6). She protests that "the wise and good who opposed Abolition measures, have been
treated as though they were the friends and defenders of slavery" when they already
espouse abolitiom'st principles (38). She accuses Angelina Grimke of fallaciously
arguing "as if [Christians] held opposite sentiments" (8). While Beecher finds the
"conscientious and upright" intentions of abolitionists beyond reproach, she takes their
measures to be "unwise and unchristian" (17). A. Grimkd rejects both the principles that
Beecher advocates and the divide she establishes between principles and social action:
"Now, our measures are simply the carrying out of oiux principles^ and we find, that just
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in proportion as individuals embrace our principles, in spirit and in truth, they cease to
cavil at our measures" (6).
Three notable social-activists whose rhetorics follow this debate claim
contributions to the principles that inform women's social activism and the social action
that resuhs. In Letters on the Equality of the Sexes, Sarah Grimke hopes that "the
principles I have asserted [that] will claim the attention of some of my sex, who may be
able to bring into view, more thoroughly than I have done, the situation and degradation
of woman" (56). Through the principles she delineates for women social-activists with a
religious discourse, Sarah Grimke effectively constructs an ethos that will enlist other
women in ongoing public debates: '1 am persuaded woman can do much in this way to
elevate her own character" (103). To be sure, S. Grimke's principles allow subsequent
female rhetors like Lydia Maria Child and Margaret Fuller to create more persuasive
arguments for women's social activism. Towards the end of her prolific career. Child
describes the purpose of her abolitionist rhetoric as 'Infusing, as I must necessarily do,
principles in favor of peace, universal freedom" (qtd. in Meltzer 228). In Woman in the
Nineteenth Century, Fuller identifies transcendental principles that enable her to establish
a social reform program for nineteenth-century women; *lf principles could be
established, particulars would adjust themselves aright. Ascertain the true destiny of
woman, give her legitimate hopes, and a standard within herself; marriage and all other
relations would by degrees be harmonized with these" (17). Social-activist rhetorics by
this select group of Anglo-American women conceive of social action as the universal
principle to be applied to instances; principles do not exist independently from social
acts.
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Rhetorical Reconciliations with Religious Discourse
Surprisingly little work has been done by rhetoricians on Sarah Grimke, Margaret
Fuller, and Lydia Maria Child (see Campbell; Ede et. al, Kolodny; Rouse). One reason
for the relative dearth of scholarship may be that these rhetors use religious discourses as
inventional sites for their rhetorics. Protestantism, Abolitionism and Transcendentalism
offer much more empowering discourses for social-activist women than the dominant
discourses available to women in nineteenth-century America, otherwise known as True
Womanhood and Republican Motherhood. From her study of rhetorical strategies in the
Women's Christian Temperance Union, Carol Mattingly concludes that "discomfort with
temperance women's religious/evangelical associations" has prevented contemporary
scholars from recognizing "their contribution to nineteenth-century rhetoric" (58). But
more recently, religions such as early Methodism have been regarded as "[rhetorical]
spaces where women's discourse entered the public arena" (Collins 336).
While women's historians attribute women's social activism and feminism to
religious developments in the nineteenth-century, they have not considered how religious
rhetoric constitutes these developments. As Nancy F. Cott notes, "The contradistinction
of home to world had roots in religious motives and rhetoric" (65). A paragraph later,
however, Cott leaves behind rhetoric, suggesting that the canon of domesticity exists
independently from rhetoric: 'The rhetorical origins of the contrast between home and
world demand less interpretation than the canon of domesticity buih upon it" (66). This
study further contends the reconnection of home to world also has its roots in rhetoric.
Historians consider religious movemems as new sites for women's rhetorical practices;
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.. the existing historical literature suggests that the birth of feminism was a two-step
process—from domesticity to humanitarian reform via evangelical religion, and from
evangelical crusades to feminism via a second conversion to unconventional
Protestantism" (Hewitt, 'Teminist Friends" 28). As a rhetorician, I consider how religion
develops from language-using practices. According to Kenneth Burke, rhetoricians may
study religion; 'The subject of religion falls under the head of rhetoric in the sense that
rhetoric is the art ofpersuasion, and religious cosmologies are designed, in the last
analysis, as exceptionally thoroughgoing modes of persuasion" (The Rhetoric of Religion
v). Members of religions identify their specific beliefs through rhetoric. In this sense, at
least, rhetoric constitutes religious belief
The recognition that both religion and rhetoric depend on assent interestingly
unites the work of Kenneth Burke and James Kinneavy on religious rhetoric. Both
Kinneavy and Burke recognize the rhetorical potential of religion and simultaneously
emphasize the role of assent in rhetoric. In Burke's words, 'Tersuasion involves choice,
will; it is directed to a man only insofar as he is free .. (A Rhetoric SO). In"Pistis,
Expression, and Belief Prolegomenon for a Feminist Rhetoric of Motives" C. Jan
Swearingen credits Kinneavy with developing a theory for expressive discourse that
reintegrates belief and rhetoric on the basis of the premise that humans have agency: "It
is this requirement of fre«lom to and consciousness of assent that for Kinneavy links
Christian faith with Greek rhetorical pistis..." (128). Because Burke underlines the role
of assent in rhetoric, Kinneavy admires this reevaluation for its "empathetic concept of
identification with audiences, communities, and interlocutors" (Swearingen 139). While
Kinneavy more traditionally, as compared to Burke, limits the definition of rhetoric to
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"persuasion," he also similarly revalues assent in discourse (2IS). Kinneavy expands the
field of "discourse study" to "the situational uses of the potentials of language" (22). He
later suggests that "persuasion of some general sort is involved in all" discourse, however
(214). In Swearingen's words, 'ICinneavy has constructed a wide-angle lens for viewing
the suasive, belief-engendering, and adhesion-dependem elemems of discourse that have
for so long been treated almost exclusively within rhetorical studies of persuasion (124).
With A Theory of Discourse (1971), Kinneavy reacts against the confusion of the
terms discourse and rhetoric suggested by his contemporaries. In "The Rhetorical
Situation," Lloyd Bitzer, for example, convolutes the meam'ng of these terms;
. . . a work of rhetoric is pragmatic; it comes into existence for the sake of
something beyond itself; it functions uhimately to produce action or
change in the world; it performs some task. In short, rhetoric is a mode of
altering reality... by the creation of discourse which changes reality
through the mediation of thought and action. The rhetor alters reality by
bringing into existence a discourse of such a character that the audience, in
thought and actions, is so engaged that it becomes a mediator of change.
In this sense rhetoric is always persuasive. (4)
Bitzer assumes that "something beyond" discourse exists, that rhetors individually create
discourse, and that rhetoric exists prior to discourse. Subsequent rhetoricians more
selectively define the relationship between rhetoric and discourse. As Richard Enos
finds, rtietoric is "a process of choosing and selecting discourse as a means of
constructing reality" (18). Discourse persuades both men and women to unquestionably
accept prejudice, for example. But rhetoric ofifers a means to interrogate the tacit
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assumptions of discourses. In the words of M. M. Baichtin, rhetoric brings "living
diversity" to discourse in that individuals can recognize how'ideologically saturated"
language convinces (271). While discourse constitutes "reality," rhetoric at least tests
that reality and at most changes reality.
Kinneavy first takes issue with romantic conceptions of discourse in general and
expressive discourse in particular. He defends expressive discourse against pejorative
Romantic characterizations (394). He aptly distinguishes between an "expressionistic
theory of literature" and "expressive discourse" (394). He considers the expressionistic
theory of literature to be "an unfortunate error of nineteenth-century Romanticism" (394).
Kinneavy importantly conceives of expressive discourse as necessary for "democracy"
(396). Further, expressive discourse occurs "prior to all the other uses of language"
according to Kinneavy (396). Expression is "so fundamental" to discourse that the terms
expression and discourse conflate even for Kinneavy (396). Expressive discourse not
only constitutes individual 'I's" but also community identities through "cultural myths
(viewed as embodiments of the aspirations of a culture), religious credos, manifestos of
minority groups, declarations of independence, constitutions of clubs or countries,
contracts" (393). Thus expressive discourse is the means "by which an individual or
group can express his personal or its societal aspirations" (396).
The term discourse has not often been problematized by scholars in the field of
rhetoric and composition since Kinneavy, however. Consider, for example, more recent
discussions of the term discourse community. In "What Is a Discourse Conununity"
Patricia Bizzell defines the term as "a group of people who share certain language-using
practices" (222). In this definition Bizzell stresses "a group of people." Discourse is
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simply "certain language-using practices." Discourses may be genres of language-using
practices in this sense. Subsequent compositionists who have critiqued the term
discourse community also emphasize the problematic emphasis on "conununity" that can
refer to people in the same geographic, intellectual, religious, and/or racial locations
among others; "In the place of physical nearness we are given like-mindedness" Qlarris
IS). Thomas Kent finds that there are no discourse conmiunities, no inconmiensurate
conceptual schemes (433). In his view only discourse exists: "our beliefs, intentions,
desires and so forth—derive from our public interactions with other language users and
with the world" (430). Ironically, Joseph Harris fauhs the idealism of conununity in
discourse community but appropriates its discourse:

.. our goals as teachers need not

be to initiate our students into the values and practices of some new community, but to
offer them the chance to reflect critically on those discourses—of home, school, work,
the media, and the like—to which they already belong" (19). Harris implicitly defines
discourse as that language on which our students have not yet critically reflected.
Discourses convince unaware consumers of ready-to-wear commonplaces.
Compositionists, then, teach rhetoric in order for students to see that commonplaces
gained from "home, school, work, the media, and the like" do not always fit so well,
though sometimes the lesson is that these conmionplaces fit too well. In "The Nervous
System," for example, Richard E. Miller finds that an avoidance of students' religious
discourse in public debates is one of the commonplaces that may fit compositionists too
well: 'To have the right kind of personal experience is what matters, for this is what
allows one to accrue cultural capital within a given institutional context" (280).
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Religion cannot be treated simply as either an expressive discourse or a rhetorical
discourse. For the purposes of his study on religious discourse. Burke qualifies my area
of concern as a rhetorician:'Ve are to be concerned not directly with religion, but rather
with the terminology of religion; not directly with man's relationship to God, but rather
his relationship to the word 'God'" (Pie Rhetoric of Religion vi). Burke also informs my
distinction between discourse and rhetoric. The OED defines discourse as "a connected
series of utterances." In discovering connections between utterances, rhetors find places
(topoi) where discourse has so persuaded, developing rhetorical awareness and agency.
Burke refers to this process as "dissociation" or "as a method for helping the initiate
experimentally to break free of all topical assumptions, and thereby to cease being the
victim of his own naive rhetoric" (A Rhetoric 1S3). Discourses tacitly persuade
audiences of certain principles like justice, freedom, and equality.
1 consider religious discourse to be unmediated by believers who sit idly
convinced by their convictions. These believers do not recognize how persuasion enters
into their faith. In Kinneavy's words,"... for the typical Christian today, bom in a
family that for generations may have adhered to, say Catholicism or Lutheranism, there
is usually no sense of persuasion in his or her concept of faith" {Greek Rhetorical Origins
3). Believers have agency, however, once they use rhetoric to become aware of the
mechanism for conviction. As a rhetoric, then, religion can be recognized by
participating agents as a means of mediating a higher purpose, ethical, moral, spiritual,
through critical examination and thoughtful i4)pUcation. Religious rhetoric does not
always promote social action in the present. Rather it may be more deliberative in its
concerns with salvation in the life hereafter. The rhetorics under consideration
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remarkably draw on common values in principled discourses with religious affiliations
for social-activist purposes. Not coincidentally, the principled discourses under
consideration here are both religious and expressive, constitutive of a group's belief
system. The rhetors express community allegiances through principled discourses and
cause audiences to identify with the conmion values expressed. As Beecher finds above,
conmiunity allegiances do form the characters (ethos) of rhetors for audiences. In this
chapter I address the question that Beecher purposefully evades; How do women socialactivists use principled discourses to revise women's homeplaces in nineteenth-century
America?

Religious Discoune on Women in Nineteenth-Century America
Religious discourse constituted and reconstituted notions of public and private
spheres in nineteenth-century America. Contemporaries of Child, Fuller, and Grimke
constructed a separate sphere for women that would preserve their sanctity while
providing their fathers, brothers, husbands, and sons with sanctuary from "the cruel and
competitive world of work and the marketplace" (Bartlett, "Introduction" 12). In effect,
separate sphere ideology constituted woman as "the hostage in the home" (Welter, "Cult"
ISI). In an I84S review of Fuller's Woman in the Nineteenth Century, Charles F. Briggs
writes, "The true position of woman is not a disputable point; the universal settimem of
mankind has determined it; God himself has said 'her desire shall be unto her husband,
and he shall rule over her'" (qtd. in Myerson 14). Another of Fuller's critics, Orestes A.
Brownson goes beyond "the universal sentiment of mankind," leaving even less room for
disputing women's proper sphere: 'Their appropriate spheres are allotted to man and
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woman by their Creator, and all they have to do is to submit, as quietly, and with as good
a grace, as they can" (qtd. in Myerson 22). Indeed rhetors who relied on the rhetoric of
separate spheres had religious Truth on their side. For this reason, "[rldigion formed the
cornerstone of the case against feminine equality" (O'Neill 11).
Religious discourse served as an impediment not only to women's rights
arguments but also to other socially activist arguments including abolition. As historians
have found, upper- and middle-class women could conservatively participate in reform
movements under the guise of meeting their domestic obligations (see Douglas; Hansen;
Hewitt). But social-activist women, who made radical arguments concerning matters of
public policy, confronted hostile rhetorical situations as the above reviews of Fuller's
Woman attest. Both Child and Grimke confront similar rhetorical situations (see
respectively Stange 68; Bartlett, "Introduction" 4). The "theological tenet that women's
distinctive role was part of God's plan" was not simply an ideology standing in the way
of women's rights as Campbell argues, following the lead of historian Blanche Glassman
Hersh (37). Religious discourse carried this ideology in conmionplaces from nineteenthcentury orthodox Protestantism. Even "liberal ministers were preoccupied with
establishing and fixing the correct feminine role" (Douglas 44). To counter religious
commonplaces about women's role. Child, Grimke, and Fuller had the extremely arduous
project of demonstrating that separate spheres relied on rhetoric rather than on Truth.
The rhetors under consideration successfully fulfilled this rhetorical purpose,
reconstituting religious Truth into religious belief
Not all radical rhetors who rely on the discourse of Protestantism seek to
reconstitute religious truth into religious belief for activist ends. In A Discourse of
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Matters Pertaining to Religion (1842), Transcendentalist theologian Theodore Parker, for
example, reaffirms religious truth against tradition, authority, and belief: "Tradition is
always uncertain. 'Perhaps yes, perhaps no,'is all we can say of it. Yet is it made the
basis of religion. Authority is taken for Truth, and not Truth for Authority. Belief is
made the Substance of Religion, and Authority its Sanction and Tradition its Ground"
(4). Parker primarily targets his Calvinist, Congregationalist, and Unitarian counterparts
in this disavowal. He seeks to disempower clergymen from epistemological rule over
their congregations, fronically, Parker invalidates the free will that he assigns to
individual men by professing a Truth equally attainable to all that resides out of the
power structure. And his adherence to this 'Truth," which can be isolated from
'Tradition," "Authority," and "Belief," distinguishes his rhetoric. In the social-activist
rhetorics by women under consideration, awareness of the social structure means that
tradition, authority, and belief constitute and reconstitute religious truth.
Parker's Discourse considered alongside of Gnmk^'s Letters illustrates the
differences between social-activist rhetorics that rely on religious Truth and those that
rely on religious belief Both contemporary texts profess methodological adherence to;
The distinctive idea of Protestantism; the canonical Scriptures of the Old
and New Testament are the direct Word of God, and therefore the only
infallible rule of religiousfaith andpractice. It logically denied that an
inspired man was needed to stand between mankind and the inspired
Word. Each man must consult the Scriptures for himself; expound them
for himself, by the common rules of grammar, logic, and rhetoric. (Parker
436)
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Protestantism rests on a revolutionary commonplace; The Bible democratically gives
every person interpretive access to '^e direct Word of God," religious Truth in Parker's
hands. In Grimke's hands, however, the hermeneutic of Protestantism means that
religion must rest on belief, authority, and tradition. Parker faults the hermeneutic
methodology of conventional Protestantism for "restricting private judgment to the
doctrines of the Bible" where **the old spirit of the church... [watch]es over exegesis"
(444). Practically, this restriction "was in part neutralized by admitting freedom of
individual conscience" as "each man might determine by historical evidence his own
canon of Scripture, in some measure, and devise his own method of interpretation"
(Parker 444). For Parker an individual man determines "his own method of
interpretation" (444). Thus he can discount belief, authority, and tradition.
As a woman social-activist, Grimke revalues belief, authority, and tradition as
methodological means for establishing religious truth. Not an individual man but rather
"traditions of men" have handed down interpretations (37). Women have not participated
in this interpretive process by the same methodological procedure: "I am inclined to
think, when we are admitted the honor of studying Greek and Hebrew, we shall produce
some various readings of the Bible a little difTerent from those we now have" (38).
In widening the scope of who can participate in religious traditions and who has the
authority to interpret, Grimke reconstitutes religious truth into religious belief In her
view religious truth like religious belief occurs through a democratic process of
negotiated conflict.
Grimke recognizes how the persuasive power of religion can undermine a
conunon sense based on collaborative negotiations of meamng: "Religion, wherever it
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exists, supplies the place of public opinion and education (80). She further suggests that
ill-conceived "religion" may become "superstitions" (qtd. in Lemer, Feminist 146).
Grimk^ endorses a religion that activates principles in social reform policies: "Religion
which reason sanctions will stand the test of change and we shall be exhibiting 'elevated
philosophy, and charities of social life" (qtd. in Lemer, Feminist 146). The "principles"
expressed in Letters challenge religious commonplaces.
And yet, even Grimke's radical religious commonplaces rest on the logic of an
emergent market economy in nineteenth-century America. As Ann C. Douglas has
shown, economic forces domesticated both clergy and middle-class women. This
domestication meant a shift in identification from producers of both cultural capital and
material goods to consumers of the same. Yet even as consumers, middle-class women
like the clergy produced rhetorics as a means of civic participation;

.. in disseminating

praises of the public virtues, they gained access to the public realm. If they were
confined to the kitchen and the church, they could sit down at the kitchen table or the
desk and send out sermons, poems, and stories to compete, as they themselves were
forbidden to do, in the markets of the masculine world" (85). Thus Douglas's study
demonstrates how middle<lass women and the clergy served the status quo by being
"ignorant of the developing economic situation of which they were a part" (60). Indeed,
"they were more aware of the sincerity of their conscious religious motivations than of
the reality of the economic forces which partially determined them" (Douglas 60).
These conscious religious motivations masked the reality of economic forces from which
Truth became predetermined. In discourse concerning middle-class woman's status in
nineteenth-century America, false consciousness manifested in a rhetoric that stressed a
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woman's "moral and religious 'influence'" and "underplayed her status as consumer and
overplayed her status as saint" (Douglas 60). But as Douglas concludes, "the two roles,
saint and consumer, were interlocked and mutually dependent; the lady's function in a
capitalist society was to appropriate and preserve both the values and commodities which
her competitive husband, fiither, and son had little time to honor or enjoy; she was to
provide an antidote and a purpose for their labor" (60). Domestication changed both the
rhetoric of middle-class women within the home and how "home" was understood
rhetorically as a more noble space than the outside world; "By locating their careers en
famille in several senses, they were on one level making the best of a bad situation. They
were by and large in the home; why not debunk the outside world not as indifferent but as
unworthy?" (Douglas 78). Furthermore, the home now "could sanction rather than limit
traditionally undomestic activities" such as literacy (78). For these reasons, Douglas
argues that middle-class women had "greater, if more questionable, powers as consumers
than they had enjoyed as producers" (78). According to Douglas, middle-class women
changed the rhetoric of home in ways that both elevated and reduced their identifications
within an einergent capitalistic social structure. Ultimately, such middle-class women
and their rhetorical conceptions of home contributed to a conservative social structure
that damaged society's ethical character as Douglas suggests.
But not all middle-class women took the same rhetorical stance toward the home
in nineteenth-century America, just as not all women take the same rhetorical stance
toward the borne now. The social activists under consideration here problematize
Douglas's conception of how nineteenth-century middle-class women produced the
rhetoric of borne. For example, in Letters Grimke quotes Child to dispel the notion that
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the home affords women a "'more immediate connection with heaven than men"' (37).
Both want to disavow this intimate connection between women and heaven not only
because it removes women from the public sphere but also because it removes men from
the spiritual sphere, bi a May 31, 1852 editorial from the New York Tribune, Grimke
returns man to the home: '"Wide as the field now open to woman is, it begins at home.
Make home what it should be and then extend the work to other homes.' Is this not
equally true of man? Do not his children claim from him, as well as from their mother,
the consecration of his best powers—a portion of his time?" (qtd. in Lemer, Feminist 67).
In equating "consecration" with man's time, Grimk^'s diction establishes a significant
link between the mundane home and the spiritual realm. Grimke simultaneously invites
men into this home and conceives of the home as heaven on earth, reconstituting the
home as both a public and a spiritual place of residence. Hence, the private becomes at
once public and spiritual. Grimke later turns the association between home and heaven
into an argument for women's increasing educational opportunities; 'There can be no
attainment too high, no learning too profound, not to be advantageously turned to account
in the sacred circle of Home" (qtd. in Lemer, Feminist 88).
Sarah Grinik<*s Religious Derivation for Home
Because the "strongly religious derivation" of Sarah Grimki's Letters offers a
significant riietorical precursor to Margaret Fuller's and Lydia Maria Child's subsequent
rhetorics, this chapter begins with Grimke's religious derivation of home (Lemer, Grimke
194). Several different strands of Protestantism including Episcopalianism, Methodism,
and Unitarianism influenced Grimk^; she converted to Quakerism because it initially
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allowed for the greatest articulation of her femiiust ideas (see Lemer, Creation). But the
radical implications of her feminist rhetoric eventually led to her excommunication from
Quakerism (see Bimey). In an August 12,1837 letter, Grimk^ explicitly discounts
(Quakerism as the source of her religious commonplaces, turning instead to the Bible: '1
claim nothing in virtue of my connection with the Society of Friends; all I claim is as a
woman and for any woman whom God qualifies and commands to preach his blessed
Gospel. I claim the Bible not Quakerism as my sanction and I wish this fully
understood" (qtd. in Barnes et al. 420). Ironically, the majority of historians have
associated Grimke's feminism with Quakerism or generally "the Anglo-American radical
sectarian tradition" (Bartlett, Liberty S). But Grimke herself took a wider view of
religion. In her own words, she had "no sectarian views to advance; for although among
the Quakers, Methodists, and Christians, women are permitted to preach the glad tidings
of peace and salvation, yet I know of no religious body, who entertain the Scripture
doctrine of the perfect equality of man and woman, which is the fundamental principle of
my argument..{Letters 85). Grimke did more than make "no distinction between
evangelical and other sects, and toward more liberal denominations and beliefs" (Hersh
137).
The thrust of Grimke's argument originates in biblical support for women's
inclusion in the public sphere. She primarily reconstructs the commonly held biblical
beliefs of her audience in order to recast the woman question in new terms through
scriptural hermeneutics; *1 solely depend on the Bible to designate the sphere of woman,
because I believe almost every thing that has been written on this subject, has been the
result of a misconception of the simple truths revealed in the Scriptures, in consequence
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of the false translation of many passages of Holy Writ" (31). She begins with the
Protestant premise that each individual has a moral responsibility to interpret the Bible; "I
believe it to be the solenrn duty of every individual to search the Scriptures for
themselves, with the aid of the Holy Spirit, and not be governed by the views of any man,
or set of men" (32). Grimke extends this premise to include women not only in her
diction "not be governed by the view of any man, or set of men" but also in her symbolic
action of putting forth her scriptural interpretation to argue for the equality of women.
Even as Grimke relies on Protestant hermeneutics, she reinterprets this tradition to
undermine its good sense in erasing the moral characters and goodwill of women. Since
she is "unable to learn from sacred writ when woman was deprived by God of her
equality with man," she instead "touch[es] upon a few points in the Scriptures, which
demonstrate that no supremacy was granted to man" (35). To demonstrate her own good
sense, Grimke's carefully reconstructs how she arrives at her scriptural interpretations; "I
examine any opinions of centuries standing, with as much freedom, and investigate them
with care, as if they were of yesterday. I was educated to think for myself, and it is a
privilege I shall always claim to exercise" (81).
In order to challenge nineteenth-centuiy religious discourses on women's
inferiority, Grimke historicizes "traditions of men," explicating how such traditions have
circumvented God's will at specific times and places in world history. She draws on
historical evidence that 'traditions of men" have failed to note: '1am persuaded that
when the minds of men and women become emancipated from the thraldom of
superstition and 'traditions of men,' the sentiments contained in the Pastoral Letter will
be recurred to with as much astonishment as the opinions of Cotton Mather and other
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distinguished men of his day, on the subject of witchcraft" (37). She also summons
recent American history; "Woman has been placed by John Quincy Adams, side by side
with the slave

1 thank him for ranking us with the oppressed; for1 shall not find it

difficuh to show, that in all ages and countries, not even excepting enlightened republican
America, woman has more or less been made a means to promote the welfare of man..
(36).
Grimke questions the ethos of the scriptures, both on grounds that the translators
and protagonists cannot be read outside of their earthly contexts. She recognizes that
men have solely been responsible for reading and interpreting the Bible to a mass
audience; "I am aware that I have the prejudices of education and custom to combat, both
in my own and the other sex, as well as 'the traditions of men,* which are taught for the
commandments of God" (85). Well aware of the commonplaces about women, the
"corrupt public opinion" that she must subvert, Grimke attempts to demonstrate that King
James's translators were prejudiced by their own cultural practices; "[T]hey are the
opinions of interested judges, and I have no particular reverence for them, merely because
they have been regarded with veneration fi'om generation to generation" (81). The
translations do not merit unreflective veneration because their spiritual meanings are
"opinions based on the false construction of those passages" (81). She also rejects "what
seems to me an irresistible conclusion from the literal imerpretation of St. Paul, without
reference to the context, and the peculiar circumstances and abuses which drew forth the
expressions, 'I suffer not a woman to teach*—^'Let your woman keep silence in the
church,'[ICor.l4;34]"(97).
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In Grimke's scriptural readings, she finds no religious basis for separate spheres.
In her view the "traditions of men" have artificially associated certain virtues with
women that differ from those associated with men. As a result, women have been
prevented from participating "in the sphere which her Creator has assigned her" and
women "having been displaced from that sphere has introduced confusion into the world"
(38). Grimke places the moral characters of men and women on equal terms, urging
women to take responsibility for their own consciences in the public sphere; '1am
persuaded woman can do much in this way to elevate her own character. And that we
may become duly sensible of the dignity of our nature (103). Challenging the notion that
women involved with social ills lose their virtuosity, Grimke finds that socially
responsible women become "more elevated and refined in her feelings and views" (43).
Grimke most pointedly questions the consciences of middle-class women who "would
shrink from duty in this exigency [of slavery],... retiring within her own domestic
circle";
Shall woman shrink from duty in this exigency, and retiring within her
own domestic circle, delight herself in the abundance of her own selfish
enjoymerns? Shall she rejoice in her home, her husband, her children, and
forget her brethren and sisters in bond^e

Shall woman disregard the

situation of thousands of her fellow creatures, who are the victims of
intemperance and licentiousness, and retreating to the privacy for her own
comfortable home, be satisfied that her whole duty is performed

Shall

she, because "her house is her home" refiise her sympathy to the down
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trodden slave, to the poor unhappy outcasts who are deprived of those
blessings which she so highly prizes? (53)
And Grimke later asks, "Can any American woman look at these scenes of shocking
licentiousness and cruelty, and fold her hands in apathy and say, *I have nothing to do
with slavery'?'* (61). To which Grimk^ responds on behalf of middle class women; "She
cannot and be guiMesf' (61).
Thus (jrimke revises the commonplaces associated with womanhood, finally
arguing that religious women cannot separate themselves from the public sphere in good
conscience. For lower-class women, in particular, Gdmke locates the degradation of
woman within the home: "Duty as well as inclination has led me, for many years, into the
abodes of poverty and sorrow, and I have been amazed at the treatment which women
receive at the hands of those, who arrogate themselves the epithet of protectors. Brute
force, the law of violence, rules to a great extent in the poor man's domicil" (80). While
she recognizes the particular injustices of lower-class women, she relates the
responsibilities of privileged women to less empowered women. Cirimke argues that the
characters of upper- and middle-class women are both intimately and publicly connected
with those of slave and lower-class women; 'Voman is infinitely better qualified to fulfil
the duties of a wife and mother, than the woman whose false delicacy leads her to shun
her fallen sister and brother, to shrink from naming those sins which she knows exist, but
which she is too fiistidious to labor by deed and by word to exterminate" (43). Grimke
then can claim an ethos on behalf of American women through social reform
testimonials; "One of the most striking characteristics of modem times, is the tendency
towards a universal dissemination of knowledge in all Protestant communities. But the
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character of woman has been elevated more by participating in the great moral
enterprises of the day, than by anything else" (69). Against mainstream arguments that
prohibited woman's social reform work on the basis of her private character, Grimke
finds "... So &r from woman losing any thing of the purity of her mind, by visiting the
wretched victims of vice in their miserable abodes, by talking with them, or of them, she
becomes more elevated and refined in her feelings and views" (43). Grimke links the
poor working conditions of women with a woman's inability to be recognized for her
merits in the public sphere; "All these things evince the low estimation in which woman
is held" (59). In effect, women have not yet been able to construct an ethos outside the
home as either social reformers or laborers; "'when woman assumes the place and tone of
man as a public reformer, our care and protection of her seem unnecessary; we put
ourselves in self-defense against her, and her character becomes unnatural"' (40).
Margaret Fuller's Transcendentalism as Religious Home
Transcendentalism has been primarily been "identified as either literary or
philosophical... rather than religious" (Makarushka xii). As Marie O. Urbanski finds,
however, "Ultimately, transcendental writing was a theory of religion as well as
knowledge" ('Teminist Mam'festo" 202). Like Protestantism in Germany,
Transcendentalism in America arose in response to religious controversy.
Transcendental philosophy originated with German idealist bnmanuel Kant's Critique of
Pure Reason (1781). Kant "disput[ed] Locke's view that there was nothing in the
intellect which was not previously in the experience of the senses, by showing that there
was a very important class of ideas or imperative forms, which did not come by
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experience, but through which experience was acquired; that these were intuitions of the
mind itself (Emerson, "The Transcendentalist" 340). American Transcendentaiists then
used Kant's discourse to address particular rhetorical exigencies in elite New England
religious circles, fo particular Kant's premises "posed a threat to Unitarian natural
theology" by "call[ing] into question the ultimate authenticity of empirical knowledge"
(Howe 79). Kant warned that "[t]he order which men found in the universe might not
'really' be out there" (Howe 79). Instead according to Kant, "men imposed upon their
perceptions certain categories which were characteristic of the operation of the human
mind rather than of external reality" (Howe 79).
As a religious discourse American Transcendentalism directly responded to
Unitarianism, yet another religious discourse of protest. According to Daniel Walker
Howe, Unitarianism represented "a protest against the unreasonable and unscriptural
doctrines of the church; a protest on the part of Reason and Religion; an attempt to apply
Good Sense to theology, to reconcile Knowledge with Belief, Reason with Revelation, to
humanize the church" (467). In rhetorical terms Unitarianism sought to reconcile
episteme and doxa. Unitariamsm "recommended a deep, true morality lived for its own
sake; perhaps sometimes confounded Morality with Religion. To make sure of Heaven,
it demanded a divine life, laying more stress on the character than the creed; more on
honesty, diligence, charity, than on grace before meat, or morning and evening prayers"
(467-68). The conflation of morality with religion and the related emphasis on character
suggests the centrality of ethos in Unitarian discourse. This religious commonplace in
Unitarianism importantly influences both Child and Fuller in effecting an ethos that
merges morality with character.
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Unitananism and Transcendentalism begin with the same ethical premises, but
come to different social conclusions. In both moral judgment depends on conscience
according to Howe (S9). Conscience and prudence distinguish human beings "from other
created beings" (S9). Fuithermore, "[c]onscience thus acted not only as an assurance of
God's existence, but also of His attributes; conscience taught that God drew moral
distinctions and intended that men should also" (94). Unlike Calvinism wherein human
actions are "determined" by "nature," actions resuk from "habit" (111). Thus "Harvard
moral philosophers oflen spoke of the importance of early conditioning in forming the
character" (III). Harvard Unitarians "regarded theology as a means to the formation of a
virtuous character," and "evaluate[d] competing theological doctrines on the basis of their
contribution to personality development" (101-02). But as Howe finds, "Belief in
objective, immutable principles of morality does not necessarily imply a high opinion of
the rights of individuals vis a vis society" (127). Harvard Unitarians, for example,
legitimated theology as a means of both universal character formation and social control;
'Heligion would make the poor more honest, sober, frugal, industrious, and contented"
(253). Transcendentalists departed from Unitarians in the "democratic conclusion" that
because "moral sense was a universal faculty possessed by all normal men ... the value
judgments of one man [are] as good as any other" (13S). Nevertheless some Unitarian
elite commonplaces, "including the perfectibility of man, the harmony of class interests,
and the influence of environment upon personal character," seep into not only
Transcendentalism but also "American humanitarianism" (305). Child's rhetoric for the
freed slaves after the Civil War The Freedmen's Book (see chapter six for further
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discussion), for example, draws on the Unitarian commonplace that "[sjobriety and
industriousness were indispensable to the formation of the Christian character" (146).
Transcendentalists applied the religious commonplaces of Unitarianism to social reform.
According to Anne C. Rose, as a social movement Transcendentalism"established a
method for future reform by creating a usable past" (43). Kantian 'Intuition cut the
Transcendentalists loose from the Christian tradition, [so] they were free to draw on the
achievements of all times and places to make a new religion" (43).
Radical religious commonplaces also discursively unravel Unitananism from
within. In his scandalous Divinity School address delivered in 1838 to a senior class at
his alma mater Harvard, Ralph Waldo Emerson exposes the hypocrisy in Unitarian
ministerial practices; "Meantime, whilst the doors of the temple stand open, night and
day, before every man, and the oracles of truth cease never, it is guarded by one stem
condition; this, namely; it is an intuition. It cannot be received at second hand. Truly
speaking, it is not instruction, but provocation, that I can receive from another soul" ("An
Address" 127). Emerson criticizes Unitarian preaching primarily on the grounds that
ministers impede the intuitive and passionate spirituality of individuals by attempting to
speak for God and to persuade parishioners on the basis of past miracles. Furthermore,
Emerson implicitly fauks Unitarianism as an undemocratic religion, '*the religion of an
elite" (Howe 7). In place of Unitarianism, Emerson seeks a religious society firmly
rooted in democracy, in the beliefs of individuals, and in ethos. He urges future minister
"to go alone; to refuse the good models, even those which are sacred in the imagination
of men, and dare to love God without mediator or veil" ("An Address" 14S). Such
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revolutionary commonplaces caused conservative religious critics to charge
Transcendentalists with blasphemy even before Fuller extended them to womankind.
Fuller participated in sometimes agonistic, religious discussions with men who
had been trained as Unitarian ministers but who later espoused Transcendentalism. Her
collected personal letters preserve her conversational yet contentious style. In a
particularly remarkable personal letter to James Freeman Clarke circa September 1832,
Fuller associates religion with a conception of home as loci. She first characterizes
religion as "all-comprehending philosophy'" (qtd. in Hudspeth 1: 182). She suggests that
Clarke's distinctions between religion and philosophy are "imaginary" (qtd. in Hudspeth
I; 182). For Fuller religion, like philosophy, gives minds "a home where they can bring
materials among which to accept, reject, and shape at pleasure" (qtd. in Hudspeth 1; 182).
Fuller had written translations of Cicero as a young woman (see Hudspeth 1; 130). And
perhaps her understanding of "home" as the source of inventional commonplaces
("materials among which to accept, reject, and shape at pleasure") may have been derived
from him. Instead of Cicero, however. Fuller quotes French philosopher Novalis in this
letter; "'Philosophy is peculiarly homesickness—an overmastering desire to be at home'"
(qtd. in Hudspeth 1: 182). She agrees with Novalis on this point; "I think so" (qtd. in
Hudspeth 1; 182). Yet, she questions, **what is thac all-comprehending, eternally
conscious about that?" (qtd. in Hudspeth 1; 182). The next sentence is; "What I write
seems so imperfect" (qtd. in Hudspeth I; 182). Thus Fuller rather interestingly suggests
that the homeplaces, the commonplaces of the mind, which take religion and philosophy
as source material, are not transcendent but imperfectly situated in a dialectic between
human minds and discourse.
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Fuller takes her understanding of classical rhetorical theory into her varied
rhetorical practices. As a woman in nineteenth-century America denied access to the
public sphere as a rhetor. Fuller particularly concerns herself with "character" and
"commonplaces" as these rhetorical terms relate to the social contradictions inherent in
an America that endorses slavery in its Declaration of Independence and its Constitution
and whose laws oppress women, depriving them of their property rights as wives, taxing
them as single women while denying them the status of participatory citizens who could
vote to change the laws. While Fuller never uses the word ethos, "character" recurs
throughout her primary works. She is not only concerned with the character of American
women but also the character of America. She links damaging characters to fixed
commonplaces that preclude critical thinking and action. Fuller creates new rhetorical
conmionplaces from the American Revolutionary topoi that had stagnated in the first half
of the nineteenth-century in America (see chapter four for further explication).
Much important scholarship has already been done considering how
Transcendentalism as a social, intellectual, and literary movement impacted Fuller (e.g.,.
Conrad; Douglas; Rose; Urbanski, 1980). Only Elizabeth Bartlett treats
Transcendentalism as a religious movement that directly impacted Fuller, however
{Liberty 95-9). David M. Robinson briefly notes that the "evangelical tendency" of
millemualism "expressed in secular language permeates Woman" (95). But Fuller was
well aware of and invested in the religious controversies of her day, including abolition.
As Steven Mailloux finds. Fuller's focus on "'the subject of Religion'" in her 1845
review for the New York Tribum of The Narrative of the Life of Fredrick Douglass, an
American Slave is not a misreading of Douglass but rather a carefully crafted rhetorical
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response to the Bible politics associated with abolition in 1845 (17). As these few notes
attest, contemporary literary critics have only recently begun to implicitly redress the
relative lack of scholarship on Transcendentalism as a religious discourse. The
discursive features of Transcendentalism as a religion have only recently begun to be
considered by theological scholars (e.g., Irena Makarushka).
Fuller's contemporaries may also have purposefully overlooked the religious
coRunonplaces in Woman (Von Mehren 197). Fuller's contemporary religious critics had
good reason to dissociate Transcendentalism from recognized religion because of the
threat free religious inquiry and "mutual tolerance" posed to a conservative social order
according to Howe (135). The distance that critics put between Transcendentalism and
religion may be one reason Transcendentalism is still not often considered as a religion.
Religious reformer Orestes Brownson was among the more vocal contemporary critics of
Transcendentalism. Brownson distinguishes between religious reformers such as himself
and social reformers such as the Transcendentalists; "They see there are evils, that men
and women suffer, and suffer horribly. Their sympathies are awakened, and they seek if
relief cannot be found. All this is well, commendable even. But they assume that relief
is to come here, and the good craved, but found not, in this world, in this probationary
life" (qtd. in Myerson 24). Adhering to commonplaces found in the religious discourse
of Calvinism, Brownson rejects even the possibility of social reform on earth as a result
of man's fall from grace in the Garden of Eden: "'The highest ideal man can form of his
own powers,* says Miss Fuller, 'that he is destined to attain.' And this ideal is to be
attained here. But Eden, the terrestrial paradise is lost, never to be regained. Man
forfeited it, and has been driven forth from it, never to repose again in its fragrant bowers.
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or beneath its refreshing shades" (qtd. in Myerson 24). Brownson's religious reform
returns man to earlier Calvinistic commonplaces where "[t]his life is and must be a
discipline, a probation, a warfare," and heaven can be the only "home" (qtd. in Myerson
24). Further, Brownson abandons the human agency that Fuller and other
Transcendentalists seek to rekindle in religious discourse: "The earth is cursed; do what
you will, rebel as you please, the curse is irrecoverable. This world is a prison-house, and
escape you cannot till death sets you free. The sooner you come to this conclusion, the
better for you, the better for all" (qtd. in Myerson 24). Rather than a "prison-house,"
Fuller finds that the earth is a "school," a human's "means of interpreting nature, and
aspiring to God" (112). Further, Fuller defines religion as "the thirst for truth and good,
not the love of sect and dogma" (114).
In seeking a heavenly home on earth through social reform. Fuller radically
rejects Brownson's conclusion. Fuller finds a similar attitude expressed by "the citizen"
a "man of the world" who "lifts his head beneath the heavens, and says '[the prostitution
of slaves] must be; it cannot be helped; it is a necessary accompaniment of civilization"
(86). Against Brownson's belief in the inherent sinfulness of humans. Fuller believes
that humans must actively engage in social reform because we "'ourselves are all we
know of heaven"' (qtd. in Emerson et al. 1: 301). Fuller emphasizes a collective "we"
here where humans can only know heaven through conununion with one another. "*we
cannot injure ourselves without injuring others'" (qtd. in Emerson et al. 1; 301). She
finds that "no selT exists in heaven, so "no self' must exist when earth meets heaven;
"selfishness [i]s all folly, and the result of circumstance; that it was only because I
thought self real that I suffered; that I had only to live in the idea of the ALL

I was
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for that hour taken up into God. In that true ray most of the relations of earth seemed
mere films, phenomena (qtd. in Emerson et al. 1; 139-41)
In Woman, Fuller problematizes the individual self-culture that literary critics
have long associated with Transcendentalists (e.g., Thompson). Fuller considers how the
self inhibits spiritual growth, finding that '*the growth of the individual, is cominually
obstructing the holy work that is to make the earth a part of heaven" (Woman 3).
Selfishness has resulted in an inattention to the spiritual realm as "our common home";
"What woman needs is not as a woman to act or rule, but as a nature to grow, as an
intellect to discern, as a soul to live freely and unimpeded, to unfold such powers as were
given her when we left our common home" (20). With "our common home," Fuller puts
women and men on equal terms; When women and men "left our common home," they
left with the same "powers" to further develop—"a nature," "an intellect," and "a soul."
As Fuller suggests, then, earthly rather than spiritual conunonplaces prevent both women
and men from realizing religious homes on earth (114). To realize spiritual homes on
earth, women and men together must remove the "arbitrary barrier" between home and
world (20). In Fuller's words, "Such divisions are only important when they are never to
be transcended" (SO). She finally claims an "infinite scope" for not only the home but
also for women and men who reside in the home (61). In addressing private and spiritual
matters to the public audience. Fuller demonstrates how public and "private relations,"
the domestic and spiritual realm converge in rhetoric (4). Men and women are "pillars of
one porch," "priests of one worship" (114).
bi Fuller's argument the rhetoric that constitutes men and women in the public
sphere cannot be separated from either the spiritual or domestic sphere; "The men learned
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visibly as they spoke. The champions of woman saw the ^lacy of arguments, on the
opposite side, and were startled by their own convictions. With their wives at home, and
the readers of the paper, it was the same. And so the stream flows on; thought urging
action, and action leading to the evolution of still better thought" (1 IS). In reconciling
the public and private spheres. Fuller first seeks an ethical reconciliation of thought and
action for Afiican-American and lower-class women; 'Those who think the physical
circumstances of woman would make a part of the affairs of national government
unsuitable, are by no means those who think it impossible for the negresses to endure
field work, even during pregnancy, or the sempstresses to go through their killing labors"
(18). For middle-class women. Fuller also seeks an ethical reconciliation of thought and
action where social reform can occur within the home as well as in society; "As to her
home, she is not likely to leave it more than she now does her balls, theaters, meetings for
promoting missions, revival meetings, and others to which she flied, in hope of an
animation for her existence, commensurate with what she sees enjoyed by men" (19).
Once imbued with spiritual associations. Fuller's "home" can further "contain food and
fire for the mind as well as for the body" (19). Contemporary reviewer, Charles Lane,
recognized the "religious tenor" of Woman (Von Mehren 197). Lane claims that Fuller
exalts the spiritual over both the natural and intellectual; "Neither nature nor intellect can
yield to woman what she needs

Human happiness, human growth, depends on the

spirit" (qtd. in Myerson 31). But Fuller's religious associations with the home clear the
way for women's intellect recognized within the same space; "*God has given her a nund
of her own'" (15).
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Religion also imbues Fuller's conception of marriage. She calls for "a religious
recognition of equality" in marriage (44). Parenthood offers the opportunity for men and
women to experience "deep communion, real intercourse... when any degree of equality
is admitted between the parties" (44). Fuller provides a religious metaphor for
parenthood to express the desired partnership between fathers and mothers: 'Tather and
mother should assist one another to learn what is required for this sublime priesthood of
nature" (44). Unfortunately, "in a majority of instances, the man looks upon his wife as
an adopted child, and places her to the other children in the relation of nurse or
governess, rather than of parent" (44). While a woman has "influence" with her children,
"she misses the education which should enlighten the influence, by being thus treated"
(44).
Fuller then considers the "four ways" that equality in marriage "begins to diffuse
itself (44). In these ways she establishes how marriage relations constitute a religious
home. In the "household partnership

[t]he man furnishes the house; the woman

regulates it" (44). In this form "[t]he wife praises her husband as a 'good provider'; the
husband, in return, compliments her as a 'capital house-keeper'" (44). As Fuller
assesses, 'This relation is good, as far as it goes" (44). Fuller does not much contemplate
the second form of marriage "mutual idolatry" as "[t]he parties weaken and narrow one
another; they lock the gate against all the glories of the universe, that they may live in a
cell together" (45). In "mutual idolatry" the house becomes a cell. In the third form
"intellectual companionship" the partnership comes "nearer home, of minds, partners in
work and in life, sharing together on equal terms, public and private interests" (49).
Fuller illustrates "intellectual companionship" in the marriage of'Tloland and his wife.
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who were friends in the household and in the nation's council, read, regulated home
affairs, or prepared public documents together, indifferently" (45). 'The fourth and
highest grade of marriage" reaches the supreme earthly height of'Intellectual
communion" (SI). This "union is the religious, which may be expressed as pilgrimage
towards a common shrine" (SI). The fourth form subsumes the qualities of "the others"
with "home sympathies and household wisdom" (51). In this form, husbands and wives
are "pilgrims" who "know how to assist each other along the dusty way" (51). On the
pilgrimage of life, such compam'ons "communicate thoughts and aspirations as they
[spring] to life" and recognize "prospects that open, more and more glorious as [they]
advance" (51). In this highest form of marriage where men and women progress on a
life's pilgrimage together, a religious home on earth may be realized for both sexes
according to Fuller.

Lydia Maria Child's Reconstructed Home for African-Americans
By the time Lydta Maria Child attended lectures given by the Grimke sisters in
1838, she already relied on abolitionism as a principled discourse; "It is truly a wonderful
dispensation of Providence, that these two women should come forth from the bosom of a
proud and fashionable family in South Carolina, and by becoming (^takers should
prepare themselves for the great woric, which the Lord had for them to do in the unseen
future" (Collected Corre:^ndence 73). Like Sarah Grimke, Child turns to abolitiom'sm
for the reformist principles that Christianity lacks. Child fruilts religion for not supplying
the principles on which society builds ethical norms: "What can be more beautiful than
the spirit of love in the Christian religion? Yet where shall we find Moslem or pagan
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more fierce and unrelenting than Christians toward each other" {Collected
Correspotuience 42). In an 1835 personal letter to brother Convers Francis, an Unitarian
minister with Transcendental leanings. Child considers "[t]he impediments continually in
the way of bringing good principles into their appropriate forms" (42). According to
Child, Francis blames democracy for the mob violence associated with abolitionism in
the South: 'In your last letter you charge democracy with being the mother of evil. I do
not wonder at it; for these are times when its best friends have need of faith" (41). Child
blames "[t]he aristocratic principle" (41). She maintains, "The majority of... voices
would be on the right side if the question were fairly brought before them" (42). Because
Child cannot find ethical norms in Christiam'ty, she relies on another principled discourse,
abolitionism, in order to make her social activist arguments;
. . . W e t a l k o f t h e doing away of the slave-trade... if the moral sense of
all Christendom was really so universally hostile to it, could it be so
active? No. The abolition of slavery in this country will certainly come;
but I despair of a regenerated public sentiment, till God has brought about
the event in his own way. The abolitionists are His chosen instruments in
this great work; and we must labor diligently according to the light we
have, though the desired end may be produced in ways totally different
from our calculation. (94)
Over the course of her career. Child revises abolitionism to include her agency as a
woman social-activist.
In Ft^enmners of Black Power: The Rhetoric of Abolition, Ernest Bormann traces
the rhetoric of abolition to religious traditions: the Puritan preaching heritage '*to seek
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salvation immediately., revivalists **preaching inunediate conversion and free grace"; and
religious enthusiasm for man as "perfectible," "a free agent," morally responsible for his
behavior" (6). Here Bormann conflates "the Puritan preaching heritage" with
Midwestern revival movements and Unitarianism. He does not consider how these
various religious discourses both constituted and challenged abolitionism. But Bormann
does consider how the Actions within abolitionism defined positions either in relation to
or against established religions; "Orthodox abolitionists wanted to renew their ties to the
churches. Garrisonian radicals, on the other hand, wanted to find substitutes for the
dogmas and outward forms that no longer satisfied their religious yearnings" (2S6).
According to Bormann, William Lloyd Garrison's "non-resistance" even "held that all
human government was evil and that the true Christian should recognize only the
'dominion of God, the control of an inward spirit"' (256).
Bormann groups abolitionists into those who practiced agitation like William
Lloyd Garrison and Frederick Douglas versus those who practiced conversion like
Theodore Weld. Treating "female amislavery speakers" in an isolated chapter, Bormann
omits both Sarah Grimke and Lydia Maria Child from his study. Following the
argumentative lines that Bormann offers, however, suggests that Grimk^ practiced the
"rhetoric of conversion" primarily by "accepting the main positive myths of American
self-idemity, using the frame of America's values as the basis for ruthless and critical
self-examination of the corruption of the sin of slavery, and then urging the need to cut
out the corruption and propitiate the sin, thereby saving the noble American experiment"
(29). Child more appropriately can be thought of as an agitator in Bormann's terms
because she saw abolition as "a revolutionary effort standing against and outside the
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cultural stream of the American experience" (28). Against Bormman's scheme. Child did
not represent the "no-govemment men" nor did she argue "against ecclesiastical and civil
institutions as being beyond reform" (28). Her "answer to the problem of union with the
slaveholder was [not] disunion" (28).
A voice for widespread social reform, democracy, and religious tolerance. Child
sought an organized religion that she could embrace throughout her life. Abolition came
closest to fiilfilling this desire. In abolitionism Child identifies, "the only true church
organization, when heads and hearts unite in working for the welfare of the human-race"
{Collected Correspomlence 564). Furthermore, the abolitionists with whom Child most
identified, the Garrisonians, "emerged as a religious sect" (Stange 44). Abolition offered
Child a spiritual connection to social reform that she found absent in both Unitarianism
and Transcendentalism. Child conceives of the Transcendentalists as remodeled
Unitarians who build new structures: "The Unitarian, busily at work pulling down old
structures... stops with a troubled doubt whether all is to be destroyed; and if destroyed,
wherewith shall he build anew? He looks upward for the coming dawn, and calls it
transcendentalism" {Collected Correspoiuknce 102). But Child has "no particular
sympathy with the clique here called transcendentalists. I want them to have their say;
but I have never thought they had much to say, that would enlighten or bless the world"
{Collected Correspondence 134). Thus Child questions how the substance that
Transcendemalists profess departs from earlier religious traditions.
Child found significant discursive similarities between the Calvinism of her
forefathers and the Unitarianism of her contemporaries as well as between the
contemporary religious discourses of Unitarianism and Transcendentalism. Like the
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Unitarian and the converted Transcendentalist, the Calvinist "too looks upward, sees the

light, and calls it Perfectionism" {Collected Correspondence 102). To Calvinistic
revelation, however, Unitarianism and Transcendentalism add reason: Both *^'udge the
recorded facts of Revelation by the light of Reason; and in no case acknowledge the
authority of Revelation over Reason; believing, only when Reason and Revelation seem
to them coincident" {New York, Second Series 126). After Unitarian reaction to
Emerson's scandalous "Divinity" speech. Child notes the hypocrisy of Unitarians "who
talk about liberality, the sacredness of individual freedom, free utterance of thought, etc."
but who condemn Emerson for "utter[ing] his thoughts honestly" and for "be[ing] afraid
that it will not do to break down old forms" {CollectedCorrespondence 103). While the
Unitarians are not "the only ones that strive to stretch out old formulas," "it is more
observable in them, because [it is] so inconsistent with their own free theories" according
to Child (103). In Child's estimation both Unitarianism and Transcendentalism return to
the old 'Yormulas" of Calvinism.
Child's religious tolerance and intolerance for contemporary organized religions
arose out of her soda! activism. In a June 28"* letter to her friend Lucy Osgood, Child
expresses her spiritual and social dissatisfaction with contemporary religions; "I trust you
do not confound me with those who think there is no need of social worship. On the
contrary, my spirit craves it above all things,

I could only find a church, most gladly

would I worship there" {Collected Correspondence 226). She relates her efforts to find a
church in New York City going from street to street, encountering the "cold intellectual
respectability" of Unitarian meetings, the bigotry of Mr. Barrett, Swedenborigian, and the
social conservatism of an Episcopal minister who "with perfumed handkerchief.
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addresses ladies in silks and satins, with prayer-books richly gilded" (226). This
Episcopal minister "exhorts [the congregation] to contribute something toward building a
chapel for the poor" because it is '^ry importam that the poor should be taught sufficient
religion to keep them from burning the houses and breaking open the stores of the rich"
(226). And

the Calvinistic meeting in the next street, the preacher, in his prayer,

says, 'We thank thee, O Lord, that there is a hell of despair!' I quote his very words"
(226). Child seeks a religion that oppresses neither the will nor the spirit.
While Child rejects the commonplaces in religious discourses of elite peers, her
familiarity with the commonplaces in these discourses in part made her abolitionist
appeal effective for audiences resistant to Garrison's revivalism: "Men trained in the
discourses of legal argumentation, scholarly induction, and Unitarian-style preaching
responded to the Appeal in a way that they could not respond to the thunderous accents of
the evangelical exhorter summoning sinners to repentance—^the rhetoric that was
Garrison's forte" (Karcher 193). Child's religious tolerance did not significantly depart
from Unitarian liberalism. She also found the commonplaces of Calvinism to be
intolerant: "... the thing I detest most, next to Slavery, is Calvinism. I consider its moral
influence most decidedly pernicious. On that subject, and I believe it is the only one, I
am imolerant. But from regard to principles of freedom, I never publish my intolerance"
(CollectedCorrespondence 335).
But Child may not have been entirely aware of the religious commonplaces from
Unitarianism and TranscendeMalism on which she relied. With her Progress of Religious
Ideas (18SS), Child sought to "clear away the theological rubbish, which lies piled up in
the way of man's progress" {Collected Correspondence 271). Because she indicted so
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many of her peer's religious conmionplaces, she "expected almost universal censure, and
scarcely any sympathy" (271). Instead representatives of both conventional and
unconventional Protestantism commended the book. Theodore Parker "pronounced, in
his deep tones, that the Progress of Ideas was Uhe book of the age; and written by a
womanV" (271). bi Child's view readers who had '*the greatest difficulty" with the book
objected to the equanimity with which Child viewed Christianity (272). Progress argues
against those who "maintain that there cm be only one religion, and that all other must be
false" (273). Child seeks a "Universal Church on earth" that rests on collective religious
conunonplaces (273). She saw her writer's role as "preparing the way" for "the great
festival of ALL SOULS" (472).
Child seeks to disable prejudice through exposing unjust practices justified by
Christians. In Child's own words, '1think the pro-slavery and ami slavery advocates
have both tried to twist the Bible to sustain their respective theories

How absurdly

the Old Testament is treated by Christians! used for all convenient purposes, neglected
whenever it is //iconvenient!" (277). Slavery began with the exploitation of Africa by
"nations called Christian [that] sent [Africans]: "spelling-books and Bibles instead of
rum, teachers instead of slave-traders, and tools and machinery instead of gunpowder"
(The Freedmen 'sBook 201). Fueled by rum and gunpowder, civil wars had spread, made
captives into slaves, and "hindered the improvement of the Africans; for men have very
little encouragement to build good houses, and make convenient furniture, and plant
grain, if enemies are likely to come any night and bum and trample it all to the ground"
{The Freedmen's Book 200). In Appeal in Favor of Thai Class ofAmericansCalled
Africans (1833), Child objects to "Christians" who begin such a "course of religious
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instruction" by "violently" wresting an African-American "from his home" (9). These
Christians conmionly justified slavery as a religious mission; '"The slave population of
the South are peculiarly susceptible to religious influences. Their mere residence among
Christian people has wrought a great and happy change in their condition. They have
been raised from the night of heathenism to the light of Christianity'—Judge Baker, of
Virgim'a" (qtd. in Child, The Patriarchal Institution as Described by Members of Its Own
Family 8). The place of "residence" constitutes Christian character for Judge Baker.
Rather than a religious "home" for self-determination, an American's character
construction. Judge Baker offers the "religious influences" of the South. Child rejects
this offer on behalf of Afncan-Americans who should be free to construct their own
religious homes.
Just as displacement from home corrupts character, the establishment of homes
will elevate character according to Child. In a March 28, 1869 article titled
"Homesteads" in

National Anti-Slavery Standard published during reconstruction.

Child criticizes "Congress for not having provided these poor outcasts of slavery with
small homesteads of their own, at moderate prices" (285). She significantly claims,
"Nothing improves the character of human beings like having a home of their own"
(285). As freed slaves "become owners of land," both "their industry" and "the weahh of
the nation" increases (285). Child links "home" owning to the ethos of both lower-class
African-Americans and whites in the reconstructed South; 'To the 'poor whites' who
fought gainst us in the bUndness of their ignorance, I would offer every facility for
obtaim'ng as much land as they would cultivate, and I would try to raise them up to the
idea that honest labor is honorable above all things" (287). Hard work constitutes
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character for the lower classes, both black and white, in Child's estimation. Child further
finds that the next "generation" of the white upper class also should not be "deprived of
homesteads and a "sufficiency of land" because such 'impoverishment" would
reconstitute "the same bad habits and the same false principles" (287). But the propriety
of the upper classes should be moderated 'lhat one rebel master should not hold in his
exclusive possession from one thousand to twenty thousand acres, while his loyal
laborers cannot own ground enough for a potato patch" (287). Child links character
formation with home property for "all classes in the country" (287).
Thus Child interrogates American policy with regard to African-Americans on the
basis of whether homes could be established and maintained with regularity. Slavery
disrupts the "domestic ties" of African-Americans; 'The newly married wife is torn
shrieking from her husband, and the mother with her little ones are sold in separate lots
to suit purchasers"' {Anti-Slavery Catechism 13). The South did not legally recognize
marriage in the African-American community. Human beings were regarded as property,
and as a result familial relationships disintegrated for both whites and blacks. For
evidence. Child quotes A. Grimke's testimony: When "'the head of the family'" prefers
"'the degraded domestic, or the colored daughter'" to his own wife and daughter,
"homes" are "*a scene of the most mortifying'" and "'dreadful state of morals'" (qtd. in
Child's Patriarchal Institution 29). Nowhere is this apathy resuhing from the
commodification of human beings made more apparent than in the sell of mixed race
children by fathers, who see themselves only as property owners: 'It might at first pain
you a little to see your daughters held as property; but if they were good looking, they
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might find so much favor in the eyes of the master, that he would bestow on them gold
rings for ears and fingers; symbols of a connection 'enobling to both' parties"
{Patriarchal Institution SI). The l^ai status of mothers rather than that of slave-owning
fathers decided whether children would reside in bondage or fi'eedom. Southern
slaveholders cite the Bible as well as the law in support of this injustice; "As for scruples
on any of these subjects, you would soon be effectively taught that the whole of religions
and moral obligation is comprised by the injunction, 'Servants, obey your masters in all
things.* What a convenience to have all questions of conscience thus simplified to a
unity!" (51).
The Fugitive Slave law passed by Congress on September 18,1850 legalizes such
"religious influences" and simplifies "questions of conscience" for all American citizens,
"everybody, all over the country" {The Freedmen's Book 194). In effect this law silenced
oppositional publics in the North as an earlier law had previously censured debate on
slavery; 'Tor some time past. Southerners had been rather reluctant to hunt slaves in
Massachusetts, because the public opinion of the people was so much opposed to
Slavery, that they found it a difficult and disagreeable job. But after the passage of that
unrighteous bill, they and their pro-slavery accomplices became more bold" (194-95).
The Fugitive Slave law "required" the return of "fugitive slaves to their masters;"
"Whoever concealed them or helped them in any way became liable to a year's
imprisonment and a fine of a thousand dollars, besides paying the price of the slave"
(194). Before the passage of the Fugitive Slave law, '^any honest, industrious colored
people who had escaped from slavery years before... were now getting a comfortable
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living. Many ofthem had married in the North and reared ^unilies. But when the
slaveholders gained this victory over the conscience of the North, they were compelled to
leave their business and their homes, and hid themselves wheresover they could" (194).
Child suggests that society had benefited from such establishment by African-Americans
with "fiunilies,"*'homes," and "businesses" (194).
Child emotionally appeals with the personalized story of a wife and husband,
William and Ellen Crafts, who first would have been held by the Fugitive Law in her
reader for freed slaves The Freedmen's Book. While the once master of William Craft
"had the reputation of being a humane man and pious Christian," "he had no scruples
about selling [his slaves] away from their families" (179). Because William had earlier
been painfully separated from his sister, he sought to prevent an enforced separation from
his wife. As "the daughter of her master," Ellen's "skin was so nearly white that
strangers often mistook her for one of her master's own white family" (180). The Crafts
ingeniously fashion Ellen into the white, slave-owing master of William in order to
escape from Georgia. In Boston Theodore Parker officiates at a legally binding marriage
ceremony, and the Crafts establish "an excellent character by their honest industry and
correct deportment" (193-94). William takes up his trade as a blacksmith, and Ellen
becomes a seamstress until the Fugitive Slave Law catches up with them (193).
Oppositional rhetoric arose in response to a warrant for their arrest: "Abolitionists were
determined that they should not be carried back into Slavery.... and employed lawyers
to throw all manner of difficuhies in the wty of the slave-hunters, Diiiose persons and
manners were described in the newspapers in a way by no means agreeable to them. The
colored people held large meetings, and passed various spirited resolutions" (196).
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Child esteems the ethos of both Crafts during this time and after: "the conduct of
Mr. Crafts excited universal admiration" (196). Received by an anonymous 'lady" in the
Loring's "home" during the renowned abolitionists' absence, Ellen "assist[ed]... very
industriously and skillfully with her needle" despite "anxiety about her husband" (197).
When William learns of the Lorings' absence "from home," he judiciously decides to
leave at their own peril in order not to injure his benefactor; "'If we should be found in
[Mr. Loring's] house, [Mr. Loring as home owner] would he liable to imprisonmern and a
heavy find. It is wrong for us to expose him to this danger without his knowledge and
consent. We must seek shelter elsewhere"' (198). Despite the anonymous lady's
"persuasions," the Crafts "walk out into the darkness and rain" (199). The Crafts find
safety at the home of another abolitionist until they "board a vessel, which conveyed
them to England" (199). "Their intelligence, industry, and good conduct" eventually
allows them "to by a house" where "they keep their children at the best of schools, and
pay taxes which help to support the poor in the country which protected them in their
time of danger and distress" (199). Further, Nfr. Crafts's e//tos^"honesty, energy, and
good sense"—ensures that he can benefit his African community; "He is now one of the
most enterprising and respected merchants in that part of the world; and his labors
produce better results than mere money, for they are the means of making men wiser and
better" (199,202). Craft brings both his ethos and literacy to Africa where the raising of
cotton "will bring... communication with a better class of white men [than slavetraders]" (202). As a result, Africans will also be able to establish homes where none had
existed before: "'William and Ellen Crafts own the house in which they live. After that
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brave flight of a thousand miles for freedom, after the dangers which surrounded them in
Massachusetts, it did my heart good to see them enjoying their own simple but charming
home"' (204). Child uses this epideictic rhetoric to hold up the Crafrs as an example of
the homes that African-American ethos can build; '1think all who read this romantic but
true story will agree with me in thinking that few white people have shown as much
intelligence, moral worth, and refinement of feeling as the fugitive slaves William and
Ellen Crafts" (204).

Rhetoric as Social Action for Nineteenth-Century Women
Significantly, the rhetoric of these social-activist women substantively differs
from the rhetoric of the women's suffrage movement that followed in the late nineteenth
century. Unlike the suffragettes, mid-nineteenth century activists explicitly identify the
oppression of women and African-Americans within the home as the source of their
oppression in society. Ellen DuBois attributes the failure of the nineteenth-century
sufK-agette movement to a rhetorical strategy that these rhetors deliberately reject, one
that "bypassed women's oppression within the family, or private sphere, and demanded
instead her admission to citizenship, and through it admission to the public arena"
^Radicalism" 63). Principled discourses such as Protestantism, Abolitionism, and
Transcendentalism not only helped to create a home for the first wave of feminist rhetoric
in America but also enabled women social-activists to write persuasively about women's
oppression in the home, a rhetorical purpose that would not be attempted again by
feminists in the first wave of feminism until the Women's Christian Temperance Union
(WCTU) in the late nineteenth century (see DuBois). As I have substantiated here. Child,
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Fuller, and Grimke use principled discourse to transform homes imo public spaces
through rhetoric. In their social-activists rhetorics, religious "truth" becomes religious
belief, and belief uhimately depends on an individual's conscience in communion with
social reform.
This chapter further suggests that principles must always be dialectically
negotiated, and riietoric provides the mechanism by which agents become aware of how
principles are composed. On the other hand, Janet Carey Eldred and Peter Mortensen
recently fmd, 'Temale civic rhetoric sought to effect political change by revealing public
consensus, by appealing to a common sense of what was right; it's goal was not to sway
individual opinion, but to awaken the conscience of a republic" (174-75). In their
conclusion Eldred and Mortensen suggest a static sense of "common sense" as "what was
right" and distinguish individual opinion from the conscience of a republic as if
individual opinion exists independently from this collective conscience (174-75).
Equally problematic, they posit that civic rhetoric reveals public consensus instead of
creating it. The rhetorics under consideration here suggest otherwise, that civic rhetoric
creates public consensus, that conmion sense must be negotiated among divergent
community associations, and that the conscience of a republic and (what is never
completely) individual opinion co-construct one another.
Influenced by Transcendentalism as well as Abolitionism, for example. Child
argues that "outward circumstances" result in conscience; "[L]oolc inward, with
enlightened self-knowledge [where] you will perceive that there have been periods in you
own life when a hair's breadth further in the wrong would have rendered you amenable to
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human laws; and that you were prevented from moving over that hair's-breadth boundary
by outward circumstances, for which you deserve no credit" ("Letters, Number 29" 324).
Child's rhetoric relies on transcendental topoi in the sense that she expects social
"harmony" to resuk from social progress in her belief that "nothing good or true ever
dies" (327). While Child expects earthly conflict to be resolved, to her credit she does
not efface the social contradictions that distinguish between "the individual" and "the
mass": "There is something painful, yea, terrific, in feeling myself involved in the great
wheel of society, which goes whirling on, crushing thousands at every turn. This relation
of the individual to the mass is the sternest and most frightful of all the conflicts" (325).
The next chapter examines this process in more detail by which rhetors use the principled
discourse of Transcendentalism in particular to create epideictic rhetorics against slavery.
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CHAPTER THREE
TRANSCENDENTAUSM AS RHETORICAL PREPARATION FOR
ABOLITION
On a metadiscursive level, Catherine Beecher and the Grimke sisters debate
whether principled discourses such as abolitionism should be effected by women socialactivists in a univocally constructed public sphere. The role of "principles" in public
debates resurfaces in subsequent social-activist rhetorics by mid nineteenth century
Anglo-American women. In thelSSOs, the Grimke sisters themselves reemphasize the
importance of principles for sodal reform movements, including women's rights;
This exposition of the principles of the Woman's Rights movement I
heartily accept. We do claim the absolute and indefeasible right of woman
to an equality in all respects with man and to a complete sovereignty over
her own person and conduct. Human rights are not based upon sex, color,
capacity or condition. They are universal, inalienable and eternal, and
none but despots will deny to woman that supreme sovereignty over her
own person and conduct which Law concedes to man. (qtd. in Lemer,
Feminist 108)
In an 1852 letter to the women's rights convention in Syracuse, New York, Angelina
Grimke Weld uses metaphors from the principled discourse of Transcendentalism to
make the same argument: "Natural Orgam'zations," "Progression," and the "Eternal Law
of Change^*: 'Tixed laws govern the world of matter, organic and inorganic, the rock, the
clod, the lofty tree, the exquisite and complex machinery of the human form—^are all
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based on the principle of decomposition and reorganization—a principle which
contemplates and provides for continual change^^ ('^Letter" 1>2). But the Grimke sisters
now rely less on Abolitionism and draw on commonplaces associated with
Transcendentalism to make arguments on behalf of women's rights.
Perhaps admiration for Margaret Fuller's feminist riietoric Woman in the
Nineteenth Century led women's rights advocates to adopt transcendental commonplaces
after Fuller's death in 1850. By 1852, according to historian Susan Phinney Conrad, '*the
romantic orientations of intellectual feminists permeated a typical [woman's rights]
convention" (142). Sarah Grimke's 1852 letter to the women's rights convention in
Westchester, Pennsylvania confinns this view; "She described society and civilization in
her letter as organic processes marked by incessant transformations" (Conrad 142).
Significantly, Grimke urges the members to adopt Fuller's words as "their motto" and
"guiding principle" according to Conrad (142).
Transcendentalism first offers Fuller a discursive means to argue for women's
agency as considered in chapter two: "Harmony exists in difference, no less than in
likeness, if only the same key-note govern both parts. Woman the poem, man the poet!
Woman the heart, man the head! Such divisions are only important when they are never
to be transcended" (50). As a transcendentalist FuUer understands human nature to be
both feminine and masculine: "Male and female represent the two sides of the great
radical dualism. But, in fact, they are perpetually passing into one another. Fluid
hardens to solid, solid rushes to fluid. There is no wholly masculine man, no purely
feminine woman" (75). She advocates a progressive optimism that human civilization
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will improve over time as a result of social reform: "Man can never be perfectly happy or
virtuous till all men are so

The growth of man is two-fold, masculine and feminine"

(112). Fuller only later appreciates how the principles that inform her rhetoric relate to
abolitionism. Initially, she sought to rhetorically distance herself from abolitionism. She
confesses this neglect in an 1848 letter from Rome where the Italian revolution enables
her to make these connections; "How it pleases me to here to think of the Abolitionists! I
could never endure to be with them at home

But, after all, they had a high motive,

something eternal in their desire and life; and, if it was not the only thing worth thinking
of it was really something worth living and dying for to free a great nation from such a
terrible blot" {These Sad 166). Fuller would not live to see how her transcendental
colleagues Ralph Waldo Emerson and Lydia Maria Child make more significant
rhetorical contributions to abolition.
Delineating transcendental commonplaces in other than abstract, metaphorical
terms presents a problem for rhetoricians. Irving J. Rein defmes Transcendentalism not
as a rhetoric but as "a distinct body of discourse— characterized by loose and rambling
speculations, mystical forms of expression, and proclamations of half truths" (105). And
yet he delineates four transcendental, rhetorical "strategies, defined as the rules, devices,
or patterns that were intended to bring the rhetor and the auditor together in common
accord" (105). These strategies "emerge from a careful reading of transcendentalist
discourse; revelation, transcendence, salvation, and omission" (ICS). Rein finally refers
to Transcendentalism as "[a]n anti-rhetorical rhetoric" because the transcendentalist
words he cites neglect both audience and purpose; "In all four strategies, the
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Transcendentalists argued on their own terms; they made no efTort to find areas of
agreement between rhetor and auditor (1IS). But the strategies that Rein delineates
depend on the intention "to bring the rhetor and auditcn- together in common accord"
stated earlier in the article (105). Thus Rein contradictorily suggests that these strategies
do not iulfill the imended purposes ascribed by him. While Rein assigns different
characteristics to these strategies, the categories conflate and all belie an implicit
criticism against rhetoric based on "universal moral truths" (103). The strategy
"revelation" seduces "by form" in repeating "presumably unassailable statements" (105).
The strategy "transcendence" depends "on definition rather than on form," calling on "the
principle of higher law" (107,108). The strategy "salvation" simuhaneously offers
"sweeping condemnation" of "hate, greed, and conformity" and "a ray of hope for the
sinners" (110,111). The strategy "omission" avoids "damaging topics" such as "British
economic theory as expounded by Adam Smith" (113). At the same time. Rein admits
that the transcendentalists abstractly "stood against the general trend toward mechanism
and conformity in the industrial world" (113). But Transcendentalists did not "only
[speak about pressing issues] in the most abstract terms" as Rein claims (114).
The rhetorical theories of Kenneth Burke and Richard Weaver suggest other ways
to define transcendental topoi, however. Burke ascribes "'a priestly function"* to
Emerson's Transcendentalism ('% Eye, Ay" 190). Transcendentalism's defining
rhetorical strate^ of "dialectic transcendence" refers to "the building of a terministic
bridge whereby one realm is transcended hy being viewed in terms of a realm 'beyond*
it" (Burke, "I, Eye, Ay" 186,187). For Burke especially, terms constitute reality; "any
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given terminology is a reflection of reality, by its very nature as a terminology it must be
a selection of reality; and to this extent it must function also as a deflection of reality"
('Terministic Screens" 45). The terministic bridges of dialectic transcendence create new
realities. Dialectical transcendence is a rhetorical strategy where "things here and now
are treated in terms of a 'beyond/ they become infused or inspirited by the addition of a
/lew or added dimension" ^urke, 'I, Eye, Ay" 190). In The Rhetoric of Religion^ Burke
more concretely explains how dialectic transcendence works; "the words for the
'supematuraP realm are necessarily borrowed from the realm of our everyday
experiences... once a terminology has been developed for special theological purposes
the order can become reversed. We can borrow back the terms ... again secularizing to
varying degrees the originally secular terms that had been given 'supernatural'
connotations" (7).
Weaver refers to the process of dialectical transcendence in his definition of
ethical rhetoric; 'There is, then, no true rhetoric without dialectic, for the dialectic
provides that basis of'high speculation about nature' without which rhetoric in the
narrower sense has nothing to work upon" (17). Weaver recalls Aristotle's definition of
dialectic as "a method of investigation whose object is the establishment of truth about
doubtful propositions" (1S). But he first reminds that figuration suggests the occurrence
of rhetorical language in even Platonic dialectic; "it is a nutter of curious interest that a
warning against literal reading occurs at an early stage of the Phaedru^' (4). According
to Weaver, transcendence designates rhetorical places where dialectic becomes
figurative; "... a Socratic dialogue is in itself an example of transcendence. Beginning
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with something simple and topical, it passes to more general levels of application; and
not infrequently, it must make the leap into allegory for its final utterance" (4). After
explicating the rhetoric of Platonic dialectic. Weaver defines 'Ihe true rhetorician as a
noble lover of the good, who works through dialectic and through poetic or analogical
association" (18).
According to Weaver, rhetoric begins and ends with a rhetor's dialectical
definitions;"... it is of first importance whether a leader has the courage to define.
Nowhere does a man's rhetoric catch up with him more completely than in the topics he
chooses to win other men's assent" (114). Apart from one another, dialectic and rhetoric
both fall short of ethics; "dialectic has not made reference to reality, which men
confronted with problems of conduct require; and the rhetorician has not searched the
grounds of the position on which he perhaps spent much eloquence" (28). Weaver refers
to instances of mediation between dialectic and rhetoric as "rhetoric at its truest" that
"seeks to perfect men [sic] by showing them better versions of themselves" (25). With
transcendental language, he describes such ethical rhetoric "as a means by which the
impulse of the soul to be ever moving is redeemed" (25). Those not influenced by this
rhetoric stand "outside the conununion of minds" (25). Ethical rhetoric, then, relies on
principles; "rhetoric instills belief and action"; in other words it intersects possibility
with the plan of actuality and hence of the imperative" (28).
Weaver, who has been much unfortunately maligned for his Neoplatonic leanings,
impoitantly asks riietoricians to reflect on the tacit assumptions of shared discourse, its
ethical implications. He invites our "active deliberation" so that we may "see what the
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wider circumferences of [the] terms of persuasion are" (232). Otherwise we may become
"creature[s] of the evil public forces and a victim of [our] own thoughtless rhetoric"
(232). While Weaver presupposes that an individual rhetor can exist of his own accord, I
understand that no rhetor can idealistically exist apart from "public forces" (232). But
rhetoricians can dialectically examine and challenge the commonplaces that constitute
evil in the form of prejudice.
Both Emerson and Child use the process of dialectical transcendence to create
epideictic rhetorics against slavery. These epideictic rhetorics offer a rich site to evaluate
the transcendental commonplaces that so appealed to nineteenth-century social activists.
Literary historians now see Emerson as more of a social reformer than once thought (see
especially Cadava; Gougeon). In Emerson's post-Civil War words, ethical rhetors must
constantly negotiate how "the individual" represents "the universal mind"; "On the
perpetual conflict between the dictate of the universal mind and the wishes and interests
of the individual, the moral discipline of life is built" ("Character" 96). Thus Emerson's
individual can no longer be conceived as an autonomous agent that represents solely his
own self-interests. According to James M. Albrecht, "The canonical portrait of an
idealist Emerson who afiGrms the transcendent autonomy of the individual mind has too
often obscured the more pragmatic self described in Emerson's writings, a self that exists
only within the limitations of the material world ... and that therefore is always socially
implicated and indebted" (47). Rhetoricians have also begun to value Emerson's
rhetorical places as a means by which '*a person might engage in cultural transformation
through a continual reworking of received meanings" in Mark Wiley's words (137).
Emerson elevates "principle" over "action" only in the sense that principles can be
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applied to many actions: "Unless the action is necessary, unless it is adequate, I do not
wish to perform it. I do not love routine. Once possessed of the principle, it is equally
easy to make four or forty thousand applications of it" ("The Transcendentalist" 3S0). As
Eduardo Cadava suggests, Emerson establishes "ethical moments'* as precedents that can
be invoked in a range of rhetorical situations (69). In Emerson's words, "'All thinking is
analogizing, and it is the use of life to learn metonymy'" (qtd. in Cadava 15). Emerson
uses topoi, then, to "facilitate the development and extension of thought," a province
rhetoricians Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca claim for analogies in particular (385).

Transcendental Fictions
In the 1990s literary scholars influenced by poststructuralism have regarded
principled discourses as suspect, even when that principled discourse comes in the form
of an American literary tradition, American Transcendemalism. In Peter Carafiol words,
"I became convinced that the word Transcendentalism was not only a fiction, like all
organizing terms, but an obsolete fiction, one that had no purpose any more" (5). In a
December 26,1996 article in the New York Times titled "When Principles Get in the
Way," Stanley Fish similarly finds no use for principles as organizing terms.
Specifically, he critiques arguments in support of affirmative action that base premises on
"principle rather than policy" (299). He defines policy as "a response to actual historical
circumstances... directed at achieving a measurable result—like an increase in the
representation of minorities in business and education" (299). A principle, on the other
hand, "scorns actual historical circumstances and moves quickly to a level of
generalization and abstraction so high that the facts of history can no longer be seen"
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(299). In Fish's concq)tion the problem with such social-reform arguments is that the
same principles can be evoked in defense of either side. Both those who favor and who
dispute affirmative action may rely on the same terms, for example, 'Yaimess,"
"equality," and "color blindness" (300). Fish isolates the dispute at the level of
definition, as if rhetoric can be distinguished fi'om social action. In his view historical
circumstances rather than contested terms serve as the basis for social reform. Herein
Fish suggests that history, sodal action, and policies exist independently from both
principles and terms. He misses the point that principles and definitions rhetorically
move audiences to policy decisions. Furthermore, some audiences may be more swayed
to social reform by arguments based on principles, dialectically negotiated
commonplaces.
Transcendentalism represents the ultimate principled discourse for American
literary studies according to Carafiol. He attributes the birth of a uniquely American
literature to Transcendentalism: "The word Transcetuientalism has been used to help
constitute an American literary tradition around the ideal notion of'America"' (43). Like
Fish, Carafiol critiques principled discourse for the exclusions the term enables.
Transcendentalism has served as one means for American literary studies to tell coherent
stories about acts of genius while excluding difference; 'Transcendentalism mined this
rhetoric to describe a unified American cultural tradition independent of Europe. That
assumption of cultural coheteact supplied the key to narrative coherence in critical
assessments of American literature" (43). Carafiol also critiques what he sees as a
similar, multicultural "impulse" that seeks both marginalized voices and a '"coherent,
integrated story about our literary past,'" quoting Annette Kolodny's words here (20).
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But as Carafiol finds, "Americanists cannot have it both ways. Coherence means
exclusion; diversity means disorder" (20). In other words, a literary canon that
represents diversity cannot expect to be coherent. Carafiol does not expect either the
literary canon or Transcendentalism to promise "coherence" (119). But
Transcendentalism may still be useful as an organizing term for difference according to
Carafiol;"... if we learn to think of Transcendentalism as a word that must find its place
among the other words we use, rather than as a meaning-full historical object, we shall
more comfortably treat it as a tool we can continue thinking with as long as it serves us
weir (120).
Furthermore, the study of Transcendentalism as a discourse offers an
understanding of a contentious site wherein counterpublics emerge through social-activist
rhetorics. Bell Chevigny reconciles transcendentalists who sought to "'transcend
ideology' and to engage the universal and the abstract" with those who recognize that
"such transcendence precludes recognition of concrete particulars which expose social
contradictions and make nonsense of the universal and abstract" (178). Following
Chevigny's view, those who seek to transcend ideology on higher grounds merely
replicate other ideological functions as both "deny, mystify, make invisible, or appear to
resolve social contraction" (178). Only those ideologies that call attention to themselves
as "essentially ideological" enable critical agems to examine, analyze, and recognize
social contradiction. As will be demonstrated below, in abolitionist rhetorics Emerson
and Child called attention to Transcendentalism as an inheremly ideological discourse,
and yet use it to expose social contradiction.
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Unfortunately, most literary historians who have been concerned both with
Transcendentalism and social reform tell coherent stories, effacing rhetoric as
constitutive of social action, bi Cultural Reformations: Lydia Maria Child and the
Literature of Reform^ for example, Bruce Mills claims that Child derives her 'particular
interpretation of her role as a literary reformer and the role of the self in reform built
upon and borrowed from the rhetoric of fellow Transcendentalists" (80). Child's work
represents "[m]ore than rhetoric" because it "demonstrated her fundamental faith that the
self-reliant individual, the free soul, creates change" (80). Herein the critic divests topoi
from rhetoric; rhetoric becomes simply "style" (80). Mills further claims that Child never
reconciled "Unitarian and Transcendentalist principles" with social reform; "... she
could not escape the inherent contradictions in arguing reform through a rhetoric that was
fundamentally otherworldly" (85). As a result, "she turned to fiction to promote
individual reform—a form that employed a more subtle but, she must have feh, a more
powerful method of affecting the imagination and soul" (91). Nowhere does Child,
however, express that fiction offered "a more powerful method of affecting the
imagination and the soul" than her social-reform rhetorics (91). Mills clearly represents
his "own scholarly interests" in fiction as Carafiol claims of how scholars have used
Transcendentalism as a static movement in the past (43). In this sense, then, scholars
fictionalize Transcendentalism: "Transcendemalism has not been so much a subject of
study as a placeholder for the ideologies and professional motives of its commentators"
(Carafiol 44).
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Emenoii*s TransccndcnUil Revisions
As Carafiol suggests, the discursivity of Transcendentalism allows rhetors to
revise associative meanings over time. Transcendental tt^i allow Emerson to move
from an elite principled discourse to social action. While Transcendentah'sm had elite
theological and rhetorical beginnings, Emerson would later apply transcendental
principles to abolitionist policy before, during, and after the Civil War. This section will
argue that in Transcendentalism, Emerson not only rebelled from the theological traim'ng
of Unitarianism as his "Divinity School Address" attests (in chapter two) but also later
his elite rhetorical training at Harvard. Emerson received rhetorical instruction from
Edward Tyrell Channing who served as the second Boylston chair of rhetoric and belles
lettres at Harvard from 1819 until 1851. Tyrell Channing regarded rhetoric "as strictly an
instrumental art" as "[i]t creates nothing, and in one sense, bestows nothing" (41).
Reminiscent of George Campbell's Philosophy of Rhetoric^ Tyrell Chamung further
viewed the "object of eloquence" as "always the same—^to bring men, by whatever
modes of address, to our way of thinking, and thus make them act according to our
views" (13). A little more than a decade before the outbreak of the Civil War, Emerson
proposes that every citizen must claim his genius to arrive at ethical principles, which
inevitably would overturn the current corruption of power in American society. He
conceives of his audience not as passive recipients of wisdom but as critical agents for
"[t]here are always texts and thoughts and arguments" that must be analyzed by every
man, every orator, every citizen (Antislavery 78). As an ethical rhetor, Emerson
ultimately puts the question of abolition to his audience, "Are you for man and for the
good of man; or are you for the hurt and harm of man?" {Antislavery 79). Noteworthy,
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Weaver finds that Abraham Lincoln also uses the topoi of definition to "argue fi'om the
nature man" against slavery:.. while other political leaders were looking to the law, to
American history, and to this or that political contingency, Lincoln looked—as it was his
habit already to do—to the center; that is, to the definition of man. Was the negro a man
or was he not?" (91).
By and large Unitarian clergy members did not support social reform causes that
undercut bourgeois interests according to Daniel Howe in The Unitarian Conscience
(255). For economic reasons, the majority did not speak out against slavery; 'The
slavery problem brought to the fore the basic contradiction between Unitarian ethical
thought, which taught the limitless perfectibility of every person, and Harvard 'civil
polity,' which praised a stable and hierarchical society" (Howe 271). The few clergymen
who eventually spoke out against slavery like William Ellery Channing, older brother to
Edward Tyrell Channing, did not support abolitionist groups because the Unitarians did
not want "to organize for ideological conflict" and "distrusted the moral effects of
collective action" (Howe 276-77). The "ideological conflict," which abolitionists
engaged, threatened "the Unitarian ideal of social integration and consensus" (Howe
126). Before his death, Channing finally realized that Unitarian abstract principles served
the elite, and chose "Conscience" over "Cotton" (Howe 293,297).
The elite origins of Transcendentalism can best be gleaned from Emerson's own
lecture on the subject "The Transcendentalist" given at the Masonic Temple in January
1842. At this time, Emerson's transcendentaUsm offers agency for autonomous
individuals: "You think me the child of my circumstances: I make my circumstances"
(334). But it preempts democracy, negotiation, and public action: "Everything real is

self-existent" (334). Emerson defines Transcendentalism as "Idealism; Idealism as it
appears in 1842" (329). He distinguishes between idealists and materialists. An idealist
bases knowledge on "consciousness"; A materialist bases knowledge on "experience"
and "the data of the senses" and 'Insists on facts, on history, on the force of
circumstances and the animal wants of man" (329). Emerson seeks to disrupt the
materialist's "certainty of sensation" by "show[ing] him that he also is a phamom
walking and working amid phantoms, and that he need only ask a question or two beyond
his daily questions to find his solid universe growing dim and impalpable before his
sense" (331). For idealists the senses only "give us representations of things" (329).
Reality arises fi-om "the power of Thought and Will," 'inspiration," "miracle" and
"individual culture," and exists on a "metaphysical" level where "[m]ind is the only
reality" (329,334). "[A]n idealist can never go backward to be a materialist" because
once individuals perceive beyond sensual experiences, "events" become "spirits" and a
deep perception of universal truth coincides with daily awareness of the mundane (330).
Discernment within the mind, ranking things within consciousness according to "size and
appearance" reflects nothing less than "the Universe" (334). Institutions, indeed the
world itself, answer to the "Unknown Centre" of the idealist, where everything is
"subjective or relative to" the individual (334). For this reason the idealist "does not
respect government, except as far as it reiterates the law of his mind; nor the church, nor
charities, nor arts, for themselves; but hears, as at a vast distance, what they say, as if his
consciousness would speak to him through a pantomimic scene" (334). On the other
hand, the materialist "takes his departure firom the external world, and esteems a man as
one product of that," and "respects sensible masses. Society, Government, social art and
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luxury, every establishment, every mass, whether majority of numbers, or extent of
space, or amount of objects, every social action" (334).
In 'The Transcendentalist," Emerson ethically admits the limitations of
Transcendentalism as preparation for social reform. Idealists "are not good citizens, not
good members of society" because "unwillingly they bear their part of the public and
private burdens; they do not willingly share in public charities, in the public religious
rites, in the enterprises of education, of missions foreign and domestic, in the abolition of
the slave-trade, or in the temperance society. They do not even like to vote" (348).
Emerson considers the view offered by philanthropists that Transcendentalists, then, are
"paralyzed" and "can never do anything for humanity" (348). His own position
moderates between philanthropists and literary scholars. The philanthropists would ask
him, "'What right, cries the good world, had the man of genius to retreat from work, and
indulge himself?"' (348). The literary scholars, on the other hand, would justify
Emerson's self-removal as solitude; "'I am a sublime genius; I ought not therefore to
labor'" (1348). Emerson seeks to reconnect these two elite factions; "But genius is the
power to labor better and more availably. Deserve thy genius; exalt it" (348). While he
connects labor with genius, he clearly thinks gem'us stands apart from matenal
circumstance here. He views the reformist movements from a privileged, solitary
worldview, from "the Universe" beyond. He grams himself an exalted position over all;
"there must be a few persons of purer fire kept specially as gauges and meters of
character; persons of the fine, detecting instinct, who note the smallest accumulations of
wit and feeling in the bystander" (358).
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At this time Emerson's commonplaces expose his continued complicity in elite
principled discourses. In a contemporary speech "Literary Ethics," given to the literary
society at Dartmouth College 1838, he distinguishes the rhetoric of "the man of genius"
from that of the reformer. *tT]he man of genius" is "one who should occupy the whole
space between God or pure mind and the multitude of uneducated men" (182).
Furthermore, "the man of genius" balances "infinite Reason" and "Common Sense," and
his rhetoric cannot seem either "low or utilitarian" or "vague and indefinite for the uses
of life" (182). Emerson sets up two poles—^Reason and Common Sense—delineating
the space in between as persuasive. For Emerson reason is "God or pure mind" while
common sense is "the heart and sense of the crowd" (182). A "man of genius" delineates
the rhetorical space between the two; 'Trom [Reason], he must draw his strength; to
[Conmion Sense] he must owe his aim" (182). In the sense that the rhetor's purpose "his
aim" comes from his audience, Emerson draws on rhetorical notions of conmion sense.
On the other hand, Emerson unproblematically accepts Reason as both "infinite" and
unavailable to "uneducated men" (182). In other words, men must receive a certain kind
of education in order to access Reason as divine providence; "Education and refined taste
still counted in [Unitarian] theory, and these made the moral judgmems of some men
worth more that others" ^owe 135).
While Emerson initially distinguishes "the man of genius" from social reformers,
"Common Sense" later unites the interests of philosophers and reformers in "The Method
of Nature" given to the Sodety of Aldelphi in Maine 1841. Emerson wants every reform
rhetoric to be a principled discourse. When the reformer neglects principles, "he shuns
his associates, hates the enterprise which lately seemed so fair, and meditates to cast

himself into the anns of that society and manner of life which he had newly abandoned
with so much pride and hope" (215). Thus Emerson objects to the disassociation
between principled discourses and social reforms, which "are poor bitter things when
prosecuted for themselves as an end" (214). In his estimation reforms should look
beyond immediate effects and into "objects immense and eternal" through "[t]he
imaginative faculty of the soul" (216). Emerson does not disavow the importance of
sensual and commonplace experiences for either the social reformer or the philosopher,
however. In "Lecture on the Times" delivered at the Masonic Temple in December 1841,
Emerson finds, "Everything that is popular, it has been said, deserves the attention of the
philosopher: and this for the obvious reason, that although it may not be of any worth in
itself, yet it characterizes the people" (2S9-60). Emerson considers the origins of reform
in this lecture as well, deciding that reform occurs when "[o]ur modes of living are not
agreeable to our imagination" (271). Philosophy, reason, imagination stimulate the
reform impulse in man according to Emerson. For him, everyday life can also be poetic
and when men recognize the poetic and seek to integrate beauty into daily labors then
reform becomes an "aim," a purpose for action; "Nature, literature, science, childhood,
appear to us beautifol; but not our own daily work

This beauty which the fancy finds

in everything else, certainly accuses the manner of life we lead. Why should it be
hateful? Why should it contrast thus with all natural beauty? Why should it not be
poetic, and invite and raise us?" (271). One becomes a man of genius when principles
can be discerned in universal terms as it is easy to recognize evil 'In some gross from, as
in a class of intemperate men, or slaveholders, or soldiers, or fradulent persons" (279).

lis
In his earlier work, Emerson suggests that only geniuses can discern higher
principles and use rhetoric to convey moral aims to the masses. In "Eloquence,"
however, Emerson departs from this elitist tendency: "But this power which so fascinates
and astonishes and commands is only the exaggeration of a talent which is universal. All
men are competitors in this art" (lOS). He finds that all citizens can become empowered
as orators; "If there every was a country where eloquence was a power, it is in the United
States" (118). In each citizen, Emerson seeks "a true orator" who will always be "a hero"
(103). He defines eloquence as "/Ae power to translate a truth into language perfectly
intelligible to the person to whom you speak''' (115). In Emerson's definition, principled
discourse must involve "action"; "[A true orator's] speech is not to be distinguished from
action. It is the electricity of action" (103). Eloquence, however, is "a battle," and an
orator is "a man who conquers his audience by infiising his soul into them" (99, 102). If
eloquence is "a battle" between men in 1847, it evolves into "the sufficiency of
character" wherein a balance between "the femim'ne element in life" and '*the masculine"
may be achieved after the Civil War ("Character" 121).
Before the Civil War, Emerson importantly signals that in the foce of unjust laws
all citizens must become ethical orators. In addressing the Fugitive Slave Law on May 3,
1851 and March 7,1854, Emerson further suggests a more democratic American rhetoric
than he had previously conceived. Emerson first personally recounts how slavery has
(not) touched his life;
I have lived all my life without suffering any known inconvemence from
American Slavery. I never saw it; I never heard a whip; I never feh the
check on my free speech and action, until, the other day, when Mr.
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Webster, by his personal influence, brought the Fugitive Slave Law on the
country. {Antislavery 74)
The Fugitive Slave Law established that Northern, free states must return runaway slaves
to Southern masters; "The new Bill made [slavery] operative; required me to hunt slaves;
and it found citizens in Massachusetts willing to act as judges and captors" {Antislavery
80). In these speeches, Emerson reprobates the politicians who chose to follow a great
man Mr. Webster rather than the "public sense," which usually "holds them to the part of
liberty and justice" {Antislavery 74). Emerson concedes that "every man speaks mainly
to a class whom he works with and more or less fiilly represents" {Antislavery 73). He
admits his own exclusive view of "the well-being of students or scholars" {Antislavery
73). But now "the class of scholars and students ... comprises every man in the best
hours of his life" {Antislavery 74).
Emerson revises earlier notions of genius into civic agency. Whereas genius in
the early 1840s applied only to idealists who delivered higher principles to passive
audiences, now every man must utilize "genius" by which he "decides whether he will
stand for Right or for Might" {Antislavery 78). Current laws endorsing slavery go against
the conscience of the Amencan people: "The precedents are few. It is not easy to parallel
the wickedness of this American law— Here is a statute which enacts the crime of
kidnapping,—a crime on one footing with arson and murder. A man's right to liberty is
as inalienable as his right to life" {Antislavery 57). Civic and sacred laws do not
guarantee civic liberties; "These things show that no forms, neither Consthutions nor
laws nor covenants nor churches nor bibles, are of any use in themselves; the devil
nestles comfortably in them all" {Antislavery 83). As a result "no man has a right to hope
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that the laws... will defend him from the contaminations of slaves another day, until he
has made up his mind that he will not owe his protection to the laws... but to his own
sense and spirit" (Antislavery 83). According to the "principle of law, that an immoral
contract is void," Emerson urges civil disobedience; "By the sentiment of duty. An
immoral law makes it a man's duty to break it, at every hazard" {Antislavery 57).
Because the laws implicate all Americans in slavery, individuals must collectively
establish ethical "precedents" for democracy's realization; "He only who is able to stand
alone, is qualified for society" {Antislavery 83). Citizens metonymically represent
democracy's substance; "You must be citadels and warriors, yourselves Declarations of
Independence" {Antislavery 83). Thus Emerson moves beyond Tyrell Channing's
eloquence and Ellery Channing's moral suasion: "I hope that we have come to an end of
our unbelief, have come to a belief that there is a Divine Providence in the world which
will not save us but through our own co-operation" {Antislavery 89). Emerson can no
longer solitarily wait for correct "principles" to take effect; slavery "seems to demand of
us more than mere hoping" {Antislavery 87).
Refigurations of Epideictic Rhetoric
Rhetoricians distinguish epideictic from Aristotle's other genres of rhetoric,
deliberative and forensic, emphasizing epideictic's primary concern with the presem
action of rhetors who display a facility with language while praising and blaming the
actions of others. Finding that praise and blame do not quite capture meaningful ancient
connotations of the term epideictic^ Lawrence W. Rosenfield refers to epideictic's
"fundamental tactics" as "'acknowledgement' and 'disparagement'" (133). While
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deliberative treats future action in political assemblies and forensic treats past action in
courtrooms, epideictic "observes" the present (Rosenfield 147). Epideictic serves the
communal purpose of "memorializing" (Rosenfield 133). Elsewhere Rosenfield
characterizes epideictic as "a celebration of experience" based on mutual '^understanding"
(149). New rhetoricians generally emphasize the communal negotiations of meaning in
epideictic. Kenneth Burke treats epideictic as a forum for "those virtues thought
beneficial 'not so much to their possessors as to mankind in general"' (A Rhetoric 70-1).
Rosenfield distinguishes epideictic for relying on "understanding" rather than on
"a topic system"; "When we call on arguments of information stored in a topic system...
we demonstrate our ability to reason correctly; but such invention means little more than
that we permit ourselves to be coerced by 'proper' lines of argument" (149). In not
utilizing a ready-made topic system "limited by needs, aims, formal rules, and static
categories", epideictic calls for more invention and allows for greater agency; 'Topic
systems are convenient mental shortcuts and are of value in the heart of controversy, but.
.. they belittle and slight their subject. In sum the celebration that is called for by the
epideictic encounter is understanding, the mental activity of free men" (149). Epideictic
draws on the "world," and an effective epideictic rhetor "make[s] his home in the world"
(150). Karlyn Kohrs Campbell and Kathleen Hall Jamieson similarly find "that
epideictic rhetoric presents speakers with a unique problem of invention—a problem in
discovering and developing appropriate lines of argument" (344). In their view epideictic
does not rely on topoi in the way that deliberative and forensic do. Instead epideictic
primarily generates lines of argument from "memohay or recollection of a shared past"
(344).
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Previously, epideictic rhetoric had been thought to conservatively reinforce the
status quo through the avoidance of agonistic debate (see especially Perelman and
Olbrechts). In the words of Dale L. Sullivan, "epideictic rhetoric is the rhetoric of
orthodoxies..., its purpose being the creation and maintenance of orthodox opinions"
(117). Even though Sullivan claims that epideictic serves "a constellation of purposes,"
he similarly finds that epideictic serves a "conservative function" (116,115). For
Sullivan epideictic is the means by which "the value system of one generation is passed
on to the next" (US). He does not consider that in "praising or blaming significant acts,"
rhetors may revise a previous generation's "value system," however (US). Gerald A.
Hauser, on the other hand, finds that epideictic rhetorics may afford "the opportunity to
address fundamental values and beliefs that made collective political action within a
democracy more than a theoretical possibility" (S). Cynthia Miecznikowski Sheard
contributes an understanding of epideictic as a means for "individuals to evaluate the
communities or institutions to which they belong, their own roles within them, and the
roles and responsibilities of their fellow constituents, including their leaders" (771).
Epideictic rhetoric, then, "moves its audience toward a process of critical reflection that
goes beyond evaluation toward envisioning and actualizing alternative realities, possible
worlds" (Sheard 787).
Thus epideictic rhetoric allows agents to create new lines of argument or topoi for
the emergence of alternative value systems. In Mauser's words, "before citizens can
imagine the possibility of a vibrant public realm, they requve a vocabulary capable of
expressing public issues and experiences of publicness, which are civic needs... that
epideictic addresses (6). Hauser fiirther considers how alternative value systems emerge

through a "common vocabulary of excellence" that "makes,.. virtuosity intelligible to
the community" and "certifies the reality of this excellence as a civic virtue while joim'ng
conmiunity members with bonds of affiliation to the celebrated values and deeds" (19).
Hauser claims that such "a conunon vocabulary" brings various factions together "in
shared bonds of community that transcend individual differences," "encourages tolerance
and makes conmion action conceivable" (19). Epideictic rhetoric, then, creates "a
rhetorical space where conununity is invented and shared in performances of virtue
through stories of significant individuals and momentous events" (19). Hauser, however,
problematically conflates this definition of epideictic rhetoric with an earlier definition of
the public sphere that nullifies how invention dialectically occurs among rhetors,
audiences, and memoria. In his public sphere, "citizens can engage freely in
communication about matters of mutual interest, invent their conunon sense of what
appears before them, and assert their common views in ways that identify them as a
public" (18). Citizens invent common sense through dialectically engaging various lines
of thought, as Emerson suggests above, not through the solitary action that Hauser
proposes.

Antcbdlum Epideictic Rhetorics against Slavery by Emerson and Child
Through abolitionist epideictic rhetoric, Emerson and Child dialectically direct
the values of an uncertain citizenry on the m'neteenth century's most significant moral
issue. Significantly, Emerson and Child use the same topoi, drawing analogies between
the ethos of individuals and the ethos of American society. Sullivan notes "a natural link
between" ethos and epideictic as both address "charaaer" (117). And the ethos of the
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individuals depicted in epideictic rtietorics ultimately reflect on the "conduct and values
within communities" in Sheard's words (771). Daniel Webster and John Brown were key
figures in epideictic rhetorics by Emerson and Child that helped to change pubh'c opinion
in the North against slavery before the Civil War. While Webster represented
materialistic Northerners sympathetic to Southern commercial interests. Brown
represented the altruistic motives of Northerners. Webster was a prominent senator from
Massachusetts who led the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law in I8S0. Brown fought for
the freedom of slaves in Kansas and led a failed attack on a federal arsenal in Harper's
Ferry in October 15,18S9 for which he was executed. In creating epideictic rhetorics
that draw on transcendental topoi, Emerson and Child also purposefully blur distinctions
between principles and policy in order to rearticulate history in more inclusionary terms
as James Jasinski has claimed of Frederick Douglas's epideictic rhetoric 'The Meaning
of the Fourth of July to the Negro."
Emerson's epideictic rhetoric on Webster reinforces that epideictic "show"
cannot be considered separately fi'om rhetorical "substance." While Emerson initially
celebrates the merits of Webster's rhetoric, he ultimately condemns his rhetoric for its
absence of ethical substance:
. . . t h e secondary merits of a speech (i.e., its logic, its illustration, its
points,) are not here in question. The primary quality of the speech is its
subject. Nobody doubts that Daniel Webster could make a good speech.
Nobody doubts that there were good and plausible things to be said on the
part of the south. But this is not a question of ingenuity, not a question of
syllogisms, but of sides. (Anlislavery 78)
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Emerson challenges Webster's notion of rhetoric as "nothing"; "[Webster] knew well that
a little more or less of rhetoric signified nothing; he was only to say plain and equal
things;—grand things, if he had them,—^and, if he had them not, only to abstain from
saying unfit things;—^and the whole occasion was answered by his presence" (76). But
Emerson does not contest Webster's arrangement, style, or delivery; '*His wonderful
organization, the perfection of his elocution,—and all that thereto belongs,—^voice,
accent, intonation, attitude, manner, we shall not soon find again. Then he was so
thoroughly simple and wise in his rhetoric,—he saw through his matter..." (76).
Because of his rhetorical abilities, Webster "seemed bom for the bar, bom for the senate,
and took very naturally a leading part in large private and in public affairs; for his head
distributed things in their right places" (76). Emerson admits that such "eloquence" is a
"privilege" (76). Webster's "privilege" gives him the power to compel "others to see
also" what he sees (76). But Webster's "privilege" should also give him an ethical
obligation; **What gratitude does every human being feel to him who speaks well for the
right,-who translates truth into language entirely plain and clear!" (77). Webster does
not meet his ethical obligation when he "most unexpectedly threw his whole weight on
the side of slavery, and caused by his personal and official authority the passage of the
Fugitive Slave Bill" (77).
Emerson ultimately assesses rhetoric according to its ethical character. In his
definition of "character" after the Civil War, Emerson considers rhetoric as **the science
of substance, not of show" constitutive of character (Character" 93). He defines
character along Aristotelian lines as "justice, truth-speaking, good will and good action"
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(93). Webster's character does not rest on either these qualities or on "public sense" but
on his abuse of power: "this eternal monument at once of his fame and of the common
Union, is rotten in four years" {Antislavery 82-3). Emerson similarly finds a lack of
ethical substance in Webster's character during his 1825 speech at Bunker Hill; "There
was the monument, and here was Webster" (Antislavery 76). Cadava discusses
Emerson's critique of Webster not only as a "monument" of the past but also a
"sepulchre" of the dead; "Webster appeals to the revolutionary rhetoric of America's
beginning in order to encourage his audience to defer to the authority of their forefathers,
whereas Emerson appeals to this rhetoric in order to persuade his listeners that they too
may effect similar if not more spectacular revolutions" (107). In Emerson's words, "Mr.
Webster is a man who lives by his memory, a man of the past, not a man of faith or of
hope. He obeys his powerful animal nature;-and his finely developed understanding
only works truly and with all his force, when it stands for animal good; that is, for
property" (Antislavery 66). Emerson similarly exposes the premises on which Webster
bases his argument in favor of the Fugitive Slave Law; "He believes, in so many words,
that government exists for the protection of property. He looks at the Union as an estate,
a large farm..(66). A Union based on the matenalistic interests of property-owners
legitimizes slavery. Emerson thus disputes Webster's version of America; "The destiny
of this country is great and liberal, and is to be greatly administered. It is to be
administered according to what is, and is to be, and not according to what is dead and
gone" (Antislavery 67).
Wide regard for Webster represents a fiuilt in American etlms^ an ethos that values
smartness over rightness and property over African-Americans according to Emerson.
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Nevertheless, Webster's cliches remain popular with Amencan audiences: 'It is neither
praise nor blame to say that he has no moral perception, no moral sentiment

The

scraps of morality to be gleaned from his speeches are reflections of the minds of others"
(Antislavery 67). Despite its wide appeal, Emerson underscores the point that Webster's
rhetoric does not translate into ethical social action: "Crowds of people

looked at

him as the representative of the American continent" (75-6). In Emerson's view,
unfortunately Americans value the character of Webster as a "smart" man rather than a
"right" man (77). Furthermore, Emerson suggests that rhetoncal smartness fuels the
elite's economic interests. Powerful Americans esteem Webster because he has been
"the champion of the interests of the northern seaboard" (66). But ethically Webster's
rhetoric turns men into property: "It was a question, whether man shall be treated as
leather?" (79). "[I]nferior men" support the Fugitive Slave bill that "cost [Webster] his
life" and live "under the shadow of his great name" (74). While these men "were all sorts
of what are called brilliant men, accomplished men, men of high station, a President of
the United States, Senators, men of eloquent speech," these men are "without selfrespect, without character" (74). Here Emerson disputes Aristotelian topoi for ethos:
"ofiBce, age, &me, talent, even a repute for honesty, all count for nothing" (74). These
men could not create topoi of their own as "[t]hey had no opinions, they had no memory
for what they had been saying like the Lord's Prayer all their lifetime; they were only
looking to what their great captain did, and if he jumped, they jumped,-if he stood on his
head, they did" (74).
In her rhetoric for freed slaves, Uie Freedmen's Book, Child invites AfricanAmericans into the ethical topoi for ethos construction that Emerson figuratively
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proposes in his condemnation of Webster. Like Emerson, she considers how Webster's
immoral character stood in the way of principled policy; "He wanted to be President of
the United States, and for many years no man had been able to get elected to that office
unless he pleased the slaveholders" (194). Child particularly faults Webster's rhetoric,
which "advised the people of Massachusetts to get over their scruples about hunting
slaves" (194). Demonstrating Christian forgiveness to the audience whose ethos she
hopes to establish. Child relates, "He died without being President; and I hope God
forgave the great sin into which his ambition led him" (194). In TTie Freedmen's Book
Webster also haunts the dreams of the fugitive slave Ellen Craft who "dreamed that she
and William were running from the Georgia slave-catcher, and that Daniel Webster was
close behind them, pointing a pistol at them" (197). This narrative constitutes Child's
epideictic, "It was a sad thing that a man of such intellectual ability as Mr. Webster, and
with so much influence on society, should make such a bad use of his great power that he
haunted the dreams of the poor and the oppressed" (197). While condemning Webster's
character, Child constructs Aincan-American character through such ethical
representatives of African-American ethos as Ellen and William Crafts (see chapter six
for further discussion).
While Emerson took the rhetorical lead in establishing Webster's character as the
chief villain of the Fugitive Slave Law, Child took the rhetorical lead in establishing
Brown's character as a martyr for the abolitionist cause. In both cases, however. Child
took the initiative in crafting such abolitionists' character appraisals into epideictic
rhetorics for Southern audiences. Even though Child did not '^personally" know Brown
as Emerson did, she sem a letter to Governor Wise on Brown's behalf, a task that
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Emerson aborted {Collected CorreqKmdence 14). Emerson was "introduced to Brown"
in February 1857 during lunch at the Thoreau's, and Emerson had financially supported
Brown's revolutionary activities according to biographer Len Gougeon (229,237). After
Brown's arrest, Emerson wrote a letter to Governor Wise "concerning Brown's character
and motives" that Thoreau had suggested, but he did not send it (241,242). Instead
Emerson incorporated "key passages into a lecture on Brown on 18 November" (242).
Gougeon examines this speech and two subsequent ones Emerson gave on Brown in
order to raise funds to support his family at length (see 242fO- Gougeon concludes that
Brown became Emerson's "ideal transcendental hero" (250). In Brown's character.
Transcendentalism and social reform conflate for Emerson; "Brown represents a kind of
ideal reformer. He is a person of principle am/action, a man who puts his 'creed into his
deed'" (244). In Emerson's own words. Brown "put [his ideas] all into action"
(Anlislavery 119). Brown surpassed the abolitionist rhetoric of "moral suasion" (119).
Emerson would later praise the rhetonc of John Brown and Abraham Lincoln on the
same grounds: 'The power of their speech is that it is perfectly understood by all
when [such an orator] rises to any height of thought or of passion he comes down to a
language level with the ear of all his audience" ("Eloquence" 112).
Before and after Brown's execution, Emerson and Child shared their thoughts on
Brown's character and the effects of his life and death on abolition in personal letters to
each other and to other abolitiom'sts. The ideas in these letters carried over to public
abolitionist discussions that merged ethical principles with policy. In Brown's character.
Child also finds a place where principle "the grand moral grandeur" meets policy "a blow
at slavery":
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Emerson writes to me: 'I have hopes for his brave life. [John Brown] is
one for whom miracles wait.' And I confess I have a little of the same
hope. Yet his death would be a magnificent martyrdom. What a success
he has made of failure, by the moral grandeur of his own character!
Whether he lives or dies, he has struck a blow at slavery, from the effects
of which it will never recover. {Collected Correqwridence 332)
In a later letter to William Lloyd Garrison, Child disputes the choice of the Massachusetts
State House in erecting a statue of Webster rather than Brown; "Who would not rather be
John Brown, and have his memory cherished with such tender gratitude by the poor and
the oppressed, than to have his brazen statue [of Daniel Webster] set up in front of the
State House, a reward for hunting slaves?" (336). Child repeats the proclamation of
Brown as a "martyr" with "generous motives and self-sacrificing spirit" (336). While
Child "deeply regret[s] the means he employed to advance righteous principles," she does
not dispute the principles (336). She chooses to not blame Brown 'Tor carrying out his
convictions by means we cannot sanction" (336). Instead, she critically questions
whether abolitionists have done enough to carry "our convictions into practice, as
faithfully as he did his" (336). She fiiults abolitionists for not using rhetoric as a means
of social action;
We believe in moral influences as a cure for the diseases of society. Have
we exerted it as constantly and as strenuously as we ought against the
giant wrong, that is making wreck of all the free institutions our ftthers
handed down to us as a sacred legacy? Do we bear our testimony against
it in the parlor and the store, the caucus and the conference, on the

highway and in the cars? Do we stamp upon the impressible minds of our
children a deep conviction of its inherent wickedness and consequent
danger? Do we exclude this ravening monster from our churches, as we
ought to do? Do we withhold respect from ministers, who are silent
concOTung this mighty iniquity? Do we brand with ignominy the
statesmen, who make compromises with the foul sin, for their own
emolument? Nay, verily! We erect statues to them. (336-37)
Child cannot condemn Brown because he acted on his principles, which most other
abolitionists have failed to do; "He believed, more earnestly than most of us do, that it
was a religious duty to 'remember those in bonds as bound with them;' and he verily
thought it was serving God to fight in a righteous cause" (337). Although Child had
previously avoided violence in her abolitionist rhetorics, she now finds that "the end
Cometh by violence; because come it must (337).
Child's epideictic rhetoric on Brown reached audiences beyond elite.
Northeastern abolitionist circles. She took more direct rhetorical action than Emerson by
writing to Governor Wise and to Brown himself. These letters were published in the New
York Tribune for a mass audience by Governor Wise to whom Child was gratefiil for
giving her a wider audience than she otherwise would have had: "If Gov. Wise had not
published the correspondence it would never have seen the light. I have to thank him for
having gained for me a Southern audience. Before this affair, I thought I was growing
old and drowsy; but nowl am as strong as an eagle" (330). Child first wrote to Governor
Wise on October 26,1859 to request that she might be allowed to visit Brown in the
Virgim'a prison where he was held: "He needs a mother or sister to dress his wounds, and
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Speak soothingly to him. Will you allow me to perform that mission of humanity?"

{Correspotuience 3). Child calls upon Wise's "moral sense" (3). She expresses "regret
[at] the step that the old veteran has taken" because she believes in "peace principles" (3).
She qualifies this claim, however, in stating "if I believed our religion justified men in
fighting for freedom, I should consider the enslaved every where as best entitled to that
right" (4). Wise responds equivocally. First he questions why Child would think that she
would "not be so allowed" to visit Brown as "Virginia and Massachusetts are involved in
no civil war" (4). Even though Wise claims Virginia and her authorities "will be ready to
guard your person in Virginia," he stops short of guaranteeing Child's safety: "A few
unenlightened and inconsiderate persons, fanatical in their modes of thought and action to
maintain justice and right, might molest you, or be disposed to do so; and this might
suggest the imprudence of risking any experiment upon the peace of a society very much
excited by the crimes with whose chief author you seem to sympathize so much" (S).
Wise expresses surprise by Child's conunent that she was "'taken by surprise when news
came of Capt. Brown's recent attempt'" (5). He argues that Brown's "attempt was a
natural consequence of [abolitionist] sympathy," and faults Child's expression of such
sympathy (5). In sum Wise calls into question Child's character.
Child responds to Wise with a more argumentative letter against slavery that also
utilizes epideictic. Attributing blame to Wise's character, she defends herself, other
abolitionists, and Brown. Webster's character also reappears in this letter as an instance
of how even Northern politicians have become slaves to the Slave States. Child
questions whether a Northern citizen can rely on Virginia's laws because **the
Constitution has, in reality, been completely and systematically nullified, whenever it
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suited the convenience or policy of Slave Power" {(Zorrespondence 6). Wise himself has
"threatened to trample on the Constitution, and break the Union, if a majority of the legal
voters in these Confederated States dared to elect a President unfavorable to the extension
of Slavery" (7). In her words slavery nullifies the law; "Slavery is, in fact, an
infringement of the law, and adheres to no law, save for its own purposes of oppression"
(7). In addition Wise has silenced "any white citizen whom you even suspected of
entertaining opinions opposite to your own, on a question of vast importance to the
temporal welfare and moral example of our common country" (6). Between her
condemnation of Wise's character. Child inteijects praise of Brown's character as "a
martyr to righteous principles which he sought to advance by methods sanctioned by his
own religious views, though not mine" (7). Wise, on the other hand, has not sustained
any "great principles of justice, or of freedom" (8). As proof Child quotes Wise's speech
on "'the conquest of the rich Mexican Provinces'" delivered in Spring 1842; "'Slavery
should pour itself abroad, without restraint, and find no limit but the Southern Ocean.
The Camanches should no longer hold the richest mines of Mexico'" (7). In Child's view
Wise's lack of character not Child's abolitionist sympathies motivate Brown's actions;
'If Captain Brown intended, as you say, to commit treason, robbery and murder, I think I
have shown that he could find ample authority for such proceedings in the public
declarations of Gov. Wise" (8). Violence has resulted not from "abolition arguments or
denunciations" but as "the legitimate consequence of the continual and constantlyincreasing aggressions of Slave Power" (9). This aggression manifests in "political
power" that holds the "moral sense" of the Union hostage (lO-11). Noithem citizens
have become "accomplices in sustaining an institution vicious in all its aspects; and it is
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now generally understood that we purchase our disgrace at great pecuniary expense"
(11). In this letter Webster represents the co-option of conscience purchased by the
wealth and political power of the Slave States: "They bought the great slave, Daniel, and,
according to their established usage, paid him no wages for his labor. By his cooperation,
they forced the Fugitive Slave Law upon us, in violation of all our humane instincts and
all our principles of justice" (10).
TransccndenUl Eulogies for Nineteenth-Century Abolitionists
After the Civil War Ralph Waldo Emerson challenges religious discourse: 'The
religion of one age is the literary entertainment of the next" ("Character" 105). In its
place, he finds that "the science of ethics" must prevail ("Character"l 13). Because
established religions have perpetuated superstitions and fueled moral injustices, citizens
must collectively construct "moral sentiment" ('Character 113).
Both Emerson and Child create epideictic rhetorics against slavery from
principled topoi that draws on collectively constructed moral sentiment. Each offers
instantiations of "right" principles that translate principles into representative precedents
for the evaluation of specific injustices. In his early rhetorics such as "Man the
Reformer" and 'The Transcendentalist," Emerson attempts to disassociate principles
from politics: Remember the Idealist does not Uke to vote. M^out disputing the '^odes
consistent with [a citizen's] convictions of duty," Child urges ""men who voted on any
occasion were solemnly conjured to carry their abolition principles to the polls,
triumphant over every consideration of interest or party {CMected Correspondence 120).
Before Emerson, Child recognizes that principles could not be separated from either
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politics or policy:..public sentiment must act through politics. In the present state of
the world it is neither possible nor desirable to avoid this. But I likewise see plainly that
public sentiment cannot be made by political machinery; though political parties can be
changed by public sentiment" {Collected Corre^ndence 1S7). In particular she objects
to the emergence of a political party for abolitionists only because she believed that
abolitionist principles transcend party politics; "I could not conscientiously edit a paper
that advocated, or even partially favored, a political parly among abolitionists" (154).
Like Emerson, Child believes "that a struggle for the advancement of any principle of
freedom would inevitably tend to advance all free principles; for they are connected like
a spiral line, which, if the top be put in motion, revolves even to the lowest point" (127).
She also rejected American laws that did not ultimately rest on principled topoi: "Law is
not the law, if it violates principles of eternal justice" (383).
Emerson and Child shared transcendental topoi that directly inform their
abolitionist rhetorics. In the Atlantic Monthly August 1879, Child published her last
writing a year before her own death, a eulogy for the father of white abolitionism in
Amenca "William Lloyd Garrison." This eulogy recalls the epideictic rhetorics by
Emerson and Child on John Brown's character:."... it was, perh{q)s, a part of his good
fortune that the native freedom and vigor of his soul had never been cramped by the
elaborate drilling of what is called a finished education. The highest type of what is
styled self-culture fell to his lot. ifis wide-awake mind gleaned knowledge everywhere,
and made it a living power by converting it to immediate use" (290). By this time,
transcendental topoi ^>tly characterizes deceased abolitionists "native freedom and vigor
of soul," "styled self-cuhure," "a wide-awake mind that gleaned knowledge everywhere,
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and knowledge made a living power by converting it to immediate use" (290). In
memorializing Garrison for posterity in transcendental terms, 'Hn the long train of
influences he leaves behind him," Child reconnects the philosophical discourse of
Transcendentalism with the social activism of abolition (294). She suggests an analogy
between Garrison and Emerson as "[t]ime will never diminish the impulses he gave to
human freedom in various directions, because all orbs of his thought revolved round a
centre of fixed principle" (294). As in "The Transcendentalist," Garrisonian principles
will also be applied in forty different directions, and the "Unknown Centre" that Emerson
conceives in "The Transcendentalist" has become a collective center for social activism
(334). Future social activists "[t]hose who hereafter seek to redress human wrongs will
denve strength from the proofs" that Garrison's principles offer (294). In this eulogy.
Child also remembers Fuller, who died almost thirty years before; "Margaret Fuller, in
answer to the charge of hard language, on the part of Mr. Garrison, said, 'It is no wonder
that he speaks loud, when he has so long been calling to deaf people" (289). In Woman,
Fuller had referenced those who are liietorically "deaf' to social reform: "And, if men are
deaf, angels hear. But men cannot be deaf It is inevitable that an external freedom, an
independence of the encroachments of other men, such has been achieved for the nation,
should be also for every member of it" (12).
As a discourse Transcendentalism knows no boundaries. Implicated in both
Unitananism and Abolitionism, transcendental /cpoi has had both oppressive and
liberatory effects. Child's eulogies, however, remind presentsiay social activists that
change can occur through rhetorical means; /cgpoi can be liberated from principled
discourses in epideictic rhetorics for present-day audiences. Within a generation. Child
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notes the effects of transcendental topoi for future social activists in her eulogy for
Garrison; "And those who long to keep their faith in the upward and onward tendencies
of the human race will be cheered by the fact that such revolutions in public sentiment
were produced within the memory of one generation of clear-sighted conscience and
indomitable will" (294). In a letter to Angelina Grimk^ Weld, Child similarly eulogizes
Sarah Grimke, who died in 1873. Child praises Grimk^'s ability to distinguish "the false
and true in principles, because she habitually looked at everything in light of conscience"
{Collected Correspondence 518). Poignantly she asks Weld, "Does it now sometimes
seem strange to you that those exciting and eventful years, that so tried our souls and
taxed our energies, have passed away into history?" (SI8). She further wonders, "How
few now living on earth have any idea of the prayers, and tears, and inward struggles,
through which you and your noble sister passed, in that arduous mission of rescuing
millions of human brethren &om the darkness and misery of slavery! To the young men
and women of the present day, the fiery trials and hairbreadth escapes of that stormy
period have the far-off sound of traditions" (518). The epideictic rhetorics of Child and
Emerson still serve to remind that transcendental topoi can have revolutionary effects on
social reform. In the next chapter I explicate how the principled discourse of
Transcendentalism also becomes an epideictic rhetoric for women's social action in
Fuller's Wonum^ creating new lines of argument for women's ethos constructions.
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CHAPTER FOUR
AN EPIDEICTIC RHETORIC OF SOCIAL ACTION
FOR NINETEENTH-CENTURY WOMEN:
MARGARET FULLER*S WOMAN IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
RECONSIDERED
When Margaret Fuller turned the editorship of the first Transcendental journal,
the Dial, over to her fiiend and colleague Ralph Waldo Emerson in 1842, she wrote to
him, suggesting that the journal's "character" would become less democratic; "The work
cannot but change its character a good deal

The only way in which this is of

importance to me is that I think you will sometimes reject pieces that I should not. For
you have always had in view to make a good penodical and represent your own tastes,
while I have in view to let all kinds of people have freedom to say their say, for better, for
worse" (Hudspeth 3; 57-8). As the DiaPs first editor, Fuller had published on the basis of
the writer's "true" and "noble" expressions, whether or not she agreed with the views
expressed: "I suppose, if ever I become capable of judging, I shall differ from most of
them on important points. But I am not afraid to trust any who are true, and in intent
noble, with their own course nor to aid in enabling them to express their thoughts,
whether I coincide with them or not" (Hudspeth 2:109). In Emerson's words. Fuller
seeks not "at leading public opinion, but at stimulating each man to think for himself
{Memoirs 2:164). As a journalist for the New York Tribune, Fuller further conceives of
the potential for democracy in literacy, the journals read by "common-place people*' (qtd.
in Emerson et al. 1:124). Before public schools exist. Fuller further praises the popular
press as the only available means of widespread, democratic education: "Meanwhile, the
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most important part of our literature, while the work of diffusion is still going on, lies in
the journals, which monthly, weekly, daily, send their messages to every comer of this
great land, and form, at present, the only efficient instrument for the general education of
the people" (Pcpers on Literature and Art 2; 137-38). Despite a long history of
pejorative associations with American Transcendentalism, Fuller's democratic, rhetorical
praxis suggests that this discourse may still have critical merit. As Peter Carafiol remarks
of Emerson's and Thoreau's prose. Fuller's prose also "enacts a thinking through of
alternatives to the conventional understandings that were proving inadequate to social
and moral understanding in the nineteenth century" (99). Furthermore, Fuller similarly
"produce[s] altered terms and conditions for understanding" (99). Fuller's revolutionary
topoi for women's ethos constructions suggests that "altered terms" result in alternative
"conditions for understanding" (99).
Orestes Brownson's 1844 pronouncement of Fuller as "the high-priestess of
American Transcendentalism" has proven to be a problematic identification ever since
(qtd. in Myerson S). Womanhood exacerbates Fuller's affiliation with Transcendentalism
in Brownson's view; "We believe no person has appeared among us whose conversation
and writings have done more to corrupt the minds and hearts of our Boston community"
(qtd. in Myerson S). Fuller, on the other hand, offers a more inclusive definition of
Transcendentalism as an indication that she has "an active mind fi-equently busy with
large topics" (Hudspeth 1; 314). She explicitly "sympathize[s] with what is called the
'Transcendental party'" and "feel[s] their aim to be a true one" ^udspeth 2; 109). But
Fuller also considers how her sex excludes her identification as a transcendentalist. She
identifies "men" with Transcendentalism, "Mr Emerson, Mr Ripley, or Nfr Alcott"
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(Hudspeth 1:314). As a woman, she hesitates to refer to herself as a member of this
group: "My position as a woman, and the many private duties which have filled my life,
have prevented my thinking deeply on several of the great subjects which friends have at
heart" (Hudspeth 2; 109). Kstorians have rightfully echoed Fuller's contradictory selfassessment as a woman transcendentalist. As a woman, she could not "transcend sex" as
male transcendentalists did (Chevigny 182). Robert N. Hudspeth goes so far as to argue
that Fuller's embodied "presence" surpasses her idemification as a transcendentalist: 'To
call her a Transcendentalist, as many literary historians do, is to limit her presence"
(1; 25). And yet, scholars simultaneously regard Fuller's premier feminist rhetoric
Woman as a fulfillment of transcendental "values." In David M. Robinson words.
Woman "is not only a major feminist document... but also a key expression of the
values of American Transcendentalism" (84). It has been as difficuh to delineate Fuller's
transcendental values as it has been to reconcile her feminism with American
Transcendentalism for Robinson and others.

Feminizations of Epideictic Rhetoric
In the hopes of clarifying how Fuller expresses both transcendemal and feminist
values for revolutionary purposes, I consider Woman as an early American instantiation
of a fenunist epideictic rhetoric of social action.' In Donna Haraway's feminist rhetoric

' Both AmieaeKolodiQr and P. Joy Rouse sedcihetoricalgnMiid for scholarship on Fuller. KolodiQr claims that in
Woman Fuller anticipates the "collaborative and nonooercive" style of later feminist discourse (138). She traces
Woman's riwtorical antecedents to Richard Whately. Trained in anciem and contemporai}- riietoricai theory. Fuller
preferred Cicero as a student and Whateb'as a teacher (Hudqp^ 1:130,139 and 328). Rouse uses Fuller's rhetoric
as "one example of how marginalized Americans were redefining cAizenship through their discursive acts" ("A
Rhetoric" 111).
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''Manifesto for Cyborgs," Susan C. Jarratt and Nedra Reynolds find "what in classical
rhetoric would have been termed an epideictic speech of display" (S6). Informed by
feminist theories of positionality, they praise Haraway's rhetoric for the embodied ethos
that emerges from a particular standpoint, "'always interpretive, critical, and partial'"
(56). Jarratt and Reynolds, then, "offer" Haraway's epideictic rhetoric as "a way of
figuring the ethical subject of feminist discourse" (56). Woman offers another way of
figuring the ethical subjea of feminist discourse. In 'Tositional Historiography and
Margaret Fuller's Public Discourse of Mutual Interpretation," P. Joy Rouse establishes
Fuller's use of a positional ethic in her^ew York Tribune articles; "Fuller's positioning
of individuals within communities is a useful alternative to the isolated and often elite
individualism of the 19* century" (237). Ironically, Fuller's methodology transcends her
positionality as a nineteenth-century woman transcendentalist. In Woman, Fuller creates
rhetorical places that future generations of female rhetors will use to collectively
construct an ethos for women's civic participation.
Women first found rhetorical homeplaces in religious discourse that endorsed
women's moral superiority as chapter two attests. Furthermore, female rhetors could
construct ethos in epideictic rhetorics when the other fields of rhetoric, forensic and
deliberative, were not accessible to them. In Regendering the Traditim, Cheryl Glenn
notes that female rhetors (Asphasia and EUzabeth I) gain access to public discourse
through epideictic oratory (39-42; 163-65). Rhetoricians readily note that the genres of
rhetoric overlap, however; epideictic may elide into deliberative and forensic (Corbett
139). Even in Aristotle's more clearly delineated taxonomy, the audience
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ultimately determines rhetoric's purpose, whether it be epideictic, deliberative, or
forensic (1358bl-4).
Epideictic's unique "authority issues from its capacity to invite the auditor to
listen^ to take heed of its meaning" according to Lawrence W. Rosenfield (135). Perhaps
as a result of this emphasis on identification, epideictic rhetoric has been feminized and
regarded as suspect. Cynthia Sheard, for example, claims that epideictic rhetoric has
been disparaged "as irrational, passional (that is, emotional, visceral, or aesthetic), and
inauthentic" (773). Her assessment of epideictic rhetoric recalls earlier associations with
expressive discourse (see Swearingen; Harris). And Sheard defends epideictic rhetoric in
a way akin to Kinneavy's defense of expressive discourse, cited in chapter two, "as a
vehicle through which communities can imagine and bring about change" (771).
Epideictic rhetoric also delivers "ideologically formative messages" according to Jarratt
and Reynolds 56). But unlike expressive discourse, rhetors foreground style in epidexis.
Kenneth Burke characterizes epideictic rhetoric as "eloquence" that flourishes during
historical moments of "rhetorical decay, as when the democratic functions of public
debate were curtailed" (^4 Rhetoric 71). Epideictic rhetoric "readily permits the arbitrary
selection of topics halfway between rhetoric and poetic" (Burke, A Rhetoric 72). In the
first half of m'neteenth-centuiy America, "the democratic functions of public dd)ate were
curtailed" (Burke, A Rhetoric 71). Clergymen, lawmakers, and politicians censured
abolitionists and women from public discourse. Written epideictic rhetoric flourished
because it was the only means of persuasion for those who had been prohibited from
speaking in legislatures and couits of law (see Kerber, JVb Constitutional). More studies
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exist on oral epideictic rhetoric than on written epideictic rhetoric in nineteenth-century
America as conducted by scholars in speech conununications (see, for example, Thomas
Benson, ed.. Rhetoric and Political Culture in Nineteenth-Century America). But as
Burke finds, epideictic rhetoric "lends itself best to the written word" due to its
"presentness, which brought it closes to appeal to sheer delight" in Aristotle's estimation
(A Rhetoric 72).
The characteristics for which critics have historically both valued and devalued
Woman suggest that this rhetoric has not been properly recognized as an empowering
instance of epideixis. Annette Kolodny regards Fuller's style to be her greatest yet most
neglected contribution to feminist rhetorical theory:

.. when the second wave of

feminist theorists in the United States began to call for a pluralistic discourse that was
both collaborative and noncoercive, they showed no awareness that Fuller had earlier
responded to the same challenge" (138). Literary "critics" before Kolodny have also
failed "to seriously analyze the even greater daring of her rhetorical strategies" (138).
David M. Robinson, for example, "again raised the question of Fuller's ability to control
her text's 'design' when he acknowledged that while she 'did in fact achieve a good
many high moments stylistically,' she was nonetheless 'guilty of digression and
obscurity'" (Kolodny 140). With her examination of Woman within a sermon
framework, Marie Urbanski comes closest to understanding as an instance of epideixis
(see Literary Form). Considering Woman's epideixis contributes both to scholarship on
this extraordinary feminist rhetoric and to scholarship that revalidates the ilietorical
places of epidexis as constitutive of social action.
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Revoltttionaiy rdyioi for an American Woman*s Character
James R. Andrews offers a methodology for delineating what he refers to as
"cultural topoi" defined as "argumems, or assertions about reality" (102). He claims that
these "arguments will tend to cluster around questions that are of continuing interest and
importance to the group. Arguments will address such questions as: What is moral?
What is practical? What is partriotic? What is politically expedient? What is
economical" (103). His analysis yields a four-step process for making "tentative"
connections between individually authored rhetorics and cultural topoi through; (1)
identification of arguments; (2) identification of evidential, structural, and stylistic
properties; (3) analysis of the premises of argument; and finally (4) generalizations to
culture (104). Andrews's methodology informs this explication of how a representative
feminist rhetoric negotiates shared values against the changing needs of women in
m'neteenth-century America.
More recent rhetorical scholarship has similarly considered topoi fi-om a cultural
angle, i.e., how subaltern groups in nineteenth-century America rewrote Revolutionary
commonplaces fi-om their marginalized perspectives in order to expose how the words
that began a revolutionary war did not immediately resuh in social revolution, fo "'Do
You Understand Your Own Language?' Revolutionary Fo/io/ in the Rhetoric of AfricanAmerican Abolitionists,** Jacqueline Bacon finds that African-American Abolitionists
"confidently appropriate" American Revolutionary topoi as a means of "highlighting
their exclusion from American society and their marginalized status, directly challenging
America's commitment to principles expressed in the Declaration of Independence and
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emphasizing American hypocrisy" (56). In claiming this rhetoric for themselves,
African-American Abolitionists revise and change the meanings of its topoi,
demonstrating that the topoi in itself does not necessarily reinforce the status quo (Bacon
56-7). Rather this topoi "can be used to condenm American institutions and to argue for
fundamental societal change" (Bacon 57). American Revolutionary /cjpo/ in Bacon's
reformation derived from the primary texts of African-American Abolitiom'sts includes
freedom, liberty, equality, unalienable rights, and self-evident truths. Gregory S. Jay
notes that similar revisionary projects have been undertaken by laborers, women, and
African-American rhetors in the twentieth-century: Working-class men wrote 'The
Working Men's Declaration of Independence" in 1828; The first women's rights
convention participants wrote the Declaration of Sentiments in 1848; Martin Luther King,
Jr. refers to the Declaration of Independence in his "I Have a Dream" speech at the 1963
March on Washington in the tradition of Frederick Douglass' appropriation of
Revolutionary topoi and rhetorical strategies (75-100). Rhetors representing
marginalized perspectives have developed lines of argument from American
Revolutionary topoi that both extend to whom the Declaration of Independence applies
and that revise the Declaration articulating new revolutionary commonplaces.
Fuller was particularly concerned with how commonplaces about women in
nineteenth-century America had become fixed to such a degree that women could not
participate as critical agents, i.e., as citizens with voting rights in a supposed American
republic. With Woman Fuller began her public critique of an American society that held
slaves and dem'grated women, that was becoming increasingly materialistic and
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individualistic, and that did not care for its weaker members, slaves, the poor, the
physically and mentally disabled, and immigrants:
Though the national independence be blurred by the servility of
individuals, though freedom and equality have been proclaimed only to
leave room for a monstrous display of slave-dealing and slave-keeping;
though the free American so often feels himself free, like the Roman, only
to pamper his appetites and his indolence through the misery of his fellow
beings, still it is not in vain, that the verbal statement has been made, 'All
men are bom free and equal.' There it stands, a golden certainty
wherewith to encourage the good, to shame the bad. The new world may
be called clearly to perceive that it incurs the utmost penalty, if it reject or
oppress the sorrowful brother. And, if men are deaf, angels hear. But men
cannot be deaf It is inevitable that an external freedom, an independence
of the encroachments of other men, such has been achieved for the nation,
should be also for every member of it. That which has once been clearly
conceived in the intelligence cannot fail sooner or later to be acted out.
(12)

Fuller implies here that once American revolutionary /opo/ had been applied across race
and gender, social action would result from revolutionary rhetoric. With the right
rhetoric "men cannot be deaf' (12).
Fuller's revolutionary /cpo/ results from an understanding of rhetoric as social
action: "'Is this rhetoric the bloom of healthy blood or a frdse pigment artfiilly laid on?'.
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.. with so much talk about virtue and freedom, must be mingled some desire for them;
that it cannot be in vain that such have become the common topics of conversation
among men" (14). The "common topics of conversation among men," revolutionary
topoi, are a sign in the Aristotelian sense of'Svhere is so much smoke, must be some fire"
(14). The conunon revolutionary topics of "virtue and freedom" and even the patriotic
names of the newspapers 'Tilgrims, Puritans, Herald of Holiness" represent lines of
argument for marginalized Americans (14). Fuller uses these common topics to argue for
women's nghts; "It should be remarked that, as the principle of liberty is better
understood, and more nobly interpreted, a broader protest is made in behalf of Woman.
As men become aware that few men have had a fair chance, they are inclined to say that
no women have had a fair chance" (11). She alludes to the sense that American
revolutionary rhetoric raised the consciousness of American men to the injustices that had
been practiced against them. She argues that this consciousness should extend to women,
exposing the fallacious commonplaces about American womanhood. She uses the
rhetorical strategy of analogy, but later importantly qualifies this comparison between
women and slaves;
Knowing that there exists in the minds of men a tone of feeling towards
women as towards slaves, such is expressed in the common phrase, 'Tell
that to women and children," that the infinite soul can only work through
them in already ascertained limits; that the gift of reason, man's highest
prerogative, is allotted to them in much lower degree; that they must be
kept from mischief and melancholy by being constantly engaged in active
labor, which is to be furnished and directed by those better able to think.
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&c. &c.; we need not multiply instances, for who can review the
experience of last week without recalling words which imply, whether in
jest or in earnest, these views of views like these. (18)
The commonplaces associated with women and slaves, the common phrases, inhibit
equality by denying marginalized groups morality and rationality, affording them only
emotionality, and replicating stereotypes about womanhood. These commonplaces do
not accord with the American Revolutionary topoi of "freedom" and "liberty" by
inhibiting inventional possibilities for social agency instead of providing the inventional
means to enact possibilities for social agency.
Fuller conveys revolutionary topoi also through the rhetorical strategy of parody.
One-hundred and forty-five years before contemporary feminist theonst Judith Butler
advocates parody as a rhetorical strategy for American feminist discourse (see Getider
Trouble), Fuller demonstrates feminist applications for parody in Woman. When Fuller
revises this rhetoric for a mass audience, she writes in many of the commonplaces that
she seeks to dispel. She simultaneously invalidates conunonplaces while creating
revolutionary topoi for women: "'But early I perceived that men never, in any extreme of
despair, wished to be women. On the contrary they were ever ready to taunt one another
at any sign of weakness, with. Art thou not like the woman who~"' (22-23). This fortynine pages of new material "comains the most daring subject matter in the book because
much of it was contemporary application of her thesis" (Urbanski 1980; 130). Fuller
applies "rhetoric" to oomemporary commonplaces that had stagnated in mid-nineteenth
century; 'The passage ends in various ways, according to the occasion and rhetoric of the
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speaker" (23). Including the voices of those who espouse limiting conmionplaces about
the character of American women. Fuller parodies their views and renders them
ineffective within her rhetoric:
*ls it not enough," cries the irritated trader, "that you have done all you
could to break up the national union, and thus destroy the prosperity of our
country, but now you must be trying to break up family union, to take my
wife away from the cradle and the kitchen hearth to vote at polls, and
preach from a pulpit? Of course, if she does such things, she cannot attend
to those ofher own sphere. She is happy enough as she is. She has more
leisure than I have, every means of improvement, every indulgence." (14)
When this irritated trader refers to breaking up the national union, he alludes to the work
of the abolitionists, drawing an analogy between "the national union" and "the family
union" (14). The trader's primary concern is that if his wife participates in the public
sphere, she will no longer attend to his private sphere. While his words consider his
wife's "leisure,""improvement," and "indulgence," he suggests a greater concern with
his own "leisure," "improvement," and "indulgence" (14). Demonstrably, this trader is
not concerned with his wife's assessment of the same situation. Fuller exposes his selfgratification with the trader's own voice. As Greeley relates, "She had marvelous powers
of personation and mimicry.. " (179). In Woman, Fuller successfully renders satire in
the voices ofher subjects as she had in her oratory that Emerson enjoyed "more than [he]
liked" (Emerson et al. 1; 202).
While Fuller primarily concerns herself with women's issues rather than abolition
or socialism in Woman, she demonstrates that women's place and lopoi in American
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society cannot be isolated from issues of race and class: Gender and race necessarily
connect to economic power bases. In Fuller's view static commonplaces resulted from
'*the slavery of habit" and prevented women from experiencing the rights that
Revolutionary

should afford them (78). bnmovable commonplaces erected

"arbitrary barriers," falsifying the reality of American women among other marginalized
groups in early m'neteenth-century America (114). Such fixed places prevent those in
power from "Iook[ing] at both sides" (79). Instead those select few with the tile of
citizen fallaciously rationalize the degradation of other Americans in the name of
"civilization":
I refer to the degradation of a large portion of women into the sold and
polluted slaves of men, and the daring with which the legislator and man
of the world lifts his head beneath the heavens, and says 'this must be; it
cannot be helped; it is a necessary accompaniment of civilization.^
So speaks the citizen. Man bom of woman, the father of
daughters, declares he will and must buy the comforts and commercial
advantages of his London, Vienna, Paris, New York, by conniving the
moral death, the damnation, so

as the action of society can insure it, of

thousands of women for each splendid metropolis. (86)
Here Fuller importantly extends the analogy between women and slaves, validating the
unique circumstances of slave women in America and connecting this experience to the
material desires of greedy citizens. During Fuller's time, the only legitimate citizens in
America were white men. She exposes that this American "civilization" relies on
slavery, consumerism, and materialism. Such American citizens are not in the habit of
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looking a both sides because the source of power, an economic system based on slavery
and oppression, would be undermined. Thus American revolutionary topoi has extended
only so far.

Elho$ Constructions for Ethical Women in Woman
In Woman, Fuller suggests that ethical topoi make the reform of individuals and
institutions possible. Society can only be reformed if "a parallel movement" occurs in
the characters of both individuals and institutions; 'These bad institutions, indeed, it may
always be replied, prevent individuals from forming good character, therefore we must
remove them. Agreed, yet keep steadily the higher aim in view. Could you clear away
all the bad forms of society, it is vain, unless the individual begin to be ready for better"
(48). Unlike other transcendentalists, Fuller not only addresses the character of
individuals, "self-culture," but also the character of institutions, positing that larger social
forces prevent humans from realizing the potential within themselves to change. Fuller
implicitly conceives of social reform as "a parallel movement" in individuals who
recognize how institutions enact social problems through unreflective discourse and in
institutions wherein individuals collectively work together to heal social ills through
rhetoric as social action. Throughout Woman Fuller gives examples of women who have
laid the groundwork for the reform of institutions, Lydia Maria Child, Harriet Martineau,
George Sand, Catherine Sedgwick, Mary Wollstonecraft among others. These role
models demonstrate "difiTerent characters" where "each is beautiful in its minute
indications, for nothing is enforced or conventional, but everything, however slight.
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grows from the essemial life of the being" (85). Each woman constructs her character as
she works to collectively reconstruct an institution.
Fuller invents topoi for the ethos constructions of American women, showing that
a range of characters exist for ethical women rather than only the true woman's character.
As invemional source, transcendental topoi defy an easy categorization of women's
essential character: "The especial genius of woman I believe to be electrical in
movement, intuitive in function, spiritual in tendency. She excels not so easily in
classification, or re-creation, as in an instinctive seizure of causes, and a simple breathing
out of what she receives that has the singleness of life, rather than the selecting and
energizing of art" (75). Fuller purposely leaves the ethos construction of an American
woman unresolved. She concludes with a call for American women to generate their
own topoi:
I believe that, at present, women are the best helpers of one another. Let
them think; let them act; till they know what they need. We only ask of
men to remove arbitrary barriers. Some would like to do more. But I
believe it needs for woman to show herself in her native dignity, to teach
them how to aid her; their minds are so encumbered by tradition. (115)
When Fuller asks of men to '^remove arbitrary barriers," she suggests that Americans
must be open to revolutionary topoi wherein women define themselves as rightful
citizens, for woman "herself must teach us to give her the fitting name" (118). In a book
review for the New York Tribune published shortly after W(mian'% release. Fuller takes
the opportunity to defend her open-ended topoi: 'Tull acquaintance with the wrong must
call forth all manner of inventions for its redress" (qtd. in Mitchell 128).
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Through generative topoi Fuller contests the prescribed character of a "true
woman" rampant in the popular press of her day. Against the definition of a true
woman's character as solely a wife and mother. Fuller subversively quotes an anonymous
"profound thinker" who says, "'The idea of woman must be represented by a virgin"'
(117). According to this authority, a woman's character is no longer assessed by
prescribed roles. Rather a woman's character must be derived from her actions. For
social reform to occur, women must further be able to "publicly" represent themselves;
"... measures are not likely to be taken in behalf of women, unless their wishes could be
publicly represented by women?" (18). And yet women reformers "must show that they
do not speak in the heat of wild impulse, their lives must be unstained by passionate
error, they must be severe lawgivers to themselves" (48). But Fuller not only constructs
an ethos that represents muhiple possibilities for women's rhetorical participation as
social reformers. She also urges women who have not participated in "organized
measures of reform" to recognize their daily responsibilities as American citizens (97).
As "mothers" women can fulfill social responsibilities: '*Do not forget the unfortunates
who dare cross your guarded way

Seek out these degraded women, give them tender

sympathy, counsel, employment. Take the place of mothers, such as might have saved
them originally" (97). In this way, "private" women can have a public impact (97).
Fuller enriches the potentiality of an American women's character, by expanding the
definition of an ethical woman beyond either a virgin or a true woman.
Fuller's most important tapoi challenge a woman's "functions" as natural (24).
Because "the functions" determine a woman's character. Fuller must carefully construct
her function as a woman rhetor: "[Q^ [women] express themselves on such subjects with
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sufficient force and clearness to do any good, they are exposed to assaults whose
vulgarity makes them painful" (73). In constructing her own ethos. Fuller carefully
maneuvers around woman's functions: "But this is a delicate subject, and we are in
constant danger of being accused of slighting what are called 'the functions,'
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these 'functions' must not be a drudgery, or enforced necessity, but a part of life" (25).
As Woman progresses. Fuller transcends these functions more and more. About threequarters into the text, she finds, "The functions of life ... are not ends, but suggestions"
(85). Towards the end, she exclaims, "But if you ask me what offices they may fill; I
reply—any. I do not what case you put; let them be sea-captains, if you will!" (115).
She links "much a greater range of occupations" with a woman's "latent powers" (116).
Fuller's topoi provide a significant ethical connection between the characters of middleclass and lower-class women. From former prostitutes at Sing-Sing prison in New York
City, she learns, 'They had not the dresses like the other ladies, so they stole them; they
could not pay for flattery by distinctions, and the dower of worldly marriage, so they paid
by the profanation of their persons. In excitement, more and more madly sought from
day to day, they drowned the voice of conscience" (97). Fuller asks how nuddle-class
women, her "sisters," can ignore the women for whom they should be socially
responsible: "Now I ask of you, my sisters, if the women at the fashionable house be not
answerable for those women being in prison?" (97). In Fuller's view many women
abready had too much of a sense of themselves as individuals, never considering how
their selfish actions impeded those of other women. For this reason, she cautions
American middle-class women to "clear your souls from the taint of vanity" and to "not
rejoice in conquests, either that your power to allure may be seen by other women, or for
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the pleasure of rousing passionate feelings that gratify your love of excitement" (92-93).
She excludes from her audience those women who cannot construct their characters as a
result of vanity: '1ask of you, young girls—I do not mean you... Not of you whose
whole character is tainted with vanity, inherited or taught, who have early learnt the love
of coquettish excitement, and whose eyes rove restlessly in search of a 'conquest' or
'beau' (88).
Before the Declaration of Sentiments considered an American woman's status as
property. Fuller's topoi challenged dominant public opim'on on this issue and others.
With regard to the issue of "enlarging women's rights over property" raised in a
contemporary public debate, for example. Fuller reports, 'The men learned visibly as
they spoke. The champions of women saw the fallacy of arguments on the opposite side,
and were startled by their own convictions. With their wives at home, and the readers of
the paper, it was the same. And so the stream flows on; thought urging action, and action
leading to the evolution of still better thought" (115). While the Declaration of
Sentiments "largely lists grievances of women against men," in Woman Fuller
optimistically demonstrated new options for womanhood (Urbanski, Literary Form 158).
Late nineteenth-century suffragettes also used Fuller's

even when many could not

remember from where they originated according to Urbanski; "Many of Fuller's ideas
remained current and were reshaped by later feminists in more concrete, less romantic
terms" (164).
The audience reception of her re^/ for women renewed Fuller's hope in the
American character. In her'Tareweir column published August 1,1846 just before she
left to become a foreign correspondent in Europe, Fuller admits that she has been
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"surprised" by how wide an audience she has reached as she has not endorsed the
"popular tendencies of [her] time and place" (qtd. in Mitchell 204). Further, the response
of such a wide audience "has greatly encouraged [her], for none can sympathize with
thoughts like mine who are permanently ensnared in the meshes of sect or party.,(qtd.
in Mitchell 204-0S).
Ethos as Topoi for American Women
Early American women reformers faced a particularly difTicuh rhetorical situation
in constructing an ethos on behalf of women that overturned audience assumptions.
Epideictic rhetoric offers one means through which female rhetors could effect ethos
constructions and create topoi that would eventually transform laws and public policy. In
Fuller's conception even middle-class women in nineteenth-century America had been
convinced by static conmionplaces about themselves. She suggests that before women
could change the customs of nineteenth-century America, rhetors had to effect successful
ethos constructions that challenge conunonplaces about women. Fuller uses epideictic
rhetoric to effect these successful ethos constructions on behalf of American women.
Fuller was able to revise the commonplaces associated with the character of m'neteenthcentury American women because she recognized uncommon, ethical places for
marginalized rhetors in her time and place, bi the words of her contemporaries, "The
commonplace became original from her way of treating it" (Howe 92-3).
Other importam transcendemal writers such as Emerson and Thoreau sought to
define the American character in the same time and place. Fuller demonstrated that an
American woman's ethos was "placeless" (Hudspeth 1:52). Fuller's ethical /cpoi arises
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from her emphasis on moral reform within society through the collective work of rhetors.
Fuller challenged her audience to produce a feminist consciousness wherein a tnie
woman could be an ethical woman, one who reconstructed her own ethos. No longer
would "the idea of woman" need to be expressed by only a 'Virgin" (117).
Fuller's epideictic rhetoric also suggests that female riietors began to dide
epidexis with deliberative and forensic rhetoric. Women social-activists use epideictic
rhetoric to open minds to new commonplaces in multiple public forums. Some of
Fuller's commonplaces still echo in current interdisciplinary gender scholarship, homes,
the popular press, and other political arenas (e.g., Dana Fox et al.). The most pervasive
contemporary commonplaces that evolved with Fuller's transcendental topoi include:
(1) Gender is a social construct; "There is no wholly masculine man, no purely feminine
woman" (75); (2) Multiple "functions" exist for women; "But if you ask me what offices
they may fill; I reply—any. I do not care what case you put; let them be sea-captains, if
you will" (1 IS); (3) Women have been complicit in patriarchal oppression; '1 have urged
on woman independence of man, not that I do not think the sexes mutually needed by one
another, but because in woman this fact has led to an excessive devotion, which has
cooled love, degraded marriage, and prevented either sex from being what it should be to
itself or the other" (117); (4) Women and men must learn to be both independent and
interdependent; "There cannot be a doubt that, if these two developments were in perfect
harmony, they would correspond to and fulfill one another, like hemispheres, or the tenor
and bass in music" (113). Fuller's topoi offer a testament to how an oppositional riietoric
effectively reworks lives through generations. Many of Fuller's topoi have become
feminist commonplaces today. As Greeley suggested of women's rights convention
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rhetoric, Fuller's rhetorical places "may lose in force by gaining in clearness" (175). And
yet, rhetoricians still search for complications of public and private spheres, linkages
between ethos and ethics, and rhetorical means to achieve agency against hegemonic
commonplaces. Lest Fuller's topoi become stagnant commonplaces, let us remember a
different legacy, the legacy that topoi can change a society's ethos. Whenever the
commonplace becomes too commonplace, rhetoric is needed for social change to occur.
In the next chapter, however, I consider how even revolutionary conunonplaces that
invite civic agency may simultaneously serve a conservative function as Lydia Maria
Child's pedagogical rhetoric for freed slaves illustrates.
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CHAPTER FIVE
NINETEENTH-CENTURY WOMEN'S SOCIAL ACTION AND
LYDU MARU CHILD'S PEDAGOGICAL RHETORIC
FOR THE FREED THE FREEDMEN'S BOOK (1865)
In the same year (1836) Catherine Beecher composes her rebuttal to Angelina
Grimke's rhetoric, a rebuttal that distinguishes Christian principles from abolitionist
character (see chapter one), Lydia Maria Child convinces prominent Unitarian theologian
William Ellery Channing that Christian principles constitute the characters of
abolitiom'sts. Child readily gives narrative accounts of her conversations with Channing
to fellow abolitionists; '1found the Rev. Doctor walking down Mount Vernon

He

soon began to talk of Anti Slavery. I could see that he had progressed (as we Yankees
say) considerably since I last conversed with him; but he still betrayed his characteristic
timidity" (Collected Correspondence 56). Even after his conversion to antislavery,
Channing qualifies his support of abolition as an organized movement; "Every sentence
began with, 'I am doubtful,' or 'I am afraid'" (56). Channing particularly fears that the
characters of abolitionists will not accord with the anti-slavery principles espoused: "He
was 'afraid' there would be among them some indifferent men" (56). Child reassures
Channing, arguing that freely expressed antislavery principles on the part of abolitionist
agents ensure the character of abolitionists; *1 urged that their willingness to go was
strong presumptive evidence of their moral character" (56). Child also draws an analogy
between abolitionist and Christian principles to make her argument: "And the
abolitionists go out on a very simple errand. Their principles are a resuscitation of
doctrines preached by the apostolic seventy" (56). While Channing concedes the
analogy, he idealizes the emergence of Christianity: "He admitted that the foundation
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principles of Christianity and abolition were identical; but still this subject was so
intertwisted with politics, prejudice, and interest—and the manner of illustrating it might
be so injudicious, that he thought it every way desirable to have agents peculiarly
qualified" (56). But Child reminds that early Chnstianity was similarly 'inter-woven
with the prejudices and interests of nations" (57). Afterall ''why had the tq)ostles been
persecuted even unto death" (57). Child further analogizes the position of anti-slavery
leaders and "the apostles"; "We, like the apostles, could only choose the willing-hearted,
and trust that god would bless their mission" (57). Using familiar topoi. Child recasts
Christian principles into abolitionist ones. Principled topoi allows agents to move fi'om
the discourse of Christianity to social action, and the willingness of abolitionists to enact
Christian principles confirms their character. In her 1862 letter to President Lincoln,
cited in chapter one, Child revisits this position. She urges Lincoln to follow principles
rather than men: 'TIace your reliance on principles rather than on men" (260). Again
principles confirm character; on the other hand, individual leaders cannot be trusted to
enact socially just policies.
A rhetorical analysis of Child's pedagogical rhetoric The Freedmen's Book
suggests that Child does not entirely trust her own representations of African-Americans.
Child not only includes the voices of a multitude of others throughout the reader; she also
exposes contradictions in the dual rhetorical purpose of inculcating values and liberating
citizens. Child includes emancipatory writings from a variety of perspectives; Eighteen
entries by African-Americans, eleven by white abolitionists, two by Southern politicians,
an extract from the Tenth Psalm, an anonymous anecdote of General Washington, an
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extract from the Virginia Bill of Rights, an anonymous abolitionist polemic titled "How
the Good Work Goes On," "The Colored Mother's Prayer," and an anonymous
biographical sketch titled "William Costin." Biographical sketches comprise the majority
of the selections—seventeen of the fifty-four total selections. While Child authors ten of
the seventeen biographical sketches, even these sketches draw heavily on the source's
own words.
In the biographical sketches that Child composes, tensions between liberatory and
conservative discourses suggest her own inability to conceive of solutions to racism in
antebellum America. Child explicitly states her purpose for the biographical sketches,
which use epideixis to model examples of "character": "Such men and women ... prove
that the power of character can overcome all external disadvantages, even that most
crushing of all disadvantages. Slavery" (269). Hence Child explicitly argues that every
individual regardless of race or gender can overcome his or her circumstances, even
slavery. As evidence she illustrates the economic, intellectual, and moral contributions of
African-Americans to argue against race as a determinant material constraint. Ignatius
Sancho, for example, overcomes his material conditions "[b]y economy and industry"
(3). But Child's optimism clouds her structural analysis of the freed people's
circumstances.
Biographer Carolyn L. Karcher delineates both the strengths and weaknesses of
Child's pedagogical rhetoric from a contemporary perq;)ective;.. some of us might
wish Child had presented education not as a substitutefor revohition but as one of its
weapons" (SOI). Problematically, Child endorses bourgeois values such as 'industry.
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sobriety, honesty, fhigality, and perseverance" in her character sketches of admirable
African-Americans (499). Karcher, however, compares the pedagogical method
advocated in 71K Freedmen's Book to that of Paulo Freire (614). In particular Karcher
praises the rhetoric's conception of "the teaching of literacy as a process that starts with
the cultivation of students' pride in their own identity" (496).
Like the privileged women of whom Debra (jold Hansen writes in Strained
Sisterhood: Gender and Class in the Boston Female Anti-Slavery Society, Child's
advocacy in part arose in response to "republican ideals. Unitarian and (^aker beliefs,
and upper-class assumptions concerning wealth, status, and power" (11). As a workingclass daughter and a radical abolitionist, however. Child was not a recognized member of
Boston's elite women. Her commonplaces both represent and contest the bourgeois
public sphere in which she was implicated but from which she was excluded.
According to Nancy Fraser, Jurgen Habermas defines the bourgeois public sphere in a
way that does not account for "the limits of actually existing democracy" (57). She notes
that such a sphere did not in actuality exist, "an unrealized Utopian ideal" (62).
Habermas's liberal model of this sphere idealistically assumes the following; 'The
discussion was to be open and accessible to all; merely private interests were to be
inadmissible; inequalities of status were to be bracketed; and discussants were to
deliberate as peers. The result of such discussion would be 'public opinion' in the strong
sense of a consensus about the common good" (Fraser 59). Fraser, however, does not
abandon Habermas's model entirely as "a masculinist ideological notion that functioned
to legitimate an emergent form of class rule" (62). She reconceptualizes the public
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sphere into a plurality of counterpublics where "exclusions and conflicts... become
constitutive" (62). She argues, "in stratified societies, arrangements that accommodate
contestation among a plurality of completing publics better promote the ideal of
participatory parity than does a single, comprehensive, overarching public" (66). Fraser
further defines "subaltern counterpublics^^ as the "ahemative publics" of "subordinated
social groups—^women, workers, peoples of color, and gays and lesbians"—^whose
members "invent and circulate counterdiscourses, which in turn permit them to formulate
oppositional interpretations of their identities, interests, and needs" (67). Fraser also
differentiates between weak publics and strong publics. The bourgeois public sphere
gives rise to weak publics where "deliberative practice consists exclusively in opinionformation and does not also encompass decision-making" (75). Strong publics, on the
other hand, offer deliberative practices for "both opinion-formation and decision-making"
(75).
Mary Ryan identifies counterpublics in the moral reform societies and women's
rights activities of privileged m'neteenth-century American women;"... in some respects,
these associations aped the all-male societies built by these women's fathers and
grandfathers; yet in other respects these women were innovating, since they creatively
used the heretofore quintessentially 'private' idioms of domesticity and motherhood
precisely as springboards for public activity" (qtd. in Fraser 61). In addition to moral and
social reform movements, pedagogical rhetorics can construct counterpublics. Child's
riietoric for the freed The Freedmen

offers an extraordinary site to begin a

consideration of how pedagogical rhetorics have historically constructed counterpublics.
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Ultimately liberatory, Child's rhetoric invites freed slaves to construct subaltern
counterpublics that she as a Northeastern, white woman could not define. Instead Child
gives her audience the topoi to construct strong publics of their own. I argue that Child
conceptualizes rhetoric as a revolutionary tool for naming an ethos and imag[in]ing ethics
that might allow her audience to construct strong publics of their own.

Ethos Constructions in The Freedmen's Book
In The Freedmen 'sBook, Child repeatedly characterizes representative
individuals by the values of "intelligence, honesty, and industry" (102). In other words,
these values comprise individual characters, who represent an African-American ethos to
be emulated by Child's readers. James Forten, for example, "obtained extensive
business" as a direct resuk of "the unrivalled neatness and durability of his work, and by
the uprightness of his character" (102). As a proof of his upright character. Child
mentions that Forten saved twelve people from drowning "at the risk of his own life" in
front of his business's waterfront location (102). Forten assimilates into the dominant
political economy. An American ethos comprised of "neatness," "durability," and
"uprightness" promises employment and profitable business for those readers who will
emulate his example.
In addition to the economic and moral contributions of model African-Americans,
Child accentuates intellectual contributions in her constructions of a represemative ethos
for the freed people. In Ignatius Sancho's story, his "love of learning" as "a diligent
reader" results in "respect and attention by many intelligent and educated [white] people"
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(3). Sancho exhibits "good sense" in his letters and in his "sensible view of things,"
goodwill in his "very kind heart," and good moral character in his "right good-natured
deed[s]" (4, S). Child uhimateiy values Sancho's goodwill and good moral character
over his "remarkable intellect," however (S). In Sancho's story Child devotes half of the
narrative to direct quotations from Sancho's own letters of advice "to a young colored
friend" (S). Thus Sancho himself provides an example of the ethos to which he speaks,
and his words resuh in the rhetorical action of representation on behalf of the freed
people.
Like Child's rhetoric, however, Sancho's quoted words reinforce dominant
cultural values that efface structural inequities within society. In his view "'truth and
conscious integrity'" fight prejudice and ensure the "'countenance of the good'" (S).
Sancho equates bravery with goodness, courage with honesty, and cowardice with
revenge (6). With goodness as his rhetorical weapon against prejudice, Sancho advocates
peace and service over revenge and violence; "'If others have taken advantage either of
your guild or your distress, punish them only with forgiveness; and if you can serve then
at any future time, do it'" (6). Sancho establishes a causal relationship between '"good
sense'" and "'proper economy'" as one "'naturally'" leads to the other (7). He warns
against materialism, advocating literacy over wealth as one may '"come home rich in
purse, but wretchedly barren in imellect'" (7). For recreation he advises '"to lay by
something each year to buy a little library'" (7). As in many of the other biographical
sketches, Sancho's narrative demonstrates the power of literacy as a liberating force for
African-Americans. As Pierre Bourdieu and others have shown, however, literacy is both
empowering and hegemonic in prescribing cultural codes that serve the status quo.
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In the following examples of other upstanding African-American citizens. Child fiirther
defines the qualities that characterize an ethos for the freed:
Good Sense
Child emphasizes good sense in the biographical sketch of Benjamin Banneker;
"[Banneker] was never known to make a mistake in any of his astronomical calculations;
and he became so exact, that he pointed out two mistakes made by celebrated
astronomers in Europe" (16). Child offers Banneker as a proof of African American
genius. But Banneker also demonstrates good sense in his work ethic, his conduct with
white neighbors, and his temperance, frugality, and generosity. Once his "ignorant white
neighbors" no longer see him "in the fields late and early," they "began to talk against
him" (16). Child describes Banneker as "wise enough not to enter into any quarrels
because they called him a lazy, good-for-nothing fellow" (17). Rather Banneker earns
respect by the way he lives "always so kind and generous, ready to oblige everybody, and
not at all inclined to boast of his superiority" (17). Banneker's good sense, his ethos
construction for a white international audience, benefits "his oppressed people, by
proving to the world that Nature had endowed him with good capacities" (21).
Moral Character
In addition to offering these examples for the freed people's ethos construction
against prqudice. Child proactively instructs her audience in the formation of good moral
character. In "Education for Children," which she modifies from an article in the
Juvenile Miscellany for white children and parents, for example, Child attempts to
remedy the effects of slavery on the freed people's moral character. She first explains
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that "children bom in Slavery" have difficulty "grow[ing] up spiritually straight and
healthy, because they are trodden on when they are little. Being constantly treated
unjustly, they cannot learn to be just. Their parents have no power to protect them from
evil influences" (222). Children of slavery have no positive role models because they
live in an unjust system that reduces the moral character of parents who "cannot prevent
their continually seeing cruel and indecent actions, and hearing profane and dirty words"
(222). Child recognizes that it was not possible for parents to "educate your children,
either morally or intellectually" under slavery (222). With freedom comes the
"responsibility" to educate the moral characters of children for social justice: "But now
that you are freemen, responsibility rests upon you" (222). Now the freed people will
answer to "God for the influence you exert over the young souls intrusted to your care"
(222). Without much money or even literacy, the freed people can educate children in
"set[ting] a pure and good example by your conduct and conversation" (222).
Child locates collective agency within the individual's moral character. Each
freed person will be responsible for breaking the bad habits of slavery. Child particularly
warns the parents against corporeal punishment, violence in any form, in constructing a
child's moral character. Instead parents should pum'sh a child 'In such a calm and
reasonable manner as to convince him that you do it for his own good" (222). Child
believes that some children will lie for fear of abuse. As a result, honesty should be
esteemed in children who confess wrongdoing; 'If a child does anything wrong, and
confesses it frankly, his punishment ought to be slight, in order to encourage him in
habits of truthfulness, which is one of the noblest attributes of manhood" (223). Children
receive daily "moral education... by what they hear you say and do" (223).
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Nevertheless, '*the education they get at school is also very important; and it will be wise
and kind in you to buy such books as they need, and encourage them in ever way to
become good scholars, as well as good men" (224). Instilling good moral character and
good sense in children "will not only benefit them, but you will help your race" (224).
Again individual ethos construction benefits the collective: "Every colored man or
woman who is virtuous and intelligent takes away something of prejudice against colored
men and women in general; and it likewise encourages all their brethren and sisters, by
showing what colored people are capable of doing" (224).
Goodwill
Doing well for the community, "goodwill," further means a commitment to
service within the community. Child attends to the facilities for civic participation as an
integral part of ethos construction; "Help as much as you conveniently can in building
churches and school-houses for the good of all..."(273). Constructing public spaces for
civic participation provides a foundation for communal ethos construction. In addition.
Child attends to the rhetorical places within such sites for sodal change; "When you
appoint committees about your schools and other public affairs, it would be wise to have
both men and women on the committees" (271). Indeed women's civic participation
enhances character for women, men, and children; "The habit of thinking and talking
about serious and important matters makes women more sensible and discreet. Such
consultations together are in fact a practical school both for you and them; and the more
modest and intelligent women are, the better children be brought up" (271). Child
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embeds multigenerational care "in providing for the sick and aged" in her program for
ethos construction within the freed people's community.
In her culminating entry "Advice from an Old Friend," Child directly addresses
the freed people, and explains the cultural values implicit in her character portrayals of
African-Americans throughout The Freetbnen'sBook. In Child's estimation the freed
people seek to persuade southern white people to "respect" them as individuals and as a
community. Effective ethos construction along bourgeois values um'tes the freed people
against racial prejudice; "Your manners will have a great effect in producing an
impression to your advantage or disadvantage. Be always respectful... toward those
who have been in the habit of considering you an inferior race. It is one of the best ways
to prove that you are not inferior" (270). Simply exhibiting endorsed cultural values, the
right character and manner, resuhs in goodwill for other racially oppressed people; "You
can do a vast amount of good to people in various parts of the world, and through
successive generations, by simply being sober, industrious, and honest" (270). Because
"your opportunities for usefulness are limited more than those others" as a resuk of
prejudice, ethos construction offers "one great opportunity peculiar to yourselves" (270).
The effective ethos construction of an individual supports the community. Future
generations will benefit from effective ethos construction now. Rather than "the
greatness of the thing a man does," ethos comes from "the doing well whatsoever he hath
to do" (270).
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Ethos as Topm in The Freedmen's Book
Child uses arguments against slavery that rely on capitalistic values for Southern
audiences in particular (see especially TTk Patriarchal Institution, as described by
Members of Its Own Family). At the same time in the Noitheastem mainstream press,
however, she undermines capitalist arguments in support of amislavery positions. For
instance, she publicly faulted President Andrew Johnson's annual message to Congress of
December 4,1865 in which he promises to protect the freedmen as "laborers." As Child
writes, "It seems to imply a distinction between the rights of men and the rights of
laborers^' ("Through the Red Sea" 283). President Johnson's antislavery rhetoric
depends on an identification of freedmen as laborers who will serve the capitalistic
interests of a reunited United States. Child's antislavery rhetoric, on the other hand,
conceives of the freedmen as citizens who share the rights granted to all under the
Constitution. Child's treatment of citizens as individuals with free conscience to choose,
as humanistic agents, limits her understanding of the structural impositions on the
freedmen. Unfortunately, her monolithic citizen becomes a monolithic freed man.
Among abolitionists, both black and white. New England values became the standard by
which etlws was judged. In a first-hand account of her own experiences as an AfricanAmerican teacher for the freed people in the Sea Islands, Charlotte Forten relates the
"manners" of the freed people to a New England value system; "These people are
exceedingly polite in their manner towards each other.... it is the rarest thing to hear a
disrespectful word from a child to his parent, or to any grown person. They have really
what theNew-Englanders call 'beautiful manners'" (72).
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Child uses this topoi in The Freedmen's Bode to extend civic agency to AfricanAmericans, drawing an analogy between the manners valued in the North and those
practiced by the freed people in the South. Noteworthy, therein Child includes a
biographical chapter on Charlotte Forten's parems, abolitionists, who settled in
Philadelphia; "After the [revolutionary] war was over, [James Foiten] obtained
employment in a sail-loft in Philadelphia, where he soon established a good character by
his intelligence, honesty, and industry" (102). Forten offers a representative example of
how Child defines the ethos of African-Americans by bourgeois values—"intelligence,
honesty, and industry." And these bourgeois values continue to define an American
ethos for mainstream audiences over one-hundred and thirty years later; "These virtues—
self-control, discipline, effort, perseverance, and responsibility stand at the core of our
sense of morality and our idea of good character, and are essential to the success and
safety of good society" (Schwarz 16).
Child urges African-Americans to act on their own behalf, to change dominant
commonplaces, and to patiently allow rhetoric to do collective work for social change.
Following the rhetoric of nonresistance after the Civil War, Child takes a stand against
revenge, advocating Christian forgiveness; "If your former masters and mistresses are in
trouble, show them every kindness in your power, whether they treated you kindly or not.
Remember the words of the blessed Jesus: 'Do good to them that hate you, and pray for
them which despitefully use you and persecute you" (273). She cautions the freed
people "against disappoimmem," suggesting that '^freedom" will bring *^ore cares and
few advantages than you expected" (273). Part of the comprehensive change "for
Slavery to Freedom" includes correcting "some bad habits" left over from slavery (273).
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But the slaveholders "have acquired still worse habits" (273). Hence Child emphasizes
ethos construction as a means of gradually instilling the right habits in both the freed
people and the slaveholders who "cannot be expected to change all at once" but who
must be correctly influenced to change their prejudicial views. Child, however, does not
"mean by this that you ought to submit tamely to insult or oppression" (274). Rather she
advocates rhetoric over violence as a means for social change based on effective ethos
construction: "Stand up for your rights—

If it becomes necessary, apply to magistrates

to protect you and redress your wrongs" (274).

Revolutionary Topoi for Freed People
In "Advice from an Old Friend," Child suggests that new commonplaces created
from the character of the freed people may liberate African-Americans from prejudice.
While slavery has finally ended, prejudice continues: "You will have much to put up with
before the new order of things can become settled on a permanent foundation. I am
grieved to read in the newspapers how wickedly you are still treated in some places"
(276). Before the Civil War abolitionist rhetoric resulted in social action against slavery
in the newly acquired territories: "the truths we uttered did so far leaven the whole cold
mass of public sentiment that the Free States were prepared to resist the further
encroachment of slavery into the territories" ("Through the Red Sea" 281). In her
historical view the abolitionists* rhetoric, "their continual writing and preaching against
Slavery," contributed to social reform, and "this war enabled thousands of people to see
for themselves what a bad institution Slavery was" (276). Despite abolitionism and the
Civil War, Child admits that prejudice, which results '*from aristocratic pride or low
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vulgarity," exists as much in the North as in the South (276). On the other hand,
mainstream commonplaces about the character of AfHcan-Amencans have changed; "the
good leaven is now fairly worked imo public sentiment" (276). Changing "public
sentiment" will result in further social reform according to Child (276). As a
representative white abolitionist. Child begins this rhetorical work on behalf of AfricanAmericans. She effects "public sentiment" to create new conmionplaces for AfricanAmericans.
Child importantly challenges prejudice against African-Americans through
revolutionary topoi that rely on the economic interests of potentially prejudiced
audiences. In a September 3, 1862 letter to the editor of the New York Tribune, Child
argues against racial prejudice on economic grounds. She compares the commerce of
New York to Virginia to prove that "free institutions" advance "agriculture, commerce,
manufactures, morals, education and internal improvements of all sorts" (264). Despite
Virginia's natural resources, "richness of soil, attractions of scenery and climate, wealth
of mineral resources, noble rivers, and commodious harbors" and a previous record of
commerce at "four times that of New-York" during the Revolution, Virginia's imports
"were less than $400,000" in 1853 (264). In contrast New York's imports were
SI 80,000,000 (264). Child attributes this discrepancy to slavery. Slavery corrupts
society's "character" in preventing the emergence of "an imelligent, thriving middle
clas^' (265). Slavery threatens not only the middle class, "the solid foundation of
republics," but also freedom of speech, the press, and knowledge, "all bulwarks of
liberty" (265). Buttressed by economic proofs, Child clearly articulates that slavery and
democracy cannot coexist. Child offers liberating commonplaces that the "enlightened
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middle class" accept as a result of an implicit allegiance to American ideals of economic
prosperity (265).
Child also provides revolutionary commonplaces for the freed people by drawing
on historical evidence from the French and British colonies in the Caribbean. Instead of
giving bloody or political accounts of the Civil War, Child turns her audience's attention
to historical parallels. In the French-run island of Haiti, for example, the slaves first hear
of republican values from the French revolution; 'The world was ringing with French
doctrines of liberty and equality, to be applied to men of all colors; and they could not
help hearing something of what was so universally talked of (45). Haiti's leader
Toussaint L'Ouverture uses rhetoric rather than violence to effect these revolutionary
commonplaces whenever possible; '"In his language and in his actions he was always
saying to the whites, 'Why will you force us to fight?"' (48). When violence becomes
necessary, freedom not revenge motivates him in Child's biographical sketch; '"I cherish
no revenge against you. All I want is the freedom of my race'" (48). After gaining
freedom reluctantly through insurrections, L'(Xiverture becomes Ciovemor until the
French later renege on a peace accord. Child shows L'CXiverture to be an ethical
governor concerned with the ethos of his people "with the view of guarding public
morals" (52). He negotiates among "men of all colors and all parties," offering
"amnesty" through rhetoric "by public discourses and proclamations" (52). Rhetoric
negotiates between his authority as Governor and the people's values: "Before any
important measure was carried into execution, he summoned all the people to church,
where, after prayers were offered, he discoursed to them upon the prospects of the
republic, and what he considered essential to its future peace and prosperity" (53).
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L'Ouveiture further invites the freed people to participate in the political discourse of
citizenry; "Every evening he gave free audience to all the people who chose to call" (59).
In private he makes no distinctions between himself and the people he governed:.. his
own personal habits were extremely simple and frugal" (60).
Child uses L'Ouverture as a representative example of how African-American
ethos construction effects revolutionary commonplaces necessary for social change:
"Well may the Freedmen of the United States take pride in Toussaint I'Ouverture, as the
man who made an opening of freedom for their oppressed race, and by the greatness of
his character and achievements proved the capabilities of Black Men" (83). The
histoncal record, however, also suggests that L'Ouverture may have favored "whites
more than blacks" (S3). In Child's view L'Ouverture wanted to be perceived as
"impartial" by the whites who "distrusted him," so he may have been more conciliatory
to whites (53). On the other hand, he already "had the entire confidence" of the blacks
(53). His attention to a prqudiced audience causes "the obstinate prejudices" of whites to
give "way before the wisdom and uprightness of the government" (53). L'Ouverture
even had to punish "his own nephew, who had been condemned" for fear that the French
would again impose slavery" (55). Child judges L'Ouverture "by his general character,"
which suggests "that severity was painful to him, and that when he resorted to it he was
actuated by motives for the public good" (55).
In addition to the account of Haiti's brief liberation under the guidance of
L'Ouverture, Child offers an account of emancipation in the British West Indies. In this
later account. Child emphasizes how the rhetorical appeal of ethos, operating within the
discourse of abolitionism, affected the English people. In a February 11,1859 letter.
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Child writes, "Slavery was abolished in England by rousing the moral feelings of the
people; and under that stimulus, they collected facts to convince the intellect' {Collected
Cwrespondence 320). In particular. Child relates what 'Yacts" worked on particular
audiences within Britain. She finds that the British government "sided with the rich and
powerful as long as it was politic to do so" {The Freedmen's Bode 126). She
distinguishes between social classes as audiences within Britain: "But, though many of
the aristocracy were haughty and selfish, the generality of the common people were ready
to sympathize with the poor and the oppressed" (126). In her view abolitionism
motivated the conmion people to utilize political rhetoric to end the slave-trade; 'They
wrote, and talked, and petitioned Parliament, till the government was compelled to pay
some attention to their demands" (126). The conmion people protested the insertion of
"gradual" into the law abolishing the slave-trade on moral grounds: "It was as absurd as it
would have been for them to say they would abolish murder gradually" (126).
Child distinguishes between the law "insufficient to accomplish the desired
purpose" and "public opinion against the trade [that] exerted an increasing influence"
(126). Rhetoric, however, based on "public opinion" would gradually affect the law
(126). Before the law had caught up with the English common people's revolutionary
commonplaces, those economically involved with the slave-trade began "to apologize"
(126). Outrageously, English colonizers "were even shameless enough to defend it and
praise it as a benevolent scheme to bring savages away fi'om heathen Africa and make
good Christians of them" (126). The English people do not believe in the colonizers*
Christianity: "it was not easy to convince them that stealing men, women, and children
from their homes, torturing them on the ocean, and selling them in strange lands, to be
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whipped to incessant toil without wages, was a pious missionary enterprise" (127).
Rather "common sense" causes **the conmion people of Great Britain" to accept an
altogether different set of'Yacts" based on "good sense" and "good feeling" (127).
Accounts of "ciuehies,""licentiousness," and "brutal ignorance" convince the common
people (127). The common people could not understand why planters prevented
missionaries from teaching the slaves to read the Bible (128). Instead of "plotting
insurrections," the slaves rightly "believed the good people in England were working for
them, and they tried to be patient till they were emancipated by law" (130).
Emancipation became one of the slaves' commonplaces: 'They had heard talk of
emancipation for several years, and it seemed to them that the promised freedom was a
long time coming" (130). The masters' "speeches" in 1832 gave the slaves "the idea that
the British government had already passed laws for their freedom, and that their masters
were cheating them out of the legal rights that had been granted them" (130). As a result,
an insurrection occurred. British troops killed "many" (130). Meanwhile women
abolitionists, in particular, continued to use rhetoric as a means for social change; 'They
published pamphlets and papers and made speeches, and urgently petitioned Parliament
to Met the people go.' One petition alone was signed by eight thousand women" (131).
One woman aptly summed up the power of the petition: "There is no use in trying longer
to resist the will of the people. When all the women in Great Britain are knocking at the
doors of Parliament, something must be done'" (131). Parliament finally responded to
the petition, abolishing slavery in the West Indies on August 1,1834.
But Child subversively uses bourgeois values as a proof of abolition's success in
the West Indies. Instead of the vengeance that the masters amicipated, the former slaves
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'^were so thankful to get their freedom at last, that there was no room in their hearts for
bad feeUngs'" (131). To be sure, "Gratitude was the absorbing emotion" (134). The
slaves wem "to the churches to offer up prayers and hymns of thanksgiving" (132).
Furthermore, the consequences of abolition have been positive for both the British and
the African-Americans in the West Indies. British investors in abolition have been
rewarded with increased production; "When the negroes found that they were paid for
every day's work, they put their whole hearts into it" (138). The former slaves invest
their wages and recreational time in "education," "charitable societies" and "chapels"
(145).
Selections by African-Africans in The Freedmen's Book offer even more
revolutionary commonplaces. Child draws on African-American rhetoric in her own
entries as well, but here she directly quotes African-Americans. In Frederick Douglass's
"A Pertinent Question," for example, Douglass asks why when "we are engaged in all
manner of enterprises common to other men.. .that we are called upon to prove that we
are men?" (93). What's revolutionary in Douglass's rhetoric here is his application of
commonplaces for white men to black men. In Child's later biographical sketch of
Douglass, she echoes his revolutionary commonplaces. As a boy Douglass does not
understand why different commonplaces apply to blacks, regarding literacy, for example:
"He had often before wondered why black children were bom to be slaves; and now he
heard his master say that if he learned to read it would spoil him for a slave. He resolved
he wouki learn to read" (166). Literacy leads the young Douglass to become aware of
structural inequities for whites and blacks, fo addition, literacy leads Douglass to become
a rhetor, a social advocate, for oppressed people: "With some money that he earned for
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himself, he bought a book called 'The Columbian Orator.' It contained many speeches
about liberty. The reading ofthem made him discontented" (166). As Douglass
recognizes injustice, he questions the white boys with whom he plays; '"Why haven't I as
good a right to be free, and go where I please, as you have? And sometimes a generoushearted boy would answer, 'I believe, Fred, you have just as good a right to be free as I
have"' (166). The generous boy here does not discriminate but shares Douglass's just
commonplaces. Douglass develops his rhetoric for religious meetings; "By the blessing
of God the consolations of religion came to him, and enabled him to look beyond this
troubled and transitory world" (167-68). Unlike his master and mistress who "were both
great professors of religion," Douglass practiced a different "kind" of religion "that
taught... humanity" (170). When his master discovered that Douglass spoke to children
at Sunday school, he sent Douglass "to a famous 'negro-breaker' in the neighborhood
named Covey" who was both "a great professor of religion" and "a monster of cruelty"
(170). While Douglass received "cruel treatment... from hypocritical professors of
religion," he maintained "his faith in the excellence of real religion" (173).
In "How the Good Work (joes On," Child anonymously culminates Douglass's
rhetorical role in The Freedmen'sBook. Child relates that Douglass's faith and rhetoric
result in social action. Douglass delivers the founding day address for "The Douglass
Institute" in Baltimore spring 186S; "'The mission of this institution is... to build up
manly character among the colored people of this city and State. It is to teach them to be
a dispenser of knowledge, a radiator of light. In a word, we dedicate this institution to
virtue, temperance, knowledge, truth, liberty, and justice'" (176). Douglass equates
ethos, the "intellectual" and "moral" development of African Americans, with the
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commonplace bourgeois/republican values of'Virtue, temperance, knowledge, truth,
liberty, justice" that Child develops throughout The Freedmen 's Book. While the values
serve dominant white, Protestant, middle-class ideologies, in the hands of Douglass and
Child these values become mediators for social justice.
Oppositional Discourses in The Freedmen's Book
In the two extracts Child offers from Southern judges, who address the freed
people in Charleston, South Carolina during April 186S, Child simultaneously exposes
and confirms that ethos construction can serve as a means for social control. As in the
autobiographical selections from African-Americans, Child chooses passages that
reinforce her advice to the freed people concerning a collective character. Judge Henry
Wilson says, '"We want you to respect yourselves; to walk erect, with the consciousness
that you are free men. Be humane and kind to each other, always serving each other
when you can. Be courteous and gentlemanly to everybody on earth, black and white,
but cringe to nobody'" (261). In his conception of the freed people's character, Wilson
emphasizes self-respect, community service, manners, and awareness of social justice.
He suggests a sense of community for the freed people not only with each other but also
with white citizens who share the same sense of American social justice; "'You have
helped us to fight our battles; you have stood by the old flag; you have given us your
prayers; and you have had the desire of your hearts fulfilled. The cause of freedom has
triumphed; and in our triumph we want all to stand up and rqoice together"' (261).
Judge Kelly particularly emphasizes the ethosof freed women who '"are to be
mothers of American citizens"' (262). Kelly uses the discourse of "republican
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motherhood" to emphasize the appropriate characters of the freed women (see Kerber);
'"You must give them the best education you can. You must strive to make them
imelligent, educated, moral, patriotic, and reUgious men"' (262). Kelly uses these
republican commonplaces to argue for the importance of literacy for freed parents who
become citizens as they educate the next generation; '"Many of you cannot read, but your
are not too old yet to learn. A mother who knows how to read can half educate her own
child by helping him with his lessons; and the mother who has but little learning will get
a great deal more by trying to hear the child's lessons; and so it is with the father'" (262).
Kelly also relays bourgeois commonplaces to instill a work ethic, loyalty,
honesty, and self-respect. These bourgeois commonplaces ensure that the freed people
will work for the new American republic; "'Work industriously. Be faithful to each
other, be true and honest with all men. If you respect yourselves, others will respect
you'" (262). He suggests that bourgeois values will enable the freed people to confront
prejudice and construct ethos, particularly among Northerners;'"... you can find the way
to their hearts and consciences through their pockets. When they find that there are
colored tradesmen who have money to spend, and colored farmers who want to buy
goods of them, they will no longer call you Jack and Joe; they will begin to think that you
are Mr. John Black and Mr. Joseph Brown'" (262). Kelly's original audience responded
to these conunents with "[Great laughter]" (262). Child's editorial decisions suggest that
white audiences will respectfully regard the freed people as participants in the dominant
political economy.
But Child's rhetoric belies oppositional discourses that compete for both the
rhetor's and her audience's constructions of ethos and ethics. For M. M. Bakhtin
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discourse is "a social phenomenon," "a world view," 'Ihe canonization of ideological
systems" (259,271). To the extent that "[d]iscourse lives... on the boundary between
its own context and another, alien context," discourses do not stand apart or isolated from
one another according to Bakhtin (284). For this reason, Takis Poulakos phiralizes
discourse into "oppositional discourses": "Within this imerpretive framework, the text
preserved by the tradition and monumentalized by the canon is situated in direct
opposition to the silent voice of the antagonistic other and positioned in antithetical
relation to its absent, dialogical partner" (62). A rhetoric that balances "opposition and
alterity" offers a means of "transformation" according to Poulakos (78). Because Child's
rhetoric includes both a sanctioned "tradition" and "silent voice[s] of the antagonistic
other". The Freedmen's Book invites the composition of subaltern publics from emerging
literacy practices (Poulakos 62).
Child ethically does not efface contradictions in human experiences, the
oppositional discourses that manifest in her pedagogical rhetoric. Rather she causes both
readers and writers to challenge the attitudes and judgments of unreflective discourse.
Discourse convinces insofar as it orders human experience according to attitudes and
judgements. In Hayden White's words, "PJiscourse itself [is] a product of
consciousness's efforts to come to terms with the problematical domains of experience"
(S). White further understands discourse as "a model of the metalogical operations by
which consciousness, in general cultural practice, effects such comings to terms with its
milieu, sodal or natural as the case may be" (5). White ultimately argues foratypology
of discourse because "discourse is our most direct numifestation of consciousness seeking
understanding, occupying that middle ground between the awakening of a general interest
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in the domain of experience" and "the attainment of some comprehension of it" (22). An
ethic exists in the recognition that discourses "have been taken for granted either as
natural or established truth" (22). Discourses, then, can be recognized as "differem
strategies for constituting 'reality* in thought so as to deal with it in different ways, each
of which has its own ethical implications" (22).
Rhetorical Agency against Prejudice
The Freedmen's Book offers freed people commonplaces that peacefully if not
submissively accord with the dominam nineteenth-century social order based on
bourgeois, republican, and Protestant values. Ethos construction for oppressed classes of
citizens translates into the emergence of strong publics as the freed slaves find the
collective authority for rhetorical recognition. Within her rhetoric Child explicitly
contests definitions of republicanism and Christianity as practiced in the United States by
different classes of citizens. She further creates /cpoi that recognizes subaltern
counterpublics and constructs the rhetorical means for contemion in strong publics. On
the other hand, bourgeois values resurface in Child's rhetoric, suggesting that subaltern
counterpublics discursively engage the bourgeois public sphere even as they contest its
commonplaces.
The most radical rhetorical move of The Freedmen's Book comes in Child's last
selection by an African-American, "Letter from a Freedman to his Old Master." The
letter sets up the rhetorical situation of how a freed man responds to his former master's
offer of employment after the Civil War. To his former master Jourdon Anderson writes.
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As to my freedom, which you say I can have, there is nothing to be gained
on that score, as I got my free papers in 1864 from the Provost-MarshalGeneral of the Department of Nashville. Mandy says she would be afraid
to go back without some proof that were disposed to treat us justly and
kindly; and we have concluded to test your sincerity by asking you to send
us our wages for the time we served you. This will make us forget and
forgive old scores, and rely on your justice and friendship in the future. I
served you faithfully for thirty-two years, and Mandy for twenty years. At
twenty-five dollars a month for me, and two dollars a week for Mandy,
our earnings would amount to eleven thousand six hundred and eighty
dollars. Add to this the interest for the time our wages have been kept
back, and deduct what you paid for our clothing, and three doctor's visits
to me, and pulling a tooth for Mandy, and the balance will show what we
are in justice entitled to. Please send the money by Adams's Express, in
care of V. Winters, Esq., Dayton, Ohio. If you fail to pay us for faithful
labors in the past, we can have little faith in your promises of the future.
We trust the good Maker has opened your eyes to the wrongs
which you and your fathers have done to me and my fathers, in making us
toil for you generations without recompense. Here I draw my wages every
Saturday night; but in Tennessee there was never any pay-day for the
negroes any more than for the horses and cows. Surely there will be a day
of reckoning for those who defwd the laborer of his hire.
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In ansxvering this letter, please state if there would be any safety
for my Milly and Jane, who are now grown up, and both good-looking
girls. You know how it was with poor Matilda and Catherine. I would
rather stay here and starve — and die, if it come to that—than have my
girls brought to shame by the violence and wickedness of their young
masters. You will also please state if there has been any schools opened
for the colored children in your neighborhood. The great desire of my life
now is to give my children an education, and have them form virtuous
habits.
Say howdy to George Carter, and thank him for taking the pistol
from you when you were shooting at me. (267)
On a literal level, Anderson seeks to establish the goodwill of his former master. The
master could demonstrate his goodwill first by sending the wages owed for his family's
labor. Anderson also inquires into the goodwill of the master's immediate family and
larger commum'ty. Will the master's sons rape his younger daughters as had occurred
with his older daughters? Will the community value public education for AfricanAmericans?
Taking Anderson's words on a literal level, however, suggests naivete on
Anderson's part. Can he believe in his former master even after the former master shot at
him? Anderson's tone suggests otherwise. The letter indicates that Anderson had
received an offer to work from his former master. Anderson uses the rhetorical situation
created by his master to give a lesson in ethos, what a former slave now expects from a
Southern white audience that violated him. In addition to goodwill exhibited toward
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African-Americans, Anderson expects the moral character of this Southern white
audience to evolve; "We trust the good Maker has opened your eyes to the wrongs which
you and your Others have done to me and my fathers" (267). Anderson uses the
bourgeois work ethic to demand his past wages as a demonstration of a white man's
ethos. Anderson references God to expect a former master's recognition of his own evil.
While the conunonplace values of white, middle-class, Protestants reinforce structural
inequities, Anderson uses these commonplaces to denumd ethical treatmem from those
who have wronged him and to establish a common etk)s among American citizens that
holds Southern whites accountable for past wrongs. Further, Anderson implicitly values
education as a means of African-American character development. Public schools
signify a Southern white community's investment in African-American eth)s.
In the recently published Teachingleanmg Anti-Racism, Louise Derman-Sparks
and Carol Brunson Phillips offer a curriculum for antiracist social action in contemporary
classrooms. In the parable with which they begin each semester, a woman begins to
rescue drowm'ng people only to discover that the same people begin to drown over and
over again (1). Another woman sees that someone keeps pushing these people off a
nearby hill (1). Meanwhile, the first woman becomes cynical and gives up (1). The
second woman recognizes that she has an ethical problem: Will she save a few who she
will have to save again, or will she address the problem's source and let a few people
drown? (2). Derman-Sparks and Phillips find that the most ethical sohition involves
organizing the people to collectively address the problem's source, what perasts in
pushing people off the hill? (2). Teaching the people to swim does not address the
problem's source; it provides only an imerim solution based on individual abilities.
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In The Freeebnen's Book,Child offers a curriculum for African-American social
action that recognizes structural inequities, racism, and prejudice. While Child teaches
her audience to swim, she does not simply resolve the bourgeois. Christian, and
republican commonplaces that push people of the hill. We have not yet resolved the
contradiction in our American conunonplaces either. Child's rhetoric still applies; "What
is in store for us I know not. But we are indeed a guilty nation. Guilty toward the
Indians, toward the negroes, toward all that are weak and within our power" {Collected
Correspondence 327). In providing rhetorical means for collective agency through topoi,
social activists can create new places for change to occur. For her part Child contributes
a recognition and a revision of conunonplaces against overt racism. In the present day,
we can further her rhetoric by working against the covert racism that resides in past
commonplaces.
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CHAPTER SIX
ETHOS AND TOPOI AS METHODOLOGY
In the previous chapters I have implicitly sought to revise ancient rhetorical terms
by examining how ethos and topoi apply to a select group of nineteenth-century AngloAmerican women social-activist rhetorics. The rhetorics under consideration grant those
interested in social-activist commonplaces a window into a critical time for the identity
formations of subaltern counterpublics, particularly for African-Americans and women.
Further, I have told histories about how some commonplaces about marginalized
Americans have changed and how some have remained the same to the present day.
While this study surely has its limitations, its strength is the degree to which I have begun
to interweave the discursive lives of these women social-activists with a rhetorical
methodology. The concluding chapter explicitly considers the discourses that I have both
adopted and contested herein. These discourses circulate both in the field of rhetoric and
composition and in the multiple subject positions I inhabit. I also hope this study
contributes to how we are [rejimagining the field as an interdisciplinary site for social
action within English studies and beyond.
When I began this project in 1995,1 did not give much thought to what
methodology I would use as an historian of rhetoric. Informed by an interdisciplinary
liberal arts undergraduate education and a master's degree in English literature, I began
by interpreting the texts, surveying historical literature, and making tentative
imerpretations—a combination of new critical and new historicist ^>proaches. As a
doctoral candidate in rhetoric and composition, I have since studied and practiced a
variety of approaches sanctioned by the field, ranging from the narrative to the
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sociolinguistic (see Brock, Scott, and Chesebro). Now I am concerned by the sense that
these methodologies arise from other fields that foreground different epistemological
concerns fi'om rhetoric and composition. While combining ancient rhetorical theories
with my study of nineteenth-century women social-activists, I fell in love—both with the
material and with a studem of Cicero. Conversations with my now husband have led me
to rediscover ancient rhetorical terms and to translate these terms into a methodology for
recovering histories of women's rhetoric.
I offer (hi)stories of social-activist terms and how these terms have changed, e.g.,
how Child's terms for the fi-eed have become bourgeois commonplaces by today's
standards (see chapter five). The meanings of these commonplaces are embodied in
particular historical and rhetorical locations so that what terms mean can change over
time. And yet, when rhetoricians understand conmionplaces as a methodology, as topoi
that traverse particular embodied locations rather than as fixed entities, commonplaces
such as justice, equality, and love become sites for revolutionary inventions.
In the use of ancient rhetorical terms, I want to raise the question; What would a
uniquely rhetorical methodology for recovering histories of women's rhetoric offer?
While I do not presuppose to have the answer at this early stage of my career, with this
project I offer one way that this question can be addressed. Perhaps, it is enough at this
time to raise the question and speculate on how it might be answered later by others and
myself in the field. In addition to understanding rhetoric as constitutive of both reality
and social action, my methodology for recovering histories of women's riietoric exports
an ethic that reconnects what we say and do in one location with what we say and do in
another location, bringing diverse disciplinary communities together. Interdisciplinary
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and even extra-institutional communication that rely on such principled topoi may further
defend the integrity of social-activist projects against charges of relativism. Our
rhetorical topoi can travel between divergent locations just as the principled topoi of this
select group of nineteenth-century women social-activists travels between diverse
conununities. Relating concerns in the histories of women's rhetoric to present
methodological and pedagogical concerns finally suggests areas where historical topoi
may still do revolutionary work.

Toward a Methodology for Histories of Women*s Rhetoric
In the most notorious debate on methodologies for recovering the histories of
women's rhetoric, Barbara Biesecker critiques Karlyn Kohrs Campbell's methodology
for its random "token" sampling of women's discourse. In her own words, Campbell
refers to the contents of her collection as discourse rather than as rhetoric; *1 have
analyzed and anthologized discourse that appeared at critical moments in [the women's
rights] movement and that represents particular issues or groups within the movement"
{Mati 7). Campbell does not relate how the chosen discourse "represents critical
moments or particular issues or groups" in ways that might serve as a criterion for her
historical methodology. She further offers that only "some of these works have great
historical significance," but "all of them were selected for their rhetorical significance, in
order to reveal the variety and creativity of women's rights advocacy" (7). Hence she
suggests that the rhetorical significance of this discourse resuhs from "the variety and
creativity of women's rights advocacy" (7).
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Cheryl Glenn's study of female rhetoricians from Antiquity through the
Renaissance recovers neglected rhetorical practices of ancient and renaissance women.
Like Campbell's A/o^i Cannot SpeakHer, Glenn's Bhetoric Retold examines
individual rhetorical practices. But in seeking to find "traces of women on the rhetorical
landscape," Glenn's study also does unfold as "a series of cameo appearances," a
criticism she wants to avoid (1*73). Her methodology calls for "not only a new history of
women but also a new rhetorical history, in short, an entirely new map of rhetoric" (3).
Glenn's methodology only changes who performs rhetoric and not how rhetoricians
perform rhetorical history: "the project of regendering rhetorical history is a feminist
performative act" (174). Even though Glenn claims feminism, gender, and
historiography as methodologies that will add women to the tradition, she replicates an
exclusionary interpretive methodology by studying the great rhetorics of individual
rhetors, who in this case are women (see "Remapping"). Implicitly, Glenn's work raises
the question of what constitutes a methodology for recovering histories of women's
rhetoric.
Historians have begun to consider the methodological rhetoric of women's
history. In 1988 Kerber first notes that historians have begun "treating the language of
separate spheres itself as a rhetorical construction that responded to changing social and
economic reality" {Towards 175). While she suggests that reality exists prior to rhetoric,
Kerber suggests a rhetorical understanding of how historians have understood the legacy
of separate spheres for men and women;
As we discuss the concept of separate spheres, we are tiptoeing on the
boundary between politics and ideology, between sociology and rhetoric..
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.. What are we to make of this polarity between the household and the
world

We do not yet fully understand why feminists of every

generation—the 1830s, the 1880s, the 1960s—have needed to define their
enemy in this distinctively geographical way. Why speak of worlds, of
spheres, or of realms at all? {Towards 198)
Ironically, the methodological questions for rhetorical analysis here come from an
historian rather than a rhetorician. Kerber attributes the term separate spheres to
feminists. Indeed, why have feminists created separate spheres to advocate for women's
rights?
Glenn's historiography offers a case in point of Kerber's claim that feminists and
not "their enemy" rely on an exclusionary spatial trope to make an inclusionary
argument;
. . . women have been closed out of the rhetorical tradition, a tradition o f
vocal, virile, public—and therefore privileged men. Men have acted in the
polis, in the public light of rhetorical discourse, determining philosophic
truth, civic good, the literary canon, and the theories and praxes of
rhetoric. Meanwhile, women have been circumscribed within the selfexamined idios, the private donuun; women have been designated idiots
who sustain, family, friendships, and their public-discoursing men from
within the oikos, the household. {Rhetoric Retold 1)
Glenn is a leading feminist historian in rhetoric and composition who references separate
spheres to advocate for women's representations within the rhetorical tradition. Such
inclusionary arguments need to be made before other arguments can, and I admire
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Glenn's recovery project for its commitment to the sounds of women's voices; "... a
conunitment to the future of women, a promise that rhetorical histories and theories will
eventually (and naturally) include women" (174). Glenn provides me, a next-generation
feminist rhetorician, with historical sources that did not exist for her or her generation of
rhetoricians (see "Remapping").
By virtue of the fact that Glenn, like Campbell before her, has included women in
the rhetorical tradition, a critique of methodologies for recovering women's rhetoric
becomes more possible along the lines suggested by Biesecker. Of the three
methodologies outlined by Patricia Bizzell in "Opportunities for Feminist Research in the
History of Rhetoric," the approach of "look[ing] for women who have done work similar
to the work done by the traditionally canonized male authors, and to frame arguments for
inserting these women into the traditional history and setting their work in dialogue with
the canon" lias been the most utilized (51). Bizzell's first approach suggested by feminist
literary critics to resistantly read canonical texts also reifies a static methodology for the
history of rhetoric. Only Bizzell's third approach "to look in places not previously
studied for work by women that would have been traditionally considered as rhetoric, and
to frame arguments redefining the whole notion of rhetoric in order to include this new
work by women" substantively revises rhetoric as both theory and methodology (SI).
Following Bizzell articles have been written concerning the significant ways that
feminism and rhetoric coincide (see especially Ede, Glenn, and Lunsford).
Rhetoricians still might fiirther consider how women's inclusion may alter
rhetorical methodology in the histories of rhetoric. One way that this inclusion currently
affects the field is in the importation of methodologies from other disciplines, e.g..
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anthropological methods to study gender. Roxanne Mountford and Nedra Reynolds
suggest that importing methodologies from other disciplines moves the province of the
rhetorician from the text to the textual fibers of the woild; "Rather than looking only at
texts, the student may decide to study the law-in-process, borrowing methodologies from
anthropology. Rhetoric becomes a metadiscipline, then, and the possible projects arising
from a course in rhetoric extend beyond disciplinary boundaries" (202). Elizabeth Ervin
considers how the discipline of history, in particular, can enrich the work of historians of
rhetoric. Even though she advocates the sharing of methodologies between the
disciplines of history and rhetoric, Ervin does not name how rhetoric can reciprocate and
offer ahemative methodologies to the ones historians give her; "And when I began to
read histories and historiographies, I was shocked at the naivete of the historical methods
I've been using" (85). While Ervin concedes that "our discipline is both a methodology
ant/a subject," she does not elaborate on a rhetorical methodology from which historians
can benefit (86).
It is always easier for scholars to critique existing methodologies than to propose
new ones. I also have been guilty of this tendency. I critique how rhetorical scholars
have used historical terms like True Womardwod^ Republican Motherhood^ and separate
spheres in order to argue that historians of women's rhetoric have unfortunately
replicated the static assumptions of these terms (see Campbell; Glenn; Rouse). While
scholars in other fields, ranging from anthropology to women's studies, have widely
begun to invoke the term rhetoric, they also have more often supplied the accompanying
methodology, often to the exclusion of a rhetorical methodology that takes rhetoric to be
constitutive of not only reality but also social action.
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Historians of rhetoric do not yet seem to be exporting methodologies to other
disciplines even though some good candidates for this work currently exist within the
field. Ellen Cushman suggests how academics from all disciplines can best serve as
public intellectuals, using service- learning and activist research. Rhetorical histories can
enrich this important work and "collapse harmful dichotomies that traditional university
knowledge espouses; literary/vernacular; high culture/low cuhure; literature/literacy;
objective/subjective; expert/novice" ("The Public Intellectual" 335). Thomas P. Miller
offers a rhetorical history that does public intellectual work by exposing how such
dichotomies have been historically constructed in The Formation of College English. As
a result of social movements in umVersity student populations and in academic
knowledge production, he concludes that "rhetoric may be on the verge of reassuming its
traditional engagements with popular values and political controversies" (287). Further,
in some extra-institutional sites outside the academy, in counterpublics, rhetoric has been
able to sustain "its traditional engagements with popular values and political
controversies" as Miller finds (287).
Feminist rhetoricians have much to contribute to an interdisciplinary discussion of
gender as it has been and continues to be discursively constituted, especially in
nineteenth-century America. Unfortunately, femim'st scholarship is not yet circulating as
widely as it should beyond disciplinary home territories, as the history of both the
primary and secondary materials under consideration attest. Some of the secondary
sources under consideration were not aware of one another, even in recent years. Linda
Kerber was not aware that her 1980 text covered some of the same ground as Janet
James's text. In her 1997 introduction, Kerber admits that she did not know of this 1935
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text's existence until the early 1990s because feminist historical scholarship was not
widely circulated within the discipline of history. The primary texts themselves have not
always been accessible since their original publication dates. Letters was not published
from 1838 until 1970; Woman was not published from 1893 until 1968. During the
concurrence of America's second wave of feminism and the civil rights movement,
historians began to recognize this work. In the intervening time span, disciplines have
tended to self-segregate scholarship, only speaking and writing to one another about the
same primary texts. I have sought to integrate the existent scholarship and to invite an
interdisciplinary conversation that will include rhetoric as constitutive of social action.
Such untold (hi)stories first attracted me to this project. In the (hi)stories that I
can now tell, I emphasize intersections between this interdisciplinary scholarship, the still
widely unknown (hi)stories of nineteenth-century Anglo-American women socialactivists, and my own constructed ethos derived from the stories, both personal and
professional, I choose to tell about myself I offer a rhetorical methodology that relates
these (hi)stories together as collective social action through topoi. This rhetorical
methodology can best be shared with others as a storied journey that locates my own
positionality in the field of rhetoric and composition.

Methodology as a Storied Journey
I do not claim to offer a radical revision of methodologies for recovering histories
of women's rhetoric. Clearly, I am indebted to a previous generation of feminist
rhetoricians who have made the articulation of this work possible, including those cited
above. My history began in the simplest and periiaps in the most important of ways.
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Only in retelling and representing the histories of others did it become ever more
complicated. According to Robert J. Connors, "Histoiy nearly always begins as simple
curiosity about how we got here" ('Dreams and Play'* 17). My (hi)stofies evolve from
present concerns; How have Anglo-American women been able to rhetorically overturn
conunonplaces that limit their public achievements? How can the contributions of
effective social-activist rhetors from the past inform the present day struggles of
marginalized groups? Why have Afncan-Americans not gained the same measure of
rhetorical power as Anglo-American women? How can the social-activist struggles of
one community inform another across class, gender, racial, religious and other barriers?
My study offers provisional answers to these enormous questions that represent lifetimes
of work for many. I have only begun to follow the histories of terms that characterize
women and Afncan-Americans, and I do not intend "to reduce historical developments to
object lessons for current practitioners" in the words of Thomas P. Miller (The Formation
285).
I have thought hard about what I can offer instead. Jacqueline Jones Royster
gives me some much-needed guidance here. In chapter one I cite her work to set up the
problems of ethical representation I have had with this select group of Anglo-American
women social-activists. I have had ethical problems with this project because it
foregrounds Anglo-American women and their representation of Others. At the same
time, however, I have resisted reconceptualizing this particular project to be the more
inclusionary kind to which Biesecker objects by including token others from each
marginalized group that these Anglo-American women represent. Although I imend to
conceive of future projects that collectively consider the sources of these others, I suggest
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that the contribution of the collective sources currently under consideration lies in how
they address difficult issues of representation. These rhetorics attempt to collaborate with
the others represented by going directly to the sources, to the homeplaces of Others.
Consider, for example. Child's publication of previously unheard words by AfricanAmericans shared in personal correspondence or Fuller's publication of previously
unheard words by prostitutes shared during her visits to Sing Sing. I have tried to follow
these journeys as faithfully as possible. Perhaps I became so interested, so focused on
these journeys because I could identify with the subjects, their attempts to ethically
represent the Other, and their perseverance in discussing what no one else would even
when their own authority was suspect.
As a relatively young Anglo-American woman of rhetoric and composition's next
generation, I have found it difHcuh to actively construct an ethos for myself as a scholar.
But I have found it even more difficult to explicitly write about issues of race from a
position of privilege. In "When the First Voice You Hear Is Not Your Own," Royster
writes about her marginalized perspective as an African-American woman in the
academy; "I have been compelled to listen as [colleagues] have comfortably claimed the
authority to engage in the construction of knowledge and meaning about me and mine,
without paying even a passing nod to the fact that sometimes a substantive version of that
knowledge might already exist" (30). Perhaps for this reason also, I have shied away
from writing "about me and mine" instead choosing to write about how other AngloAmerican women have written "about me and mine" (30). Rather than succumbing to "a
fear of abuse or a fear of retaliation," Royster recommends finding constructive ways "to
teach, to engage in research, to write, and to speak with Others with the determination to
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Operate not only with professional and personal integrity, but also with the specific
knowledge that communities and their ancestors are watching" (33).
The principled discourses of nineteenth-century Anglo-American women socialactivists have offered me ways to derive claims from individual stories about collective
social action. From her collective experiences, Royster concludes "that the most salient
point to acknowledge is that 'subject' position is everything" (29). To get at her own
subject(ed) positions, she presents "scenes which serve as my personal testimony as
'subject"' (30). Royster conceives of these "scenes" as both "singular" and "plural";
singular in the sense that they are "my own stories"; plural in the sense that they
constitute "experiential data that I share with many" (30). Principled discourses are both
singular and plural as well in relating embodied subject positions to topoi that traverse the
prejudices that attend fixed locations. In offering the inventional possibilities of
inhabiting muhiple subject positions, topoi further expose the fluidity of our subject
positions as we journey beyond the homeplaces we have intimately known. In selecting
the details we will share with others from our own stories, for example, we construct an
ethos that participates in topoi, which may act in disparate places at some critical distance
from our own embodied locations.
Rhetoricians share stories to get beyond a sample of one so that we may better
understand how our stories construct ourselves and others, bi both carefully telling our
own stories and listening to those of others, we learn to gain critical distance from the
particulars of our own experience and to better understand relationships (t<^i) between
our own stories and those of others. Through topoi we recognize how we are both similar
and different from others. Our identification and empathy begins with this process of
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gaining critical distance from our own stories. I share Royster's "sense of things" here as
well:

.. individual stories placed one against another against another build credibility

and offer, as in this case, a litany of evidence for which a call for transformation in theory
and practice nught rightfully begin" (30). Thus Royster gives me the impetus to
conclude with the stories that have made this project an important journey for me. In the
(hi)stories that follow I reveal some of my own homeplaces so that my audience may
better evaluate the commonplaces I have assumed herein. I place my individual stories
against one another to show the muhiple, sometimes even contradictory subject positions
I inhabit. And I'll leave it to my audience to decide whether these stories build my
credibility.
As I come to the end of this project, I find that I still have many details to share,
the plots of stories that do not fit anywhere else. These details have to do with subject
positions, those of the rhetors under consideration, my own, and how all these subject
positions intersect. I have been hesitant about sharing my personal (hi)stories because it
both contributes to and detracts from my credibility in revealing both my inventional
commonplaces and my prejudices. Every one carries some commonplaces, some
prejudice, some luggage from home out into the world with her. What we do with this
luggage, whether we discard its contents entirely, whether it becomes our baggage,
whether we keep the same nametags and hold on tight or whether we share items that
seem useful during the journey, is a question that we can only finally ask ourselves. As
luggage these homeplaces, our topoU are both our baggage and our resource. T<^i allow
us both to carry our homes with us and to travel beyond our homes, to move from private
spheres to multiple public spheres constructed in collaboration with others. Tqxti are
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(re)sources in the sense that they allow us to resee our sources, to step outside of our
commonplaces, and to inhabit multiple subject positions. Subject positions accrue
principle through a reevaluation of the details that are relevant to the rhetorical task at
hand. In relating the details of divergent locations for particular audiences and purposes,
principled discourses must finally create some resonance with an audience. Thus rhetoric
ultimately offers a way to negotiate between our individual stories and the principled
discourses that will make sense of these details for some others. At the same time,
principled discourses may efface difference in emphasizing the details of a particular
affinity group. In the recognition that our stories have been derived fi'om particular lived
experiences, I hope that we might mitigate the dominant position of any one group,
however. For this reason principled discourses must admit the contradictions that attend
one's lived experience and offer topoi for the construction of oppositional publics in the
places we once called home and beyond those homeplaces.
It is finally an ethical decision to choose to share one's stories, an ethical decision
that may or may not enhance credibility. Ethical decisions have continued to reemerge
for me as I not only choose the stories I tell but I also choose how to render these stories
in the details I share. These (hi)stories divulge how I am limited as an individual. I can
only see so much of the experience that I reveal about myself and others. You, my
audience, may make other meanings out of my experience than I intended and that fact
leaves me vulnerable and perhaps less credible than I had hoped. Not having certain
details certainly changes these (hi)stories for better or worse. In this last section I share
some other details, which my audience may find relevant or irrelevant depending on the
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subject positions you inhabit. Whether this ethic contributes to my ethos, I finally leave
as a question for you to decide.
I first told the story that begins this project when I wrote my college application
essays. I have retold this story on many occasions since then. Even though I have added
and omitted various details for different audiences and purposes, I can honestly say that
its basic outline has remained the same. I have used this story in the past to contest
gendered commonplaces about both men and women. As a child in the 1970s, I didn't
feel that I could share this story with anyone else because during that time I knew of no
other fathers who had assumed the roles of mothers. Now I know of many such
"houseparents." Society's commonplaces have changed to the extent that this story has
become rather commonplace. For the audience and purpose of this project, I use this
story to construct my ethos as a rhetorician who knows something about marginalized
perspectives and how marginalized perspectives can become privileged perspectives as
commonplaces change over time. Subject positions accrue principle over time also in the
sense that our commonplaces become sanctioned by particular audiences. As a result,
however, we too often fail to recognize how all principled discourses originate from
subject positions and how other subject positions can always change the topoi of
principled discourses as we travel beyond our homes.
I have left certain details out of my own story about growing up with my parems
that would bear witness to some other significant commonplaces that I carry with me
from home. Although I can give you many more details, I only relate those that seem
relevant to the audience and purpose at hand from my perspective. Combining a
rhetorical methodology (an analysis of relevance for audience and purpose) with my own
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subject positions (my perspective), I offer you particular topoi that you may take beyond
my homeplaces. In doing the same from my own position, I offer myself a way to gain
critical distance from these perspectives so that they do not become locked into the
luggage I carry with me.
My childhood experience growing up with my parents taught me not only
something about the fluidity of gender roles, but it also gave me particular conunonplaces
about social class, literacy, and the relationship between the two. My parents both grew
up in the working-class households of first-generation Americans. My grandparents all
had various levels of a grade school education and worked at menial jobs as domestics
and laborers throughout their lives. Unlike my father, however, my mother had many
positive role models of aunts and uncles who became nurses, social workers, and doctors.
My mother identified with the books she read from an early age, won a full scholarship to
a small Catholic women's college, and later believed in herself and the power of literacy
enough to become one of the country's first nurse lawyers. If you met my parents now
and my mother didn't tell you otherwise, you would assume that my parents had always
been well off Knowing certain details about their lives would change your mind, like
knowing how they struggled to make ends meet by working different shifts and still
providing round-the-clock nurturing for the infant me or knowing that their own working
class parents supported them with regular grocery deliveries during the early years of
their marriage. My mom's career trajectory took us all on a journey from working class
to upper-middle class Americans, a transformation I most palpably experienced between
the ages of 9 when my mom took her first position and 17 when my mom could afford to
send me away to Wellesley College. Yet my parents and I have all hung oMo some of
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the subject positions that we attended during my childhood because there's a certain ethic
in remembering the places where you were bom as well as those where you have
struggled.
As I suggest above, this selection of Anglo-American women social activists
arose in part from the subject positions that I share with them. I can identify with many
of their subject positions as a result of both chance and choice, and therefore I have not
been speaking for some Other but rather "me and mine" as Royster indicates of her own
(30). Both the intriguing historical nuances of their lives and their various community
allegiances have particularly singled out Margaret Fuller and Lydia Maria Child for me
as a storyteller.
Fuller helped me to conceive of this project. I rediscovered Fuller as a result of
searching for the answer to the question of how women first challenged and later changed
the commonplaces about themselves in nineteenth-century America. From recognizing
Fuller's inventional topoi for women, I moved to consider how other Anglo-American
women social-activists had historically challenged commonplaces for themselves and
others. I have admired Fuller, as her transcendental colleagues did, for her intellectual
capacities and rhetorical abilities in originally representing women through an expressive
discourse. I have sympathized with the obstacles that she encountered, even as an Anglo
woman of privilege. As a first child Fuller's intellectual pursuits were encouraged until
she stepped outside of her proper sphere. As an adolescent die was sent to finishing
school, leaving behind the Harvard intellectual cuhure that she sought from male friends.
As a teacher supporting her fimiily and sending her brothers to college after her Other's
unexpected death. Fuller struggled to find time for her own intellectual work. Instead of
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travelling to Europe as she had planned, she stayed behind to earn a wage in support of
her family. Fuller's writing of Summer on the Lakes and Woman in the Nineteenth
Century enabled her to make an independent living as a journalist. Her own employment
rather than her dependence on her father eventually made a trip to Europe possible.
During her time as a foreign correspondent, she identified with the Italian people as they
began a revolution rather than the foreign intelligentsia she knew from home. She also
fell in love and had a son. Whether she married her son's father, an Italian nobleman
who had fallen out of favor as a result of his own revolutionary activities, is not known.
In Italy Fuller struggled to make ends meet as she completed a history of the Italian
revolution. After the revolution failed, her family saw America at their best chance of a
home until Italian independence could be realized. To establish their new home, Fuller
hoped to sell her history in New York. But the family could only afford passage on a
cargo ship that went down within sight of land near Fire Island. In a shipwreck at the age
of 40, Fuller lost her life, the lives of her two-year-old son and his father, and her history.
She also lost the many future expectations that had been long awaited by her friends and
family.
Child shared many of the same subject positions as Fuller. Both were AngloAmerican women of Puritan descent, bom and raised in Massachusetts, self-educated,
and exposed to Calvinism, Unitariam'sm and later Transcendentalism as religious
discourses. Neither professed any one religion. As a baker's daughter, however. Child
was bom into a working class family. Her mother died when she was a young child, so
she was sent to live with an older sister. Her closest family member, brother Convers
Francis, won a scholarship to be educated as an Unitarian minister at Harvard. As a
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result of her social class. Child had fewer intellectual opportunities than Fuller. But she
had a more prolific life. She first became a successful writer of children's and domestic
literature to support herself and later her husband. Like Fuller, Child married for love
and shared her husband's dedication to social activism, in this case abolition. The
publication of her first and most widely influential abolitionist

An Appeal

resulted in alienation fi-om the mainstream audience that had previously been enamored
with her writing. Child returned to fiction in order to financially support herself, her
husband, and her other writing projects, including those related to abolition. She became
editor of the leading national antislavery paper during a time of political strife among
various factions of abolitionists. Child and her husband could not have children of their
own. As a result of his own revolutionary activities as an editor. Child's husband had
successful libel suits waged against him that left the family bankrupt. They lost their
home and had to scramble to find other living arrangements on more than one occasion.
Child died in 1880 at the age of 78 in the home she had worked all of her life to own and
maintain. She would have had to permanently leave this home a month later.
Biographers tell more richly developed stories of these two women. In the details
that I offer, I suggest instead what drew me to these rhetors in particular; their dedication
to social-activist causes that were more important than themselves even in times of
personal struggle, their ambiguous relationships with organized religion despite great
faith in the human character and spirituality, and most importantly their ability to change
the subject positions of themselves and others through writing. Principled discourses
allow them to assume a fluidity of subject positions, creating new lines of argument for
themselves and others in multiple publics that extended their homeplaces into sodety.
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Writing with principled discourses enabled Fuller and Child to achieve financial,
intellectual, and moral independence before education afforded them the opportunities I
have had. Writing, then, both literally and figuratively took them to places that they
could not go before. They not only changed their own homeplaces through writing, they
also changed the conunonplaces of others. Their writing does the most crucial of
rhetorical work in challenging prejudices, in exhibiting the potentiality of language to
transcend what had previously been presumed to be fixed.
Ironically, how their writing has previously been written about by contemporary
scholars suggests that fixed locations persist within English studies. Even though Fuller
wrote more nonfiction than fiction and her most important work defies literary genre
boundaries, literary scholars have undertaken almost all this scholarship, undoubtedly as
a result of her transcendental connections. Concurrently, the rhetorical work of both
Fuller and Child has been devalued even in recent years because it is not fiction and
defies easy categorization (see respectively Mitchell; Karcher). In personal conversations
during the early stages of this project's conception, a pronunent feminist literary scholar
suggested that Fuller's rhetoric still properly belongs to the literary canon and that
Child's rhetoric had just begun to be claimed by the new improved, more inclusive
literary canon. Ironically, this feminist literary scholar has done significant work to
include Fuller in the literary canon that she now guards. Thus I have been given more
than one indication that the ethos of a young scholar in rhetoric and composition working
with 'literary" materials may still be regarded as suspect. As someone who sees herself
as an interdisciplinary scholar in the field of English studies, I am particularly interested
in these sources because they defy such arbitrary boundaries. In considering these
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sources from an interdisciplinary perspective within English studies rather than putting
up divides between what scholars in literature versus what scholars in rhetoric and
composition can rightfully study, we gain new commonplaces for our scholarship that
reconnects history and methodology as well as theory and pedagogy.
Fm beginning to believe that I've give you most of the relevant details and woven
a (hi)story of this project's journey. But now my rhetorical task as storyteller becomes
more difficult. Not that the above details aren't important, but these tell a (hl)story that I,
in some sense, have found the answers to. And admittedly, I feel more confident
assuming certain commonplaces as a result of my own marginalized status. Now I turn to
those details about which I do not feel at all confident, where the ground constantly
shifts, and I have no commonplaces to hold onto. I can claim a certain amount of
authority to talk about marginalized perspectives as a result of gender, disciplinary
affiliations, and even class. I can claim no such authority about race.
Because 1 can claim no such authority on race, I attempt to collaborate in the
construction of this authority through stories I can tell of Others. I discovered Lydia
Maria Child's pedagogy for the freed while searching for sources that would address my
own struggles in representing and extending authority to African-American women. In
the summer of 1998,1acted as a co-director for a local site of the National Writing
Project in Tucson, Arizona. I coached the only African-American teacher in a group of
twenty-two teachers as she put together a teaching demonstration on using autobiography
to discuss race relations. Participants from this local site come from all over Southern
Arizona, including both rural and urban schools. Angela^ carpooled with three other
^ I have given this teadiera pseudonym in Older to protect her confidentiali^'.
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teachers from her district, who together traveled an hour each way. As with all writing
project fellows, Angela would present this demonstration to the entire group of teachers,
revise on the basis of their responses, and take this demonstration back to her school and
district as an in-service for teachers and administrators. Many participants also submit
proposals to NCTE to reach even wider audiences.
Angela decided that she wanted to use a slave woman's autobiography from
nineteenth-century America as an interview prompt. In this collaborative learning
exercise of her own design, we each interviewed a partner who assumed the role of either
the young slave woman or the slave mistress to elicit multiple perspectives on a traumatic
event presented in the autobiography. The slave mistress discovers that her husband has
raped the young slave girl. Each interviewee would then change perspectives and assume
the other role. Angela and I were both surprised by the overall reaction of this group of
teachers. While the demonstration did occur during the last presentation slot of an
intensive week, formally meeting four days a week together from 8:30 a.m. until
3:30 p.m., the number of participants who choose not to participate in itself suggests that
teachers did not want to engage the material. One who taught at about the same grade
level in another school district noted that she did not think this curriculum would work in
Angela's classroom. The participants who did do what was asked mostly attempted to
remain "historically accurate" as one teacher put it in the discussion that followed,
meaning the teachers assumed that the slave mistress would not acknowledge the rape,
would support her husband, and would dismiss the slave girl. One group, however,
rewrote the script. In their dramatization the master died of a heart attack while
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brutalizing a slave in the field, and the mistress freed the slaves. This transgressive
performance stood alone, however.
In addition to meeting with the coach, each participant asks two of the teachers to
attend a debriefing session in which we discuss the demonstration for the purpose of
future revisions and presentations. In preparation for this session, I had reread ''When the
First Voice You Hear Is Not Your Own" and later gave Angela my copy. My goal was to
show Angela that she is not alone, that institutional racism exists, and that her experience
could motivate others to act against racism. Recalling bell hooks, I suggested that the one
transgressive performance was a significant contribution toward racial awareness for this
group of teachers. Angela thanked us for our encouragement to submit a NCTE proposal
based on her demonstration, but she indicated that she would not undertake such a
controversial project in any forum "ever again." As I commented to Angela, her story
needs to be told. But who will tell Angela's story if she does not claim this authority for
herself? This challenge seems to have fallen to me, an Anglo-American woman.
Angela's silence continues to weigh on my conscience. How did I contribute to her
silencing? How could I have ensured that her demonstration would have been a success,
or would that have been unfair also? How do I begin a conversation that no one seems to
want to engage? How do I possibly, ethically, and realistically represent the interests of
people who confront racism?
I again confronted these questions in my first-year developmental writing class
the following fall. I had designed my curriculum that semester around issues of public
concern in order to engage students in controversial matters that affect their lives. I
originally wrote my second unit curriculum to explicitly address afSrmative action. I
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began the unit with a video of a debate on affirmative action made for public television in
which academics representing various races, ethnicities, and genders argue for dififerent
policies. In the final minutes of class, I asked students what they noticed about how the
debaters argued. One student responded that she each made arguments related to their
personal backgrounds. Another student responded that the debaters were emotional. I
pointed out that the arguments could have been more balanced with a consideration of
other people's views and more inferences based on evidence.
The next day I learned that an Afincan-American student had called the
composition ofTice concerning the curriculum. When I called her at home, she related her
story to me. This student was physically assaulted as a result of a high school curriculum
that revolved around the issue of affirmative action. She never returned to the high
school after she had been physically assaulted, even to graduate. 'Things were going
along fine at college so far" until the issue of affirmative action came up in our class.
She thought some of the students had made statements that reminded her of her high
school classmates. While I did not know to what she referred, I did not ask her what they
specifically said because I did not want to put her on the defensive. Instead, I simply
believed her. When she told me that she could not drop the course at this point and did
not know what to do, I offered to rewrite the second unit to take the focus off affirmative
action in consideration of her circumstances. Given these circumstances I would not
hesitate to take the same immediate action in the classroom again.
The historical examples of the Anglo-American women social-activists under
consideration have given me ways to further think about how I can confront prqudice
without putting those who have been victimized in vulnerable positions. I am still left
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with the difficult question, however, of how an Anglo-American woman can extend her
authority to African-Americans without speaking for them? Royster raises related
questions;
How can we teach, engage in research, write about, and talk across
boundaries with others, instead of for, about, and around them? My
experiences tell me that we need to do more than just talk and talk back. I
believe that in this model we miss a critical moment. We need to talk, yes,
and to talk back, yes, but when do we listen? How do we listen? How do
we demonstrate that we honor and respect the person talking and what that
person is saying, or what the person might say if we valued someone other
than ourselves having a turn to speak? (38)
I believe that I am a good listener because I admit that I am always learning how to listen.
As this select group of nineteenth-century Anglo-American women social-activists
attests, commonplaces prevent us from listening. We unfortunately already think we
know what we hear. In reading and writing about these historical models of rhetors who
invent open lines of communication with topoi^ I have learned more and have sought to
share this knowledge about how rhetors signal that they have ethically listened in
collaboration with Others by carefully attending to their words. I hope that I have also
signaled how to listen to both ourselves and Others in the Oii)stories I have honored and
in the commonplaces I have revealed. I believe that in gaining enough critical distance
from our own commonplaces, we better learn how to listen to Others. By learning how to
inhabit other subject positions through the principled discourses of listening, learning,
and literacy, we gain this critical distance. And finally, I hope Others will provide their

own iopoi in the conversations that follow this work so that I can better learn how to
listen.
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